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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Knoxville, Tennessee, January 1, 1947
To His Excellency, Jim McCord, Governor of Tennessee.
Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith, on behalf of the
Board of Trustees of The University of Tennessee, a report of the
work and €xpenditures of the Agricultural Experiment Station for
the year 1946. This report is submitted in accordance with the
law requiring that the Board having direction of the Experiment
Station shall annually submit to the Governor of the State a report
of its op'2rations and expenses.
Very respectfully,
C. E. BREHM. Acting President
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
In account with
The United States Appropriations under the Hatch, Adams, Purnell, and Bankhead-Jones
Acts, and Non-Federal Funds, 1945-46 .
. . ..
IFederal Funds Non-I Bankhead- FederalHatch Adams Purne.Jl... Jones Funds
Receipts
From United States Treasurer. $15,000.00 $15,000.00 $60,000.00 $83,564.08From other sources .............. .... ............. . .. $205,403.06
Expenditures
13,062.36 13,602.33Personal services . 54,550.39 65,620.15 108,014.22Travel 0.00 0.00 453.24 1,499.56 1,835.73Transp~~tat;~";·~fthi,,;g~·.···· 102.08 43.25 109.67 510.97 1,512.28
Communication service ....... 257.58 0.00 30.57 48.87 1,112.40Rents and utility services 28.2n 14.65 278.36 178.80 2,184.54Printing and binding .. 0.00 0.00 0.00 162.94 2.991.29Other contractual services 159.40 107.60 479.88 710.87 8,699.60Supplies and rna terials 742.56 635.75 2.558.85 10,260.37 43,981.41Equipment
•·· ••.··•· •••• ·•·• ••••• ·.·1 $15,::~:~~
596.42 1,538.54 2,747.99 21,832.79Lands and structures 0.00 0.00 1,823.56 13,238.80
Total .. $15,000.00 $60,000:00' $83,564~ $205,403.06
-
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INTRODUCTION
FIFTY - NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
FOR 1946
F. S. Chance, Vice Director
Agriculture is moving forward in Tennessee along with general
industrial expansion. Weather conditions this year throughout
the State were about normal for crop production, and the farmers
came through with a record corn yield of 30 bush·elsper acre. This is
an indication that the research work on corn breeding, fertilization,
and cultivation is beginning to pay big dividends. The 30-bushel
yield is still below a reasonable goal, but is an increase of more
than 20 percent over yields of twenty years ago. This represents
real progress when we take into account the fact that during the
I
Ipast decade many thousands of acres of the State's best bottom
land have been flooded as a result of power and flood-control dams
in the Tennessee River and its tributaries.
Similar increases in yields of tobacco, cotton, and some other
crops also are worthy of note.
Research workers at the Station have developed improved
strains of oats and barley. The value of these :improved varieties
is indicated by the increased production. The per-acre production
of oats has increased 50 percent, and of barley 25 percent, during
the past ten years.
The Experiment Station received valuable cooperation from
the Tennessee Valley Authority in many lines of research. Their
cooperation in the fields of fertilizers, agricultural engineering,
livestock nutrition, and the basic soil survey work deserves special
mention. The U. S. Department of Agriculture also rendered valu-
• able support in the soil survey work.
~ Study of the following pages will give some idea of the many
, r·2search activities of the Experiment Station.
l
AGRONOMY
GENERAL
L. N. Skold1
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WEATHER CONDITIONS AT KNOXVILLE
The early part of the crop season of 1946 was very similar to
that of 1945, being two or three weeks ahead of normal as a result
of unusually warm March and April weather. The month of May,
howenr, was cool and rainy, so that spring planting was delayed
to some extent. A favorable midsummer, followed by August and
September weather that was ideal for haymaking, fall plowing,
and planting, made the 1946 crop season one of the best in recent
y-ears.
The lowest temperature recorded at Knoxville was 16° F., on
January 23; the highest was 94° F., on July 13. The growing season
was 246 days long, the last killing frost in the spring occurring
March 12 and the first killing frost in the fall November 14.
CROPS
Alfalfa.-For a number of years, varieties of alfalfa have been
grown at Knoxville and at various substations to determine their
adaptation and productivity. Sinc·eNebraska and Kansas produce
Knoxville-test planted March 30, 1943
TABLE I-Yields per acre of air-dry alfalfa hay, by varieties, at Knoxville
and Jackson, 1944, 1945, and 1946,
Variety 1944 I 1945 1946 Total Average
Tons
I
Tons Tons Tons TonsBuffalo (Kansas) .. 3.28 4.75 5.21 13.24 4.41Kansas Common .... 3.30 4.95 4.53 12.78 4.26Ranger (Nebraska) .. 2.88 4.65 4.65 12.18 4.06
I I I I
5.65
5.58
4.61
6.69
6.01
5.45
6.59
6.16
5.56
18.93
17.75
15.62
Jackson-test planted August 25, 1943
6.31
5.92
5.21
Knoxville-test planted August 21, 1944
Oklahoma Common (Jackson County) .. 4.25 5.44 9.69 4.84Buffalo (Kansas) ...... 4.02 5.60 9.62 4.81Oklahoma A-185 .............................................. 4.10 5.52 9.62 4.81Oklahoma Common (Tillman County) .. 4.22 5.27 9.49 4.74Oklahoma Common (Grant County) ... 3.95 5.46 9.41 4.70Kansas COlnmon ... 4.01 5.16 9.17 4.58Ranger (Nebraska) .............................................. 3.97 5.12 9.09 4.54
much of the alfalfa seed used in this State, the varieties Ranger
and Buffalo, recently released by the Nebraska and Kansas Experi-
ment Stations, are of particular interest to Tennessee farmers.
'This report is based on work done by Dr. J. B. Washko, formerly Associate Agrono-mist.
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In table 1 ar·e shown results of tests at the Knoxville and
Jackson Stations. It will be noted that the varieties from Kansas
and Oklahoma have been consistently good yielders, while Ranger,
originating in Nebraska, has produced som~what less. At least
part of the lower productivity of this variety is due to its slightly
shorter growth hah-it and its slowness to recover after cutting.
At Knoxville, comparisons of fall and spring seedings of
alfalfa, both alone and with small grains, are h~ing studied, as well
as various methods of seedbed preparation and planting. This work
is not far enough advanced to warrant conclusions.
In the alfalfa nursey a number of varieties and selections from
seY~ral states are being grown, in short rows, to determ:ine whether
they have possibilities in Tennessee either for commercial produc-
tion or as sources of breeding material in the alfalfa-improvem~nt
program.
Small Grains for Winter Pasture.-The results of several years'
study have been accept2d for publication in the Journal of the
American Society of Agronomy.
Grain Sorghums.-Grain sorghums have been grown to some
extent in Tennessee for a number of y2ars, particularly when the
season was too dry or too late for corn. Indications are that the
grain sorghums cannot compete successfully with corn under nor-
mal growing conditions, and that their use is h2St limited to dry
years, when their superior drouth resistance and early maturity
may be of value.
Since 1941, a number of varieties of grain sorghum, mostly
short, combine types of r·~cent development, have been tested at
Knoxville. Results of these tests, shown in table 2, indicate that
TABLE 2-Comparative grain yields of corn and grain sorghums at
Knoxville, 1944-47.
-
Variety Yields of grain per acre
3-Yr. Avg. 2-Yr. average
1944' 1945' 1946' 1944-46 1945-46-~.
CORN Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Bushe1s2
Tennessee 10 ..... 3400 2420 2910 52.0
SORGHUMS
Double Dwarf Milo 38..... 2880 2100 2490 49.8
Early Hegari... .. 1560 2420 2190 2060 2300 46.0
Caprock . 800 2630 1920 1780 2280 45.6
Westland .. ............. 660 2510 1760 1640 2140 42.8
Plainsman ...... 870 2550 1540 1650 2040 40.8
Bonita .. 770 2590 1500 1620 2040 40.8
Martin's Milo. 2220 1760 1990 39.8
Imperial Kaffir .. 1780 1600 1690 33.8
Club .... 1290 2010 1290
I
1530 1650 33.0
Texas Black Hulled Kaffir 550 1660 1300 1170 1480 29.6
Atlas .... 380 1050 540 660 800 16.0
lDates of planting: 1944-May 18
1945-May 29 and June 24
1946--May 8 and June 20
Yields for 1945 and 1946 are averages of two plantings.
"Corn calculated on the basis of 56 pounds per bushel, the sorghum varieties on
the basis of 50.
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corn is still a better producer of grain, averaging 400 pounds more
grain per acre than the highest-yielding grain sorghum.
Other Forage Crops.-Ryegrass and button clover have done
well in combination, and the rates of planting are being studied to
determins the most desirable rate for each in the mixture.
Various small-seeded, winter annual legumes, including hop,
crimson, button, Persian, and rose clovers and black medic, are
being compareu as to productivity on a prepared s·sedbed. While
indications are that button clover is the highest yielder of the group
under conditions of medium to high fertility when cut for hay, the
tests hays not been carried far enough to justify a more conclusive
statement.
The comparative product;ivity of common and hard-seeded
crimson clover is being studied.
UNIFORM VARIETY TRIALS
at
Greeneville, Knoxville, Crossville, Columbia, Spl-ingfield, and Jackson
O. H. Long
Uniform variety trials of the small grains, corn, and soybeans
were conducted at from 3 to 6 locations in the State, including the
main Station at Knoxville and the substations at Greeneville, Cross-
ville, Columbia, Springfield, and Jackson, thus providing for a study
of the performance of a group of varieties at as many as 6 widely
scattered locations in Tennessee. The substations at times may
add varieties of purely local interest or importance. If any of these
added varieties show sufficient promise at one location they will
be included in the uniform group the following year.
The yields, together with a brief discussion of the various
crops, follow.
SMALL GRAINS
Winter Oats, Barley, and WheaL-Yields at 6 locations, to-
gether with the average yi<~ldsfor all locations, are shown in table 3.
Winter Oats.-Two new Tennessee rust-resistant strains-
090 x Victoria 139-12-79-1 and 090 x Bond 140-17-63-75-243-and
Stanton Strain 2, another rust-resistant variety from Coker's Ped-
igr·sed Seed Company, led in yields. These 3 varieties made slightly
over 70 bushels per acre as an average of the 6 locations. Hardwick
and Fulgrain Strain 6 mature a week or ten days before the other
varieties. Ths Hardwick variety came from Hardwick Farms,
Cleveland, Tennessee, and Fulgrain Strain 6 is another Coker oat.
Both of these early oats are short-strawed, and Fulgrain possesses
consid·srable resistance to lodging. Fulgrain is rust resistant, but
Hardwick is not. Fulwin gave the lowest yields. This oat is very
38.0
35.0
30.8
29.9
28.8
22.6
21.8
19.6
22.3
14.5
30.0
29.8
25.8
29.3
23.8
20.7
20.7
19.4
18.7
18.5
38.7
28.2
30.6
28.2
24.6
27.8
24.7
23.6
23.1
20.4
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winter-hardy, but its susceptibility to rust and lodging probably
accounts for its low yield this year. Forkedeer possesses some de-
gree of resistance to lodging and is r·ecommendedover Fulwin. Fork-
edeer and Fulwin were developed by the Tennessee Experiment
Station.
Barley.-Jackson No.1, a smooth-awn (bearded) variety de-
veloped by the Tennessee Experiment Station, led in yield. The
yield of this variety was 43.1 bushels as an averag-e of 5 trials.
Two other awned varieties, Kentucky No.1 and Tennessee No. 52,
produced yields about 4 or 5 bushels less than .Jackson No. 1. It
is int2resting- that the two hooded (beardless) varieties. Missouri
Early Beardless and Tennessee Hooded No.6, produced the lowest
yields. These standings are in line with the results of pr·evious
TABLE 3-Acre yields of winter oats, barley, and wheat at six locations in
Tennessee, 1945-1946.
Average
Location
WINTER OATS
090 x Vi
139-12
139-13
090 x Bo
140-17
Stanton
Forked
Hardwi
Lee
Fulgrai
Fulwin
Sunnyfi
ctoria. .. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu.
-79-1 83.5 93.6 49.2 70.3 62.6 83.3 73.8
-102-248 65.9 83.1 40.8 62.4 63.2 82.1 66.3
nd.
-63-75-243 .... 55.8 93.8 48.4 72.2 51.4 108.0 71.6
Strain 2 .. 81.3 92.1 45.2 70.8 46.9 90.6 71.2
eer ... 56.5 85.4 51.2 74.1 57.5 74.8 66.6
ck .... 56.3 86.7 41.4 68.4 41.4 79.3 62.3
45.5 74.0 45.4 63.3 51.4 70.9 58.4
n Strain 6 60.0 79.6 38.4 45.5 37.2 87.2 58.0
35.2 65.2 49.3 62.8 57.5 64.7 55.8
eld 57.0 ..... .....
---~._.-
BARLEY
Jackson NO.1 27.8 49.9 25.7 48.5 63.8 43.1
Kentucky No. L 31.5 44.2 26.7 36.9 a 57.8 39.4
Tenn. No. 52 29.2 43.9 28.6 38.5 .~I 51.0 38.2M. B. x S. A. B3-56 '" .,;",0)
977-8-1'. 31.9 42.5 26.2 33.2 CUtID.j.JQJ 57.0 38.2:r:C1l0 a
Sunrise ... 14.7 40.8 18.8 19.1 E l'i'~ 61.1 30.9
Missouri Early ~C1l",E
Beardless ..... ............... 21.3 32.2 22.5 21.9 Q)"O'C ~ 48.8 29.3
Tenn. Hooded No.6 ... ............ 18.1 30.0 20.6 23.5 ~~]~ 47.3 27.9m;:;::: ~"O ._-~
WHEAT
Carala ... . 16.6
Tennessee 2.. .. . 12.9
Tenn. 612 (Fulcaster)..... 15.5
Thorne 10.4
Red Rock.. 11.9
'Missouri Beardless x Smooth-Awn.
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years. The awned types have consistently out yielded the hooded.
The variety M. B. x S. A. B3-56 is a cross of Missouri Early Beard-
less and a smooth-awn. Th,is variety, because of its early maturity,
offers some possibility as a companion crop with crimson clover
when the latter is to be saved for seed. It is an awned variety, and
this is its first year in the uniform test. Attention is called to the
fact that the barley trial at Springfield was almost completely
destroyed by the Hessian fly. This insect normally attacks wheat,
but occasionally attacks barley.
Wheat.-Carala was the highest-yielding wheat variety; the
average of 6 trials was 27.8 bushels. It was the highest yielder in
1945 also. It is earlier than Tennessee 612 (Fulcaster) and Thorne,
which are the standard check varieties. Carala, however, is very
susceptible to rust. This is true likewis·eof the other varieties. A
general recommendation of Carala is being withheld until the per-
formance of two new promising Tennesse·e rust-resistant wheats
can be studied in the 1947 uniform trials.
Spring Oats.-The yields of spring oats at 3 locations are
shown in table 4. The yields at Knoxville were consid·erably higher
TABLE 4-Acre yields of spring oats at three locations in Tennessee, 1946.
Variety I Maturity Location Averagedate
Knoxville Columbia I Jackson
I Bushels Bushels I Bushels BushelsIClinton .......................................................... June 24 80.0 58.1 I 30.4 56.2Columbia .. 19 70.4 53.9 42.2 55.5Kanota .. 19 61.3 51.1 42.2 51.5Brunker .. .. 19 57.3 49.7 42.8 I 49.9Forkedeer ... .. 19 44.3 46.9 40.5 I 43.9IVicland .... ., 24 43.8 33.8 31.5
i
36.4
than usual, owing to the fact that a rather heavy top-dressing of
nitrogen was applied. Clinton, a new variety from Iowa, shows
some promise. Spring oats are not generally recommended in Ten-
nessee; experiments indicate that winter oats are far more pro-
ductive. If spring oats are grown, they should be s·eededearly and
fertilized well, particular attention being paid to nitrogen.
CORN
Seven varieties of corn, including both hybrids and open-
pollinated varieties, were planted at 6 locations, at spacings that
gave 5000, 7000, and 9000 plants per acre. The purpose of this
experiment was twofold. The main object was to compare the over-
all yielding capacity of thes·e varieties, and in addition an attempt
was made to determine whether the hybrids are relatively more
productive than the open-pollinated vari·eties when planted at
thicker rates.
The yields at 5000, 7000, and 9000 plants per acre, as an aver-
age of 6 locations, are shown in table 5. The data for the perc.ent
of erect plants, as an average of 5 trials, are also shown.
The white hybrid Tennessee 10 gav-e the highest yield (84.7
bushels). This hybrid ranked first or second in 5 out of the 6
trials. A yellow hybrid, Funk G-711, ranked second. It was followed
closely by J ellicorse, an open-pollinated white variety popular in
Tennessee. Neal Paymaster, another popular open-pollinated vari-
ety, was some 3 bushels poorer than Jellicors·e. T5002, a Tennessee
experimental yellow hybrid, was about equal to Neal Paymaster
in yield. T5002 contains the same inbreds as Dixie 44, which will
b8 available to farmers in small quantities in 1947. The lowest
yields were made with Funk G-125, a commercial yellow prolific
hybrid. Jarvis Golden Prolific, a standard open-pollinated yellow
variety, was in the trial at 2 locations, Knoxville and Jackson. In
yield it was only 87 percent of the anrage of the 4 hybrid yellows
and lower than anyone of them.
The highest yields were obtained at the 9000 rate at all
locations. Yields ranged from a field average of 65 bushels per
acre at Columbia to 95 bushels at Springfield. Most of these trials
were located on better-than-average soils. They were giv·ena rather
liberal application of fertilizer. Moreover, the year 1946 was gen-
erally favorable for corn. Previous experiments have indicated that
the planting rate should he adjusted to the general fertility and
productivity level of the soil. On poorer and less suitable soils,
the plant population should be reduced proportionately.
The data do not support the argument that hybrids are rela-
tively more productive than the open-pollinated varieties when
planted at thicker rates. Ther·e is a slight indication that single-
eared and semi-prolific hybrids are relatively more productive at
thicker rates, but this is believed to be due to differences in pro-
lificacy and not to the fact that they are hybrids.
SOYBEANS
Uniform soybean variety trials were conducted at Knoxville,
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TABLE 5-Average acre yields of dry shelled corn (15.5 percent moisture) at
three plant rates, six locations, 1946."
Variety or Erect Plants per acre' Average
hybrid plants
I
all rates
5000 7000 9000
Percent Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels
Tennessee 10..... 86 78.0 86.9 89.2 84.7
Funk G-71L .. 76 75.9 81.6 85.6 81.0
Jellicorse3 ... 75 72.9 79.3 87.6 79.9
T5002 .... 86 68.1 76.6 85.1 76.6
Neal Paymaster"- .... 76 69.6 78.6 80.8 76.3
Kentucky 102 ... 91 66.1 77.3 83.3 75.6
Funk G-125 85 67.0 73.8 79.3 73.3
"Trials were located at Greeneville, Knoxville, Crossville, Columbia, Springfield,
and Jackson.
'Plants per acre at Jackson were 5400, 6600, and 7800. Rates of 5000, 7000, and
9000 plants per acre are equivalent to one plant every 29, 21, and 17 inches re-
spectively in a 3%-foot row.
30pen-pollinated varieties. All other entries are hybrids.
~-~~ .._-~. -- ..~-----------
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Crossville, Columbia, and ,Jackson. The yields of both hay and
seed are shown in table 6. The highest yields of both hay and seed
were obtained with the Volstate variety. This variety produced
acre yields of 3.09 tons of hay and 21.8 bushels of seed as an I
av·erage of the 4 tests. The Ogden variety was a close second. .
Both Volstate and Ogden are developments of the Tennessee Sta-
tion. The Roanoke variety is from North Carolina and can hardly
be distinguished from Volstate. Two early varieties, S-100 and ;
C-101, show promise as seed beans. Both produced higher yields I"
than Macoupin, a standard early variety. These early soybeans.!
matur·e seed a month or more in advance of Ogden and VOlstate'l,
TABLE 6-Acre yields of soybeans (hay and seed) at four locations in
Tennessee, 1946.
j
I
1
~
I
{
Range in date
of harvestVariety
Location
Knoxville I Crossville I Columbia I
'------'------
Jackson
Average
HAY
I
Tons Tons Tons Tons TonsVolstate ... Sept. 5-20 2.53 2.33 2.96 4.52 3.09Ogden. Aug. 26-Sept. 9 2.24 1.71 3.14 4.23 2.83Roanoke ... Sept. 5-23 2.64 1.84 2.57 3.58 2.66Arksoy ... Aug. 24-Sept. 4 1.80 1.82 2.25 3.62 2.37S-100 .... Aug. 12-23 1.96 1.71 2.39 3.21 2.32C-10L. .. Aug. 12 1.92 1.66 1.97
I
2.48 2.01Macoupin ... Aug. 12 1.81 1.55 1.91 2.44 1.93
SEED
:1
Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels BushelsVo1state Oct. 26-Nov. 1 22.0 14.1 25.8 25.3 21.8Ogden .. Oct. 9-15 19.2 11.7 27.1 27.7 21.4Roanoke ... Oct. 28-Nov. 1 22.0 13.7 22.0 27.0 21.2Arksoy ... Oct. 9-15 16.1 14.2 26.5 25.3 20.5S-100. Sept. 21-27 16.3 15.6 23.7 26.0 20.4C-101 ... Sept. 5-12 15.7 12.6 21.4 29.3 19.8Macoupin ... Sept. 12 14.8 13.3 21.5 21.7 17.8
•
I
Field fertilizer experiments on private farms were continued I
in 1946. This work was in cooperation with the Tennessee Valley
Authority, Agricultural Relations Department. Experiments were
conducted in Knox County, East Tennessee; and in Carroll and I
Obion Counties, West Tennessee.
The work in previous years involved primarily a comparison
of various phosphates, including fused tricalcium phosphate, a l'
product of the Authority's plant at Columbia, Tennessee. The
phosphate comparison studies were continued, hut more attention ..
FERTILIZER INVESTIGATIONS
O. H. Long
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was given to rates of f.ertilization, particularly with respect to
nitrogen.
Following is a brief report on some of the work in the three
counties.
KNOX COUNTY
Alfalfa.-A 3-year study of the effect of single and double
rates of fertilization on alfalfa was completed in 1946. Standard
commercial superphosphate was compared with fused tricalcium
phosphate. The phosphate applications were 40 a:d. 80 pounds of
P20:; (equivalent to 200 and 400 pounds of 20-percent .superphos-
phate), acre basis. Potash also was add·ed. The fertilizer applica-
tions were made prior to the seeding of the alfalfa in the fall of
1943. No additional applications of fertilizer were made during the
course of the study. Acre yields of hay for the no-phosphate treat-
ment were 6.30 tons for the 3-year period. An application of 40
pounds of P20;, was responsible for a gain of 2.14 tons of hay. The
gain was increased to 3.27 tons where 80 pounds of P20:; was
applied. Fused tricalcium phosphate produced a gain equal to about
93 percent of that obtained with superphosphate.
KNOX AND CARROLL COUNTIES
Corn.-Ten fertilizer experiments involving various rates of
nitrogen application for corn at different plant spacings were
carried out in 1946. Five of these.J;ests were located in Knox County
and five in Carroll County. The rates of nitrogen were 0, 30, 60, and
90 pounds N per acr·e. The corn was spaced to give 5000, 7000, and
9000 plants per acre. Phosphate and potash were applied to all
treatments at rates of 40 pounds of P20,; and 50 pounds of
K20. Results ar·e shown in table 7.
TABLE 7-Average acre yields of dry shelled corn in a nitrogen-spacing
experiment, ten fields, 1946.
Five fields in Knox County, five fields in Carroll County.
Plants per acre
----- ---------------I---------~ 1--------
Bushels
Rate of nitrogen'
per acre
Pounds Number
0 5000
30 5000
30 7000
60 7000
60 9000
90 9000
Acre yields
of grain
Bushels
62.0
69.4
78.2
85.0
89.9
97.3
---------_ .. _----_. -----------------'-----------
'Rates of 30, 60. and 90 pounds N are approximately equivalent to 100, 200, and 300
pounds of ammonium nitrate (32.5% N), respectively. Phosphate and potash were applied"
to all treatments at rates of 40 pounds P20S and 50 pounds K20, acre basis.
Gain over
no-nitrogen,
5000-plant rate
7.4
16.2
23.0
27.9
35.3
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A study of this table shows that at the 5000-plant rate, 30
pounds of nitrogen was Tssponsiblefor a gain of 7.4 bushels of
corn. When the plant rate was increased to 7000, a further gain of
8.8 bushels was obtained with no increase in the nitrogen applica-
tion. Likewise, at the 60-pound nitrogen application, a gain of I·
4.9 bushsls was obtained by an increase in the plant rate from
7000 to 9000. The highest yields resulted from the 90-pound nitro-,
gen application at the 9000-plant rate. .
A check of the individual fields showed that the lowest yield 11for the no-nitrogsn treatment was 39.9 bushels. On this field the
highest yield was 89.9 bushels, where the rates were 90 pounds of
nitrogen and 9000 plants to the acre. Likewise, on another field,
ths highest yield recorded for the no-nitrogen treatment was 85.5
bushels. Here the highest yield was 120.8 bushels for the 90-
pounds-N and 9000-plant rate.
Responses such as these are to be expeet3d only on soils well ,.
suited to corn and where rainfall is adequate. From a practical··
standpoint, the growing and turning under of winter legum3s, such I.,..
as crimson clover or vetch, supplemented by applications of nitrog- •
enous fertilizers when necessary, is to be preferred.
}
OBION COUNTYi
Corn.-FerWizer studies on corn were begun in Obion County 4
in 1946. Fourteen trials weTS completed. Interplanting of corn ~
with soybeans is a common practice in this county. Yields are fairly I.·.·
high, especially on the dark-gray soils around Union City, although .
little fertilizer is used. The purpose of thess studies was to de-
termine the response of corn to fertilizer on a variety of soils in
Obion County. The emphasis was on nitrog2n, but phosphate and
potash also were studied.
Nitrogen was applied at rates of 0, 30, 60. and 90 pounds N ,I.
per acre; phosphate at rates of 20 and 40 pounds P~O,,; and potash (
at rates of 25 and 50 pounds K~O.
Nitrogen alone was very eff.sctive in increasing yields in 9 of .1·
the 14 trials. The average gains from nitrogen alone on these 9
trials were 15.0, 20.2, and 25.3 bushels of corn per acre from 30, •
60, and 90 pounds N, respectively. In the remaining 5 trials nitrogen
had little or no effect. It depressed the yields on one field.
Although there were early vegetative responses to phosphate
on at least four fields, only one field gave a significant yield
response to phosphate. This was on a Grenada silt loam on the
eastern edge of the county. A view of one experiment with a
striking early vegetative response to phosphate which failed to
show any material yield response is seen in figure 1.
Potash was effective in increasing corn yields on 7 of the 14
trials. The average r·esponse to potash on these 7 trials was 10.6
bushels.
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CROP IMPROVEMENT
N. 1. Hancock
Fig. l-A striking early vegetative response to phosphate on Lintonia silt loam,
Obion County.
The plot on the right received a complete NPK fertilizer; the plot on the left received
NK. Despite this early vegetative response, the yield response was too slight to be
significant.
I•
COTTON
The season of 1946 was abnormal for cotton. April was warm,
and perfect stands resulted from seedings the latter part of the
month. But low temperatur'3s persisted through May to the
middle of June, and heavy rainfall continued to the middle of
September. These climatic conditions caused the cotton plants to
TABLE 8-The effect of seasons upon fiber properties at Jackson Station.
Variety Length Strength FinenessInches Lbs./mg. Cm.2/mg.
1946 1944 1943 1946 1944 1943 1946 1944 1943
Stoneville 2B ..................... 1-5/32 1-3/32 1-1/32 6:01 "'""ll:95 6:39'"""~95 3:02 2A3"Deltapine 14 ..................... 1-5/32 1-2/32 1-1/32 6.14 6.38 6.38 2.70 2.70 2.13Coker 100-Wilt..................1-5/32 1-2/32 1-1/32 5.71 6.43 6.11 2.84 2.28 2.21
Length-Converted from fibrograoh determinations.
Strength-Pressley.
Fineness-Arcalolnetcr.
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grow v·erytall and to set a heavy crop of bolls. The effect upon the
cotton fibers was similar to that of the 1945 season, but when
compared with other seasons the fibers are very long, very fine,
and weak, as shown in table 8.
The yields of the Station selections indicate an improvement
over the commercial varieties. These selections are also early in
maturity, as shown in table 9. They are sel'2ctions from the re-
TABLE 9-Yield and other characters of Station selections compared with
commercial varieties .
---_ ..__ ._~------- --_ •..._---_.- .._-------_.- - - . ------"",._------_ ..._------_ ..._---- -
VARIETY TEST. JACKSON
Variety
------..'··----I------~T-,--
Strength Fineness I Earliness I Boll
size
-_._ ....-,_.~ --- -- ---,-- 1-'----
Lbs./mg. Cm."/mg. Percent i Bolls/lbs.
m .JII I fli I. u_
NEW-STRAINS TEST, JACKSON
Lint Iper Staple
acre length
In"hes
1-1/8
1-5/32
1-5/32
1-5/32
Seed
cotton
per acre
Pounds
1978
1854
1742
1513
Pounds
674
617
580
567
68-3xI36-4-4 (Tenn.)
Stoneville 2B
Coker lOO-Wilt 6 .
Deltapine 14 .
(Tenn.) 2226 752 1-
4 (Tenn.) 2195 735 1-
2B .. 1804 581 1-
4 1333 484 l-
ilt. 1655 533 1-
-. - ---_.- --------_. ---
68-3xI36-4-4
626-9xI36-4-
Stoneville
Deltapine 1
Coker lOO-W
5/32
3/32
5/32
5/32
5/32
6.13 3.02 34.3 60
5.81 3.33 34.5 58
5.90 3.25 16.4 56
6.08 2.76 19.4 e.g
6.04 3.02 26.7 61
.~ ._-----~-
Staple length-converted from fibrograph determinations.
Strength-Pressley.
Fmeness-Arealometer.
Bolls-Number of bolls per pound.
combination of inbred lines of Stoneville and Delfos 719. Inbred
cotton lines are obtained by selfing and by crossing the hest lines.
Selecting is continued from the crosses. The strains included in
the table represent 4th-generation selections from crosses as listed.
All cotton was defoliated by means of the cyanimid dust. The
leaves did not drop as quickly as they did in tests at locations in
Mississippi and South Carolina. It required from 7 to 10 days after
dusting for l·eaves to drop at Jackson.
OATS
The winter temperatures were never very low during the 1945-
1946 season. March temperatures were abnormally high, so that
all small grains-oats in particular-mad·e excessive growth. Heavy
rainfall at time of maturity caused severe lodging at most stations.
The Station selections 139-12-79-1 from 090 x Victoria, and 140-
17-63-75 from 090 x Bond, were superior in yield. The latter selec-
tion has be·enfound to be well adapted for pasturing. The 139-12-
79-1 selection is as winter-hardy as Forkedeer and is resistant to
rust.
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An oat variety under the name of Hardwick became popular
among some of the growers. It dO'2snot grow very tall and is early-
maturing. The name is a synonym for the old Coker 32-1, which
was bred and released by the Coker Pedigreed Se'2dCompany some
years ago. It is semi-winter-hardy and is susceptible to rust. The
Coker Fulgrain Strain 6 is a considerable improvement OV8rCoker
32-1, or Hardwick, which stood 6th in yield among the 9 varieties
in the Station tests.
All oats used for planting should be dusted with New Improved
Ceresan to control smut. Dusting should be an established practice.
Smut infection builds up rapidly if the seed are not dusted every
year.
Bulletin No. 199, "Oat Variety Studies in T~nnessee," was pub-
lished during the year. This bulletin contains 20 tables, which give
results pertaining to varietal performance in yield and other
characters.
BARLEY
T2stS over a long period of time show that awned barley varie-
ties are consistently superior .in yield to hooded varieties. The
hooded variety Missouri Early Beardless is slightly superior in
yield to the standard hooded barleys T2nnessee Beardless 5 and 6.
The rough-awned varieties Tennessee Winter 52 and Kentucky 1
excelled Missouri Early B2ardless by an average of 5 to 7 bushels,
whereas Jackson No.1, the new smooth-awned variety, excelled
Kentucky 1 and Tennessee Wint2r 52 by from 5 to 8 bushels.
The Early Smooth Awn 977-8-1 blooms at the same time as
the hooded variety, Missouri Early Beardless. This early smooth-
awn selection is from th2 cross of Jackson No.1 and Missouri Early
Beardless. This selection, 977-8-1, does not excel its parent Jackson
No.1, but is superior to its parent Missouri Early Beardless. Early
Smooth Awn 977-8-1 averaged 38.1 bushels p2r acre in the 6 tests
this year, against 29.3 bushels for Missouri Early Beardless.
ANNUAL LEGUMES
The selections of crimson clover had a severe infestation of
lice and wer2 dusted with nicotine. Most of them recovered; but
some which had been selfed the last two previous years died out.
Selfing, or inbreeding, of crimson clover appears to affect its
hybrid vigor s·2riously. Honey bees confined in screen-wire cages
placed over the plants brought about a considerable increase in
yield of seed. A few selections yielded seed without b2es, and it
may be possible to obtain self-fertilized strains of crimson clover.
Various methods of s2lfing the vetches were attempted. Cages
with bees gave the most promise; in fact, no seed was obtained by
any other method. Where the plants were crowded und'2r cages
with bees 110 seed was produced. The villosa species continued to
rank high in wint2r-hardiness and to produce fair yields of seed.
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CORN BREEDING
Frederick D. Richey and James R. Meyer
Continued progress was made in the corn-br·eeding program,
cooperative with the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricul-
tural Engineering of the Agricultural Research Administration,
U. S. Department of Agriculture. Two of the n8Whybrids discussed
as probabilities in the report for 1945 have further demonstrated
their value. Seed for one of thes8, Dixie 44, was produced on about
175 acres in 1946. About 50 bushels of seed of Dixie 17, the other,
was produced in 1946 for demonstration plantings. Seed stocks
were produced in Tennessee and in North Carolina to permit about
300 acres of seed production of Dixie 17 in those states in 1947.
Through the cooperation of the corn breeders at the experi-
ment stations in surrounding states, Dixi'8 44 and Dixie 17 were
included in a large number of comparisons in 1945 and 1946. The
results of those for the yellow hybrid Dixie 44, are summarized in
table 10. The average yield of Tennessee 10 in the 24 experiments
TABLE lO-Comparison of Dixie 44 with Tennessee 10 in 24 experiments in
five states, in 1944, 1945, and 1946.
----~ ..~----------
--- -
Acre yields of Tennessee 10 and Dixie 44 in experiments when the yields of Tennessee 10
were as stated
State
Tennessee 10: 40-80 bushels
Dixie 44
Tenn .
Tenn .
Tenn .
Tenn .
Tenn .
Tenn .
Miss .
Miss .
Va .
Va .
Ga .
Tenn .
12 Avg ...
Average, all experiments ...
Tenn. 10
Bushels
41.8
41.9
44.3
45.2
46.7
57.7
58.7
59.0
63.1
63.8
78.1
78.1
56.5
Bushels
47.2
48.4
44.2
46.4
54.2
53.6
51.1
61.3
56.6
67.7
79.1
84.0
57.8
--_ ..__ ._-. __ ...._---
In Tennessee Erect plants Husk rating
1945 1946 1945 1946
Dixie 44 74% 93% ...1.0 1.2
Tennessee 10 67% 83% 3.0 2.5
Tennessee 10: 85 bushels and over
State Tenn. 10 Dixie 44
..- ----- ---
Bushels Bushels
N. C. 85.2 80.2
Va. 85.3 85.0
Tenn ... 86.3 78.2
N. C ... 92.6 91.9
Ga. 93.5 83.2
Miss. 94.2 74.0
N. C .... 96.1 100.3
N. C ... 100.3 99.5
N. C. 100.7 92.8
Tenn ..... 101.4 89.8
N. C ... 102.1 92.3
Va. 106.5 88.9
112 Avg ... 95.4 88.0
75.9 72.9
was 3.0 bushels per acre more than that of Dixie 44. In the 12
experiments in which Tennessee 10 yi8lded less than 80 bushels per
acre, however, Dixie 44 yielded 1.3 bushels per acre more than Ten-
nessee 10. This is a highly creditable record and one that warrants
the use of Dixie 44 as a yellow hybrid, in spite of its inadequate
husk protection, until a better one becomes available. A typical
plant of Dixie 44 is illustrated in figure 2.
~1"'20---,---r---,---r---,.----r--,.----,
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Fig. 2-A represent.
ative plant of Dixie
44.
Fig. 3-Relative yields of six Tennessee·certified
open·pollinated varieties and of hybrids Tennessee
10 and Dixie 17, in comparisons at different levels
of productiveness.
The results of 22 comparisons between Dixie 17 and Tennessee
10 are shown graphically in figure 3. The individual yields of
Dixie 17 are plotted above (below for one ~xperiment) those of
Tennessee 10 in the same experiments. The averag-e yields of Dixie
17 in the experiments at low, at medium, and at high levels of pro-
duction are connected by the short-dash line. The definite superi-
ority of Dixie 17 to Tennessee 10 is measured by the spread between
this line and the solid straight line for Tenne8see 10. The superior-
ity is striking and is greater at the higher yield lenls. How much
of a total advance to Tennessee corn growers this can mean may
be estimated by comparison of Tennessee 10 with 6 Tennessee-
certified open-pollinated varieties, also shown in figure 3. This
comparison is based on 18 experiments during 1941-43. The exc·ess
yield of Dixie 17 above the average yield of the 6 varieties is indi-
cated as ranging from about 10 to 30 bushels per acre at yield levels
of 35 and 85 bushels for the 6 varieties. A representative plant of
Dixie 17, with its 2 well-placed ears, is shown in figure 4.
That the Tenness·ee corn-breeding program still marches on
is illustrated by the results in table 11. The general performance
of Tennessee 10; of Dixie 44, first tested in 1944; and of Dixie 17,
Fig. 5-Plants of yellow experimental
hybrid T6002.
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first tested in 1945, was discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
Experimental yellow hybrids T5004, T5005, and T5006, first tested
in 1945, wer·e noted in the report f6r that year as promising and
worthy of further trial. They were substantially as good as Dixie
44 again in 1946, but they were exceeded by 7
! new yellow hybrids (T6000's), tested for the
first time in 1946. Moreover, 3 of these new
Fig. 4-A represen-
tative plant of Dixie
11
-TABLE ll-Performance of certified hybrids Dixie 17, Tennessee 10, Dixie 44,
Kentucky 103, and Kentucky 203; and of ten experimental "T" hybrids
at three locations in Tennessee, in 1946.
Grain Acre Erect Husk EarsHybrid color yield plants cover per 100
plants
~
Bushels Percent Grade NumberDixie 1'1 .. White 101.5 86 2_7 236T6013 ..-. Yellow 89.6 97 3_0 187T6010 ......... Yellow 88.7 91 2.8 185Tenn. 10... White 88.6 83 2.5 227T6014 .. Yellow 88.2 89 2.5 183
T6009 .. ............. Yellow 86.6 92 2.3 191T6006. . ........... . ..... ... Yellow 86.5 94 2.8 183T6007. .............• ...... Yellow 86.3 89 2.8 193T6002 .. Yellow 84.8 99 2.7 183T5006 ... Yellow 82.7 89 2.0 179
Dixie 44 .. Yellow 81.9 93 1.2 141
T5004 .. Yellow 80.7 85 2.5 157
T5005 ... Yellow 79.6 98 2.7 177
Ky. 103..... Yellow 79.4 88 1.0 151Ky. 203... Yellow 79.0 72 1.8 136
I
~
J. K. Underwood
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yellow experimentals (T6010, and T6014) yielded as much as
Tennessee 10 at this high yield level, and had more erect plants
and b-etter husk protection. Thus, the newer yellow hybrids are
shown to be better than the older ones.
It will be impracticable to produce seed of most of these new
yellows for three or four years. Seed of T6002, however, can be
produced sooner. If it maintains its 1946 record in 1947, tile plan
is to have seed for demonstration in 1948, with small prodnction
the same y-2ar. This hybrid has been very resistant to lodging; it
has good husk protection, and attractive yellow ears. It i~ illus-
trated in figure 5.
GRASS BREEDING
A uniform-yield test of 19 grasses, replicated three times, was
begun in 1946 at three of the substations-Columbia, Jackson, and
Crossville. The object is to test th2 performance of new strains
against standard, or commercially-sold, gtasses. The latter include
Kentucky bluegrasses, Reed fescues, smooth bromes, rescue grasses-,
Harding grasS, tall oat strains, and timothy strains. There was not
enough seed available for complete s-2edings, but all of these
varieties, as they become available, are to be seed-2d according to a
definite plot plan. The same plan is to be used at th:l substation at
Greeneville in 1947, and, if enough seed is available, at the sub-
station at Springfield.
Fig. 6-Smooth brome strains, May 23, 1946.
This grass is distinguished by its creeping habit. It is also a prolific seed producer.
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Work continu·es with the various strains of grasses already
isolated, with emphasis upon the following species:
Kentucky BIuegrass.-The breeding test of four strains at
Knoxville the past year has shown the superiority of 9-61 and
8-78 onr the common and other strains compared with them.
Strains 6-06 and 6-06-1 fell far below the record of previous years
both in yield of clippings and in seed production. These two strains
will be continued in the test, as they app-eH to be desirable for
lawns.
. Smooth Brome.-A blend of the four best strains, 4, 5, 6, and
7, was made and is being tested at three of the substations against
oth3r out-of-state strains. Another promi~ing selection for the
border states is 10-01. This strain will be tried further at Knox-
ville. Figure 6 shows its vigor and heavy ~eed-yielding ability.
Meadow Fescue.-All stra.ins isolated out of Re·ed fescue,
Festuca elatior val'. arundinacea, have been discard~d in favor of
Tennessee 8-53. All discard·ed strains ranged from fine-leaved, low-
yielding isolates to the broader, coarser types, which ultimately in
one way or another have shown their inferiority but were discarded
primar.ily for their lack 0'1' desirable longevity. Figure 7 shows the
vigor and heavy seed-yielding ability of Tennes8ee 8-53.
Fig. 7-Reed meadow fescue, Tennessee 8-53, May 23, 1946.
Large stooling habit and heavy seed production are characteristics of this grass.
Timothy.-Strains of timothy have been isolated which show
promise for our mountain counties. These strains, especially 10-00,
are early. Earliness is a factor to be considered in getting a seed set
in Tennessee because of an insect which strips the heads while they
are still in the boot. All late strains are badly injur·ed by this insect.
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Orchard Grass.-No orchard grass strain has yet been isolated
which yields any better than the commercial varieties. Early,
medium, and late strains, however, have been segregated, giving
more uniform flowering and seed production.
I
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STATE SOIL SURVEY
Lest€r Odom2
A detailed soil survey of 537,370 acres was completed during
1946, bringing the total to 7,674,895 acres. This survey has now
been completed for 23 counties, parts of 2 counties, and 6 special
areas. Field work continues in 4 counties.
Reports on Hamblen, Lincoln, and Humphreys Counties were
made available to the public during the year, and manuscripts of 4
others were prepared for publication.
To make soil survey data more quickly available, prints of the
original field sheets are colored by hand and assembled in atlas
form for the use of the county agent, the Tennessee Valley Author~
ity, and the Agricultural Experiment Station. Such atlases were
prepared for 5 counties and 1 special area during 1946.
The acreages of the various soil types mapped in 7 counties
were determined by the weight method.
The Experiment Station is furnished samples of all important
soils of the ar·eas surveyed, and these are analyzed for lime, phos-
phate, potash, and organic matter. Samples of these soils are pre-
served for further study and observation. Analyses of soil samples
for available plant nutrients were completed for 2 counties during
this year.
The state soil survey is being made with the assistance and
cooperation of the Tennessee Valley Authority and the Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.
Year
Number of
determinations
Percent
increase
"For W. O. Whittle.
r
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FIBER RESEARCH
K. L. Hertel
Owing to the lack of an adequate staff during the early part of
the year, most of the work of the Fiber Research Laboratory was
routine testing of samples for length, strength, and finen·ess. The
number of fiber-property determinations has shown an increase
every year for s·everal years:
1943
1944
1945
1946
23,529
28,426
43,715
52,253
21
54
20
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The samples this year were allocated as follows: Commercial, 24
percent; Tennessee Agricultural Exp-2riment Station, 55 percent;
United States Department of Agriculture, 21 percent.
Some work was done in an attempt to adapt th2 arealometer
method to give an effective fiber density as well as fineness (sur-
face per unit mass). In a det2rmination of fiber fineness by the
arealometer method, the resistance to flowing air of a known mass
of cotton occupying a known volume is measured. The equation
governing th2 flow of air through a porous medium indicates that
if the resistance of a sample of cotton is measured at various
degrees of compression, the effective density of th2 fibers can be
determined. This quantity is of considerable interest, sinc-2 it
should depend on the degree to which the fiber cross sections are
emaciated or immature. The applicability of this method to a
rapid determination of -2ffective fiber shape has not yet been settled.
Microscopic methods have been used for comparison purposes,
but the time consumption is prohibitive, even for semi-routine in-
vestigations. Th2 diffusive-flow method gives promise of serving
as a comparative method. Investigations have been initiated to
determine the usefulness of this method for an independent de-
termination of fiber fineness and shape.
Wool manufacturers have long be-2n interested in the possi-
bility of measuring the length of wool with the fibrograph. Most
wool is beyond the range of the fibrograph. Cashmere, however,
a comparatively short-stapl2 wool, has been successfully measured
during the past year. Several wool samples have been tested on a
commercial basis.
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
FARM MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
H. A. Arnold
FORAGE PROCESSING
The construction of a round plywood hay bin (Fig. 8) and re-
sults in the curing of chopped soybean hay were reported in 1945.
Bin modifications this year prevented the hay from packing against
the side walls and restricting the horizontal air outlets between the
plywood sheets. Various constructions nailed to the inside of the
wall studding included horizontal 1x4-inch wood strips spaced
16, 20, and 24 inches on centers, No. 14-gauge 2x2-mesh hardwar-e
cloth, and vertical 1x8-inch and 1x10-inch boards. All were effec-
tive in keeping the air outlets open, or free of hay, and no measur-
able pressure drop was noted with equipment measuring within .03
inch of water. The vertical 1x8~inch boards ::ire preferred because
of their simplicity and economy.
Instead of chopped soybean hay, the bin was filled with chopped
.•
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alfalfa hay containing appreciable amounts of young orchard grass.
The hay was partially cured in the field b:;fore loading with afield
chopper and elevating with a blower into the top of the bin. The
weight of the hay operated a mechanical distributor that distributed
the hay around the central vertical air duct. While curing was
being done with the forced-air system, static pressures varied from
1/2 to %1 inch of water ...Air volume delivered by the fan and forced
through the hay was measur·:;d at 13,400 cubie feet per minute with
fan driven at 713 r.p.m. by a 5-h . electric motor delivering approx-
imately 4.6 hp. This represents an air-delivery increase of 5,900
cubic feet per minute, or 79 percent; a slight reduction in power
Fig. 8-Round plywood hay bin with
vertical.duct, forced·air curing system
and mechanical distribution.
Fig. 9-Round perforated stee hay
bin with self - feeder, vertical· duct,
forced-air curing system, gravity-type
distributor, pneumatic.type elevating
blower, and 10·inch elevating pipe.
requirements, and a decrease in static pressure of 1/2 inch of water,
or about 42 percent, when compared with last year's results with
soybean hay. The moisture content of the alfalfa hay when
placed in the bin var:ied from 33 to 46 percent. What proportion
of the improved performance was due to the change in kind of
hay, bin modifications, or change of fan type was not determined.
The Dairy Department is conducting feeding trials, using the alfalfa
hay from the bin.
A self-feeding device for use with a round bin was designed
and constructed for trial, under the ste·:;lbin on the Allan McComb
farm, Maryville, Tennessee. The perforated sheet-metal walls of
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the bin were 18 feet in diameter, 30 feet high. A dome roof, 91;2
feet high, and the self-feeder under the bin, increased the total
height to about 441j2 feet above the ground. The feeder consisted
of one 4-inch and four 2-inch pipes, spaced alternately in an 18-
foot-diameter circle, and provided a clearance between the pipes
of about 12 inches, through which the cattle can reach the hay,"
in the bin. The lower ends of the pip·es are imbedded and keyed
with o/r,-inch steel rod in a reinforced concrete footing with curb-
ing 1 foot high. The upper end is welded to a 31/:/'x31/:/' angle iron r
bent to a circle of 17 feet 10 inches inside diameter. The steel bin
was bolted to the angle iron. A cone-shaped bottom of the center
duct sloped outward to within 21;2 feet of the bin foundation
(Fig. 9). As the hay was consumed and moved down, the cone
forced it toward the outside.
Measurements indicated a static pressure of % inch of water
between the hay and the bin wall. Increasing the size of the r
perforations by bending the metal lips outward, reduced the I
pressure to less than .03 inch of water.
Results and trials with the round hay bins up to the present
time indicate that hay, partially cured in the field before chopping, ,
can be effectively cured in a round bin with a forced-air and
central-duct system. Furthermore, the lahor of handling hay with 1'-
pitchforks in a mow, either when loading or unloading the mow,
is eliminated if the bin is equipped with a self-feeder at the bottom
and a gravity-power·ed distributor in the top, and if the hay is I
consumed at the bin. Further improvements are anticipated, such
as (1) modifications of the center duct for more direct control of
air flows when curing different kinds of hay in the bin, (2) mor.e
efficient means of moving hay from the field into the bin, (3) shel-
ter for cattle when self-fed from the bin, and (4) efficient means
of unloading hay from the bins for hauling or shipping. Other
possibilities are the storing of long hay and the use of supplemen-
tary heat.
Agricultural elevating fans of impact types, with blades close
to the housing, were effective in elevating chopped corn, gr.een
forage, or dry hay, but hay partially cured jamming in the fan
housing and clogging the feeder or el·evator pipe was a major
problem.
PNEUMATIC ELEVATING BLOWERS FOR SILAGE, GRAIN, AND HAY
A 6-inch volume blower (Buffalo V2), belted to a 2-hp. electric
motor, was available for a preliminary trial as a pneumatic elevator
lifting chopped corn up 50 feet into a silo. Feeding was by suction
into a 6-inch pipe with flexible joints to the blower. The horse-
power requirements increased from 2.2 to 3.1 when chopped corn
was delivered, indicating impact losses of over 40 percent. Deliv.ery
was too slow for farm practice and feeding was unsatisfactory, but
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no clogging of the elevator pipe was experi·enced. The low power
requirements suggested possibilities for this type of fan.
To determine the possibility of handling heavy seed pneumati-
cally,by suction, a centrifugal fan was connected to a 36-foot-high
6-inch-diameter pipe with a cyclone separator next to the fan. A 10-
inch pipe over the inlet end provided an automatic fced, regardless
of the height of the grain in the hopper (Fi.g. 10). A self-closing
door at the bottom of the separator emitted the seed from the air
stream before the air entered the fan, to prevent crackage and
injury (Fig. 11). Power requirements wue slightly ciecreas·ed
when wheat was elevated at 62 pounds per minute. Air volume
through the pipe was 940 cubic feet per minute at a velocity of
4,800feet a minute with a pressure differential of 5.6 inches. For
an efficient unit the required special investigations of separators
Fig. 10- Pneumatic-
type elevator, with
suction feeder on lift,
elevating wheat to a
36-foot height.
F·g. 11-Details of blower, cyclone
separator, and grain out:et of experi-
mental suction- grain elevator.
and feeders precluded its use in a seed-hom::) design und8r way at
the time.
An industrial-type blower (Fig. 12) - American Exhaust
Blower No. 300-and a 10-inch pipe elevated hay in the plywood
bin directly from a truck by suction through a flexible hose. Poor
pick-up of the hay, high power requirements, and high internal
resistance of the hose to air flow accounted for its unsatisfactory
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·operation with other than fairly dry hay. The hose was displaced
with a screw-type feeder. By running thz screw at a speed higher
than ordinarily practiced, clogging and wrapping of the hay was
prevented. Figure 9 shows the elevator blower in use at the steel
bin and driven by a 5-hp. motor. Power requirements varied from
4.3 to 7.2 hp. No clogging of the elevating pipes was exp.zrienced
Fig. 12-Pneumatic elevator with suction feed, unloading
chopped hay direct from the truck.
Fig. 13-Dual motor drive for elevator blower.
Two single-phase. 5-hp. motors. with individual starters and overload protectors,
provide a lO-hp. drive with a 5-hp. starting load.
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with any of the full pneumatic-type blowers as was the case wjth
the ordinary combination impact-pneumatic types. With some mod-
ifications, reducing impact losses and increasing fan efficiency,
good deliv·ery of hay without exceeding the 5.hp. load limit is
anticipated. Dual motor drive with individual starters and overload
connections (Fig. 13) meet the added power requirements for ele-
vating chopped corn in a silo.
GRAIN BINS
With reference to the plywood grain bins reported last year,
Ben P. Hazlewood, Superintendent of the West Tennessee Station,
in a letter dated April 9, 1947, makes the following statements~
"The plywood grain bins have been used at the West Tennessee
Exp·eriment Station for two crops of small grain and one of corn.
We have practiced cleaning these crops with the seed cleaner
before placing them in bins for storage. The installation has proved
entirely satisfactory.
"We have given particular attention to harvesting only well-
matured, dry grain, and under those conditions have had no heating
problem in storage. Temperature readings were made at regular
intervals for eight weeks following the storage of the 1946 oat and
barley crops. The highest reading recorded was 85° F."
IRRIGATION
A. L. Kennedy
During a period of years previous to 1946, reconnaissance
investigations wer.J made on the major factors pertaining to irri-
gation in Tennessee. It was concluded that supplementary irriga-
tion is definitely needed and that it can be made practical for
thousands of Tennessee farmers.
It was evident that the first essential in making irrigation
attractive to Tennessee farmers is to reduce the cost. The initial
cost of the equipment in this area is $100 per acre, or over. That
is more than the average farmer can afford to pay for irrigating
field crops. Even if he has one of the available systems, he does
not have time and energy himself, or labor, to operate it except
for a very limited acreage.
It has been the objective of this Station to cut the initial cost
to 10 to 20 dollars per acre and to reduce the operating cost. The
realization of this aim is being approached through the develop-
ment of improved equipment and technics.
In 1946 an effort was mad·eto concentrate on the development
t and perfecting of irrigation equipment. However, a precedent
1
: existed for working with farmers, and several farmers wer·easking
'........for help. In the Niles Ferry Community, Mr. Ben Clark and two
•• of his neighbors had requested assistance in procuring irrigation
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systems developed at this Station for irrigatiY}ga total of 300 acres.
We advised postponement of the purchase of equipment until Mr.
Clark had used some experimental equipment and possible needed
improvements were made.
Mr. Clark applied one inch of water to 30 acr·es of corn during
a short drouth at silking time. The cost of fuel for his tractor for
pumping was about 30 cents per acre. After harvesting, he esti-
mated the yield of the 30 acr·es that had received one application
of water to be 25 bushels per acre more than the remainder of the
river-bottom field, which had rec·eived no irrigation water.
Developmental work during the year is briefly described below.
A more complete report will be giv-enwhen the whole irrigation unit
is completed and tested.
The compact, wide-range sprinkler previously used was aban-
doned for a streamlin·ed one. This sprinkled a larger area and made
it possible to distribute all the water of an irrigation system through
one sprinkler. This in turn enabled us to eliminate all lateral pipe
lines, outlets, and valv·es for fields along streams, lakes, and open
ditches.
This sprinkler in a 400-gallon-per-minute s,ize was used by
Mr. Clark in irrigating his tall corn. Needed improvements were
noted and embodied in an 800-gallon-per-minute sprinkler that
was constructed at the end of the season.
Work was continued on simplifying the moving of the pump-
ing unit from one pumping station to another, up or down a stream.
The objective is to make it possible to move the pumping unit as
easily and quickly as a length or two of pipe. One of the obstacles in
the way of moving pumps is the cumbersome and expensive suction
hose. This Station, ov·era period of years, has found that a length
of regular irrigation pipe is entirely satisfactory, and that for
sizes up to 4 :inches, 22-gauge galvanized steel is definitely heavy
enough to keep the pipe from collapsing while in operation.
Further work was done in an effort to simplify the moving of
irrigation pipe. For systems that involve the moving of the pipe
for 30 to 60 feet at a time a large percent of the total time and
energy is expended in engaging and disengaging the lengths of
pipe. When the pipe is moved a few hundred feet at a time, as is
the case with wide-rang·e sprinklers, special means of carryiing may
be used to advantage.
The coordinating of the various parts of the irrigation system
for maximum efficiency has progressed. The objective is an operat-
ing efficiency of 95 percent. This means that the unlit would
irrigate at full capacity for 95 percent of the time after starting,
allowing 5 percent for shut-downs for moving.
A special valve operated by a tipping bucket was developed to
switch the flow of water automatically to a second sprinkler while
the main sprinkler was being moved up or down the pipe line. For
big fields it has been found feasible to have a special sprinkler to
operate while the regular sprinkler is being moved, and the auto-
(
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matic means of switching sav·esthe time and energy of the operator'
or eliminates the need for a second man.
Our work on the irrigation pipe has been limited to the testing'
of pipe on the market. The Station has found that a cheaper pipe,
made from 22-gauge steel, is very satisfactory for sizes up to 4
inches. In fact, this pipe is better suited for big sprinklers that
require no outlets than for the small sprinklers. For sizes larger
than 4 inches the soldered seam does not stand higher pressures
satisfactorily. The standard 16-gauge irrigation pipe is heavy to
move, esp-ecially the larger sizes.
It was learned that the seam for the 22-gauge steel pipe is
now being welded and that several companies in the East are start-
ing the production of aluminum pipe. Th;is Station has received
samples of aluminum pipe from several manufacturers.
Reduction in the cost of irrigation will probably mean more for
pasture than for any other crop. The shallow-rooted pasture plants
require ample moisture at regular intervals. A year-round pasture
goes through several p-eriods of subnormal rainfall nearly every
year, and farmers can readily see the need for irrigation. However,
the cost must be kept low to make it pay. The dry weather that
usually prevails in the fall not only is hard 011 permanent pastures,
but also makes it difficult to establish winter pastures. Because
of this and the fact that a sev·ere erosion problem is involved in
pasture seedbeds, investigations and improvements are needed.
In the fall of 1946, arrangements wer·emade with B. M. Elrod
for irrigating a winter pasture of crimson clover and ryegrass on
a highly fertilized and productive 15-acre field. One ~pplication of
water the first of September, followed by ample rain, resulted in
an excellent winter pasture, as shown in figure 14.
The same type of pasture was attempted on the same fi.eld
Fig. 14-A choice pasture in December-result of ample water.
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without irrigation the previous year, but was a failure because of
a short drouth after seeding and b2fore the plants had become well
established.
STRAWBERRY CAPPER DEVELOPMENT
A. H. Morgan
The development of a suitable mechanism for removing stems
and caps from strawberries has occupied many res-earchers aJ.ld
food processors. As with most development work, the strawberry
capper, or stemmer, came about through an orderly process, to
me-et the demand for a more efficient way to do an old job.
Prior to the development of the vertical-type capper, which
has been undergoing commercial tests for the last four years,
several patents were issued on devices for performing a purely
functional process. Nearly all of the designs examined had one
point in common, the use of rolls and belts, and. more important,
each combination of elements served eventually to pass the straw-
berries along the length of the rolls. In some cases this action was
intermittent. The number of rolls was small.
In the machin2 of the type developed at the Tennessee Experi-
ment Station, the number of rolls was large and the probability of
capping was very much greater than in any other arrangement.
Here too the berries were deliberat21y placed in contact with pairs
of rubber and fluted rolls and, more significantly, were passed over
the rolls transversely and in a directed cours-e.
Strawberry capping by hand is a tedious process, in which
women alone excel. Their ability, however, appe2TSmediocr-e when
one considers that a fast worker can cap only 5 crates of 24 quarts
each per day. A fair worker does between 3 and 4 crates. These
figures are based on results with good, medium-sized berries.
Smaller berries require greater patience. To supply capped berries
in any considerable volume requires the work of a large number
of women.
The strawberry capper as designed is sound in principle, but
the impediments encountered during the war, and after. have re-
tarded its manufacture and use.
The machine as designed in 1944 was a failure. It was re-
modeled the following year, and results were much better, but were
far from satisfactory. Various changes were made during the tests.
In 1946, 11 machines were built and tried out in various oper-
ations. Because of the unseasonable rains and other unusual
weather conditions, the berry crop was not normal. In Arkansas
and Alabama, berries were water-soaked and hard. Owing to fixed
high prices, very little was packed by food processors, most of the
crop going to the fresh-fruit markets, where there were no fixed
prices. However, most of the fruit from these areas was unsuitable
for packing; this condition being general everywher-e. In Michigan,
where 8 machines were in operation, unseasonable weather con-
f·
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ditions prevailed. It is to be noted that berries suitable for packing
were also shifted to the fresh-fruit markets. The only supply avail-
able for packing consisted mostly of culls and berries too ripe for
shipment. Packing operations, however, clos-ed earlier than was
expected because of high mold count and overripeness of berries
that were available for packing. It was commercially impracticable
to pack berries that ranged in price from $15.00 per 16-quart crate
to a low of $6.50 for culls and ripened berries unsuitable for ship-
ping and storage. Generally speaking, 1946 was a bad year for
strawberries. The total pack for the Michigan operation was 106,000
pounds, and for Alabama, 187,054 pounds. The operations from the
standpoint of efficiency and over-all functions were best in Michi-
gan, owing principally to riper berries.
The efficiency of the machines was from b:1d to good. Some
failures can be traced to the mechanical defects, but most of the
trouble was due to the condition of the berries.
The principle of the vertical-type strawberry capper is sound,
but, because of the peculiarities of its construction, we have not
yet been able to demonstrate a consistent capping machine. The
machine could eas;ilybe doubled in size, and, from the standpoint of
cost, efficiency, and quantity, it would be cheaper to design and
build new machines.
One machine is being remodeled to correct some of the worst
defects, but a great deal of refinement would be unwise in the
machines we now have.
Various ideas wen~ tried experimentally with a view to further
solution of the capping problem, and good progress is being made.
There are on record at least three types of cappers which were de-
signed and recorded for future work in the attempt to dev-elopa
more efficient capping machine. It is hoped that time and facilities
will be available for at least experimental designs in the months to
come.
When remodeling of the present machine is completed, exten-
sive trials will he conducted.
According to the March issue of "Quick Frozen Foods," the
estimated over-all increased acreage of berries in Maryland, Florida,
Louisiana, Alabama, Tennesse-e, and Texas has been at least 50
percent.
The writer believes that the practice of hand-capping in fields
will be unacceptable in the not-distant futur-e. With a sUbstantial
drop in berry prices, hand-cappers could not and would not cap
berries.
Field-capped berries are already suffering a number of abus-es,
such as capping in unscreened and unsanitary barns and sheds;
storage of capped berries without refrigeration until a load is built
up for delivery to freezing plant; hauling of capped fruit in open
trucks and subsequent leaking of ruptured berries, a practic-e which
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leads to loss in weight-hence revenue to the grower-and, more
important, the deterioration of the fruit caused by mold, resulting
in low-quality packs.
OIL-SEEDS PROCESSING
A. H. Morgan
This is a summary of the work done in 1946 in connection with
the design, development, and operation of processing equipment for
the recovery of cottonse·ed oil.
The plan of attack this year has been largely mechanical in
scope. A method was devised for the mechanical extraction of
cottonseed oil, and equipment was gathered and built to test th€
first phase of the work. The chemical and economic aspects of
the study will be taken up next year.
It might be appropriate at this point to summarize the main
commercial cottonse·ed-oil recovery processes to indicate a reason
for the development work completed thus far.
In the processing of cottonseed for the recovery of oil, the
first operation on the delinted seed is that of properly preparing
the seed. This means that the seeds are de<:orticated-kernels, or
"meats," separated from the hulls by means of a shaker screen.
The separated meats are rolled through a series of 5 heavy cast-
iron rolls to flake or flatten and expose as much of the oil cells
as possible; the flaked meats are then cooked in an atmospheric
stack or pressure-type cooker, and finally plac·ed in hydraulic
presses, where pressure between steel plates forces the oil out.
This procedure is standard practice in nearly all present-day cotton-
seed-oil mills. One variation is the employment of expellers instead
of hydraulic presses. Another is the use of solvent extractors whose
operation is distinctly apart from the two previously named. In all
cases the preparation of the seed up to the extraction process is
the same, with slight variations.
{
.
l
HYDRAULIC PRESS
The hydraulic press is the oldest vegetable oil extractor, from
the standpoint of commercial operation, in this country. According
to some processors, this mechanical press produces the best-quality
oil. The press itself is made up of "boxes," or plates, spaced and
suitably supported one on top of another. There are 15 boxes per
press, and each box is suitably grooved and perforated to allow the
oil to escape and drain off into a receiver. Beneath the steel boxes
is a steel ram, or piston. The admission of oil under pressure to
the piston cylinder forces the piston to rise, so that the boxes above
it are brought closer together. In the pressing cycle, the cooked I
meats, which are formed into cakes wrapped in press cloths, meas-
uring 14 by 28 inches, are inserted between plates of the press and
the hydraulic pressure is tumed on th·, ram. The ram's pressure. j'
on the 15 plates causcs the oil to flow freely out of the COOked'!
;.
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meats. Pressure is about 1800 Ibs'/sq. in. of cake surface. Each
pr€ss required approximately 350 pounds of meats and a pressing
cycle of 30 minutes. The oil residue left in the cake after the
pressing cycle vari·es from 4.5 to 5.5 percent and in some cases
is as high as 8.0 percent. The range between 4.5 percent and 5.5
percent is standard practice.
The advantages of the hydraulic press are: (1) produces cake
of lighter color than expeller cake; (2) ground-up cake or meal
directly used as stock feed in various proportions with grain feeds;
(3) oil of better quality than expeller or solvent-extracted oil.
The disadvantages are: (1) press heavy-cannot be moved
readily; (2) use of pr·ess cloths, which wear rapidly and have to be
replaced; (3) batch operation, requiring more hand labor; (4) vary-
ing results, poor overall control.
EXPELLER
The second type of extractor is the expeller. This machine is
closely related to the common household sausage grinder, but is
many times larger. Its essential parts are: (1) heating chamber,
where meats are conditioned by the addition of moisture or heat;
(2) screw feed for delivering meats from the chamh'lr to the
expeller; (3) expeller, where pressing takes plac-e; and (4) suit-
able motor and drive to operate all three.
The expeller is made up of a number of bars closely fitted. and
forming a barrel. Through the barrel and centrally located 'is a
screw, or worm, of varying pitch. The worm is driven slowly while
raw or cooked meats are admitted at one end of the barr'll. The
worm conveys the meats to an opening at the opposite end of the
barrel. This opening is the choke valve, antI can be regulated. The
size of the opening determines the amount of pressure that the
screw forces on the trapped meats. The enormous pressures gen-
erated within the barrel force the oil through the closely fitted
barrel bars. The dry meats eventually discharge through the choke
valve in flakes.
The high pressures developed within the barrel generate a
sufficient amount of heat to cook the meats, if raw meats are used.
If cooked meats are used, the choke valve can be adjusted to keep
the pressure down so that less heat is generated. Too great pressure
causes excessive heating, which tends to scorch the meats and
destroy some of their good qualities. '
There are differences of opinion among oil men as to the
advantages of the expeller over the hydraulic press, and vice versa.
In the soybean-oil extraction plants throughout the Midwest, the
expeller is extremely popular. The overall advantages or disad-
vantages of one method over the other are small.
The advantages of the expeller are: (1) compactness; (2) elim-
ination of press cloths; (3) continuous operation; and (4) less
labor. The disadvantages are: (1) greater horsepower required to
operate unit; (2) expellers more expensive than hydraulic presses-
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maintenance costs higher; (3) oil and meal of poorer quality than
with hydraulic method; and (4) not adaptable to overloads.
SOLVENT EXTRACTION
Solvent ·extraction is simply the passing of a solvent through
flaked cottonseed meats. The solvent dissolves out the oil from
the meats and the mixture is piped to an evaporator, where th·e
solvent is distilled and recovered to be used over. The r·emaining
oil is piped to storage tanks for sale to refineries. It is by far the
most effici·ent method of oil extraction and is increasing in popu-
larity. Its application on a commercial scale, however, is very
complicated; to operate a solvent extraction plant requires trained
personnel.
The oil residue in the solvent-extracted meal is about 1 percent.
Lowering of the residue is possible, but at present is not economi-
cally feasible.
There are many types of solvent extractors, and new types
are b-eing developed from time to time, but all are essentially the
same.
The advantages of solvent extractors are: (1) lower oil residue
than in either expeller or hydraulic press meal; (2) continuous
operation; (3) use of either raw or cooked meats; and (4) possi-
bility of reprocessing extracted raw meats for the recovery of
rrotein. The disadvantages are: (1) very high first cost; (2) im-
mobility; (3) explosive hazards if inflammable solvents ar·e used;
(4) slightly inferior quality of oil and meal; (5) meal generally
cooked before feeding to animals; (6) generation of "fines" due
to the breaking up of meats; and (7) not readily adaptable to
cottonseed processing thus far.
Examination of the three oil-recovery methods indicates some-
thing to be desired from each. The facilities offered by the equip-
ment already available here influenc·ed the course which was
taken in this research. Moreover,it was felt that better and more
efficient mechanical extraction methods could be develop,~d.
An oil-extraction system was designed using an experimental
pressure cooker from an earlier project in connection with a com-
pletely new type of experimental press. There were several designs,
but one was decided upon from the standpoint of economy and ease
of construction. The press was built at the University out of
standard materials and assembled for trials.
The first four trials showed oil-residue percentages as follows:
15.00, 8.49, 9.35, 10.02. These results, though not entirely satis-
factory, were encouraging. After minor changes were made in the
system, thr·ee additional trials gave the following percentages of oil
residues: 11.06,9.08,6.38. Results of the last trial, which concluded
the ser:ies, were most encouraging when compared with the usual
hydraulic-press cake of 5 to 5.5 percent oil residue. Further trials
will be made in an attempt to lower the oil residue in the cake and
to make complete chemical analyses with respect to the refining
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characteristics of the expressed oil and the suitability of the meal
as stock feed. '
It .is hoped that a continuous prOC'8SSwill be worked out from
this and studies to follow. Small mobile units may be assembled
for use in oil mills or in areas where a farmer may process his own
seed for the recovery of oil and meal. He may then dispose of h.is
oil at a more favorable price by selling directly to the refinery. In
like manner he may dispose of his meal to feed mills or use it for
his own stock-feeding purposes.
It is the belief of the writer that the methods of mechanical
extraction of vegetable oils have not been fully investigated and
that there is much room for improvement.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
H. R. Duncan and J. C. Miller
EXPERIMENT AT KNOXVILLE STATION
I,ESPEDEZA HAY VERSUS LESPEDEZA HAY AND WINTER PASTURE
FOR WINTERING STOCKER CALVES
This project was set up and initiated on the Blount County
Farm in the fall of 1945. The general plan was as follows:
Lot I-Wintered on lespedeza hay fed ad libitum, plus one
pound of corn-cob-shuck meal daily.
Lot 2-Same as lot 1, but with access to winter pasture of
crimson clover and oats when pastur·e and weather
permitted.
The plan involved a study of the influence of winter pasture
on the winter gains and subsequent gains when the two lots were
pastured together. Nineteen Angus and Hereford calves, grading
medium to choice, were secured on the Knoxville market. They
graded thin to medium. They were conditioned and started on the
experiment December 12, 1945. Ten acr·es of winter pasture was
provided for the 10 steers in lot 2. The pasture was well estab-
lished for grazing, but hard fre·ezes and snowy, wet weather made
it unwise to graze the calves until the first of March. The winter
feeding period ended April 6, and the two lots were run tog·ether
on cr.imson clover and oat pasture for about 25 days. They were
run on temporary and permanent pastures until August 15, when
they were placed on excellent first-year red clover, orchard grass,
and timothy pasture. Table 12 shows the gains and f.eed require-
ments of the two lots. -
As often happens, the winter weather conditions were such
that it was impossible to make an extensiv·e use of winter pasture
for these calves, but the 30-days pasture produced 75.4 pounds
more gain than was secured on the no-pasture lot. Of this gain,
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35 pounds was lost during the subsequ·ent grazing period, but the
winter-pasture lot carried over the scales, when sold, 40.5 pounds
more gain than lot 1. Therefore, winter pasture saved $3.81 per
head on the winter feed bill and produced 40 pounds more beef to
sell. These cattle sold as stockers at approximately $17.00 per cwt.
With the gain valued at 15 cents per pound and the saving of feed
included, the acre of winter pasture used for 30 days was worth
$9.81.
TABLE 12-Performance of stocker calves used in winter-pasture study.
Lot 2
Item Lespedeza
hay
Lot 1
Number of calves per lot .
Average initial weight Dec. 7, 1945 (lbs.) ..
Average weight April 6, 1946, at end of winter-
ing period (lbs.).
Average gain 120 days during wintering
period (lbs.).
Average weight July 4, after 88 days of pas-
ture (lbs.) ..
Average gain April 6 to July 4-88 days (lbs.) ..
Average weight Oct. 4, 1946, at end of pas-
ture season (lbs.) .
Average gain July 3 to Oct. 4-97 days (lbs.) ..
Average gain April 6 to Oct. 4 on pasture-
185 days (lbs.) ..
Average gain December 7. 1945, to Oct. 4, 1946
-301 days (lbs.).
Average gain attributable to winter pasture (lbs.)
Average winter feed requirements for 120 days:
Lespedeza hay' (lbs.) ..
Corn-cob-shuck meal (lbs.) ..
Salt and bone meal (lbs.) ..
Winter pasture2 ...
Average cost of winter feed, exclusive of pasture"
9
435.1
489.3
54.2
667.3
178.0
809.3
141.0
320.0
374.2
1440.0
120.0
6.6
None
$16.76
Lespedeza hay
and winter pasture
10
436.0
565.6
129.6
726.0
160.4
850.7
124.7
285.1
414.7
40.7
1098.0
12C.0
1).2
30 days
$12.95
'Medium grade, some stubble.
2Winter pasture of oats and crimson clover-sufficiently good all winter to carry
calves; but ground was either frozen hard or too soft and soggy for grazing.
"Lespedeza hay @ $20 per ton, and ground corn @ $40 per ton.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AT WEST TENNESSEE STATION
Jackson
H. R. Duncan, J. C. Miller, and Ben P. Hazelwood
COTTONSEED MEAL AND ALFALFA HAY REQUIREMENTS FOR
FEEDING WITH SILAGE FOR FATTENING PLAIN YEARLINGS
The third test of the fundamental problems involved in this
proj-ect was finished in the spring of 1946. The project was under-
taken to give cattle feeders helpful information during the war
period, when cottonseed meal was scarce and less emphasis was
placed upon finish. Numerous Tennessee trials involving the
fattening of cattle on silage and cottonseed meal have shown that
corn silage, plus a medium amount of cottonseed meal (4-5 pounds
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r
daily), was a very practical ration from many standpoints, The
cottonseed meal furnishes more protein than is necessary to balance
the ration. This study of the possibilities in the use of minimum
protein requirements and the utilization of alfalfa, a home-grown
feed rich in protein and other nutrients, was believed to be worth
while for the reason that protein shortages were encountered on
every hand during the war. A summary of the 3 years' results is
given in table 13.
TABLE 13-Cottonseed meal and alfalfa hay requirements for feeding with
silage for fattening plain yearlings.
A 3-trial average, 1944-46.
Item Lot
1-
Lot Lot
1 2 3
9 9 9
120 120 120
671.3 672.1 677.2
847.7 879.4 863.0
176.4 207.3 185.8
1.470 1.727 1.548
48.8 48.3 46.0
2.0 4.5 2.0
5.0
3318.0 2800.0 2975.0
136.0 260.0 128.0
323.0
$16.67 $17.70 $19.14
$72.50 $72.58 $73.13
29.40 36.07 35.56
101.90 108.65 108.69
12.39 12.73 13.45
1.59 1.93 2.65
Average number of steers per year ...
Average number of days fed ..
Average initial weight (lbs.).
Average weight at end of 120-days feeding (lbs.) ..
Average gain in 120 days (lbs.)
Average daily gain (lbs.) ..
Average daily ration:
Sorghum-corn silage (lbs.).
Cottonseed meal (lbs.) ..
Alfalfa hay (lbs.).
Average feed requirements for 100-lbs. gain:
Sorghum-corn silage (lbs.) ...
Cottonseed meal (lbs.) ..
Alfalfa hay (lbs.)
Cost of 100-lbs. gainl.
Financial statement:
Initial cost per head @ $10.80 ....
Feed cost per head .
Total cost (initial and feed) ..
Necessary selling price with 3% off final weight
Necessary margin .. ... I
'With silage (il $8.00, cottonseed meal @ $50.00. and alfalfa hay @ $25.00 per ton.
The gains on these cattle were hardly up to expectation. This
probably was due in part to the fact that the silage was mostly
sorghum. The silage made during the drouthy year of 1943, from
stunted, immature growths which carried very little grain, gave
poor gains.
As the cattle were rather young and thin to start with, and
were fed for only 120 days, they did not get very fat. The cattle
in lot 2 were noticeably fatter each year, and during 2 years wer·e
appraised at a higher value than those in the other lots; but the
local packers usually tried to buy all lots at the same price. They
were all sufficiently fat to elicit eager bids during those times,
and were fed profitably each year. Lot 2 was the most profitable,
and lot 3 the least profitable. It did not prove advisable to add a
legume hay to a silage and cottonseed-meal ration. This finding
was substantiated by other Tennessee cattle-feeding experiments.
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·ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AT MINERAL-DEFICIENCY FARM
Crossville
H. R. Duncan, John A. adorn, and K. B. Sanders
The work on the mineral-defici·ency project, with a herd of
grade cows kept for stocker or slaughter-calf production, was con- (~
tinued about as described in prev,ious reports. Because of uncer-
tainty regarding the future of the Cumberland Homesteads, from
which the land was leased, only a small portion of the usual annual
application of phosphate was used. The general s-etup for the
cattI~ was as follows:
Lot I-Grazed and wintered on forage from low-phosphorus
area. lr
Lot 2-Same as lot 1, plus 1 ounce of dicalcium phosphate fed
daily to cows.
Lot 3-Grazed and wintered on forage from the high-phos-
phorus area.
The mowings from the pastures and hay fields of the respec-
tive areas during the 1945 season produced a liberal supply of {
roughage, and the cows wintered well. Weather conditions through I
the pasture season of 1946 were the best experienced any y.ear
during the project, and, as no hay was taken from the areas, be-
caus·e of labor conditions and the uncertainty of the project, the
cows and calves gave a very favorable performance for the year.
The study of species, chemical composition, and yield of for-
age was continued and is partially reported in taMe 14.
TABLE 14-Yields of forage and composition of soil fmm Mineral-Deficiency
Farm upland areas caged June 1, 1946, and harvested September
12, 1946.
Item
Number of cages sampled ..
Proportion of species (%)':
Red clover .
Lespedeza .
Grasses
Weeds.
Average yield of air-dry forage per acre (lbs.) ...
CaO on moisture-free basis (%) ..
pzOs on moisture-free basis (%) .
Protein on moisture-free basis (% ) .
Total ash on moisture-free basis (%) .
pH of soil .
'Visual estimate of percentage by weight.
High-phosphorus Low-phosphorus
area area
4
8
47
32
13
3616.0
1.35
.52
11.6
4.93
6.1
6
7
35
54
4
2448.0
1.16
.35
10.6
5.09
5.9
The 1946 calf crop was sired by a new Hereford bull which
apparently has the ability to sire fast-growing, good-type calves.
Owing to feed and housing conditions, the cows are bred to calve
late in the spring on grass. Calves were dropped as follows: 7 in
April, the first calf arriving on the 12th; 9 in May; lOin June; 1
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in July, and 1 in August. The calves were all' weaned and disposed
of November 1, the end of the year, when they were less than 5
or 6 months old. Some were sold at Knoxville as slaughter calves
(Fig. 15) ; most of the bull calves were sent to the Middle Tennessee
Experiment Station as stockers, and some of the middl·e-weight
heifers ,,:ere retained at Crossville for development. All conditions
seemed favorable for these calves. They were lusty when dropped,
and grew and fattened remarkably well. Those sent to Knoxville
for slaughter dressed from 55.2 to 58,.4percent on a chilled-carcass-
Fig. 15-Heifer calves from the Mineral.Deficiency farm, sold
for slaughter at Knoxville, November 1, 1946.
Left to right, from lots I, 2, 3, and 2, respectively. Their
average weight at the average age of 191 days was 466 pounds.
Their carcasses graded low choice.
TABLE 15-Performance of cattle in mineral-deficiency experiment,
1945-46.
Item Lot Lot Lot
1 2 3
Cows:
Number of cows in lot. ·········································w·· 10 10 10
Average weight October 31, 1946 (lbs.) ............ 955.2 984.6 1088.7
Average gain November I, 1945, to
October 31, 1946 (lbs.) . 32.1 13.0 141.8
Average gain April 30, 1946, to October
31, 1946 (lbs.) .................... 58.8 76.9 90.6
Calves:
Number of calves produced per lot .... 10 10 8
Average birth weight of calves (lbs.) .. 68.8 76.3 73.6
Average age October 31, 1946 (days) .. 145.7 166.5 173.2
Average weight October 31, 1946 (lbs.) .. ........... 374.2 443.2 476.6
Average gain from birth to October 31,
1946 (Ibs.) ........ ................................ ............................. 305.4 366.9 403.0
Average daily gain from birth to October
31, 1946 (Ibs.) ............................................................... 2.096 2.204 2.326
Average feeder grade October 31, 1946................ High good- High good- High good-
Average slaughter grade October 31, 1946 .......... Good+ Good- High good+
Average appraised or sale price per head ..... $66.15 $76.34 $82.77
1The gain on the 8 cows which calved in this lot was only 12.2 pounds.
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weight basis, and th·eir carcasses graded good to choice. They had
no grain, and their mothers had subsisted almost entirely on rather
low-grade roughage during the winters of the 3 to 5 years they
had been in the proj-ect. Table 15 shows the performance of the
cows and calves for the year 1945-46.
All the cows and calves were blood-sampled at the end of the
year, November 1, and a limited number of observations were made
on the bones of some of the calves slaughtered. The results of the
blood and bone analyses are shown in tables 16 and 17.
Lot
2
TABLE 16-Blood studies on cows and calves.
Item
=,-==~'-.-~- --.-.--'--' .-_-_-_--cc~-_=_-
Lot
3
Lot
1
-------------- ----- ------
Cows:
Number sampled November'l, 1946
Average mgm. phosphorus per 100 m!.
blood plasma ..
Calves:
Number sampled November 1, 1946 ..
Average age when sampled (days) ...
Average mgm. phosphorus per 100 m!.
blood plasma ...
TABLE 17-Physical and chemical analyses of front cannon bones of calves.
Item
10
145.7
5.83
Number sampled.. 1
Average weight when slaughtered (lbs.)... 470
Average weight of shank bones (gms.).. 258
Average weight required to break bones on
4-inch span (lbs.) 1925
Average percent ash 65.2
10
3.96
Lot
1
10
4.13
10
3.56
10
166.5
5.77
8
173.2
6.14
Lot Lot
2 3
-'---
3 2
474 457
310 273
2040 1915
65.7 67.1
--------- .._-_ .._- ...__ .- . _.._._- . ------
This proj·ect was begun in 1939. The purpose has heen to study
the response of pastures and cattle to different rates of phosphate
application, and the importance of phosphorus in cattle nutrition
in an area considered to be seriously deficient in minerals. The
results are believed to warrant the following conclusions:
1. That the higher rate of phosphate application has increased
the yield of forage, and in most instances has improved its quality.
2. That the cows on the high-phosphorus area gained more
annually; wintered better; and produced heavier, more valuable
calves at weaning time than those on the low-phosphorus area.
These results may be due more to the amount of pasture than to
its composition, as the low-phosphorus pasture always appeared
shorter than the other. Drouths during 2 years, which cut pasture
and winter feed to a minimum, or poor nutrition, threw lots 1 and 2
off badly in their breeding schedule. There was no difference in
conceptions, but the calv(~swere dropped later. This difference in
age of the calves of the various lots was a big factor in their weights
I'l
(
I
!
t
I
1
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and appears to be due more to a deficiency of feed than to a defi-
ciency of phosphorus.
3. That a phosphorus supplement in the feed of lot 2 seems
to have influenced not only the weight of the cows but the date
of birth and weaned-weight of the calves as compared with those
of lot 1. il '*"'I.
4. That neither the rate of phosphate application nor the
feeding of a phosphorus supplement affected the phosphorus con-
tent of the blood or the breaking strength of the bones of the cows
and calv·es. All animals seemed well nourished from a phosphorus
standpoint.
5. That the project has shown definitely that good stocker or
, slaughter calves can be produced on the Cumberland Plateau. TheI· economy of their production ne·eds more study than could be
undertaken in this project. Pasture establishment on the Plateau
is more expensive than in some ar·eas, but the advantages of climate
and altitude may offset this handicap. A partial analys,is of the
economics of the high- and low-phosphate applications showed that
the low application was more promising than the high in cattle
r·eturns.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AT TOBACCO EXPERIMENT STATION
Greeneville
H. R. Duncan, J. C. Miller, J. L. Vandiver, and J. H. Felts
FATTENING TWO-YEAR-OLD STEERS ON PASTURE ALONE VERSUS
PASTURE AND GRAIN, 1945-46.
In this project, 2 lots of high-grade 2-year-old Hereford steers
were graz·ed together on a good pasture of mixed bluegrass, hop
clover, and white clover, for approximately 130 days. One lot was
cut out daily at noon and fed concentrates. Early in the fall the
steers were grad·ed and sold on the local market, where slaughter
and carcass data were collected. In 1945, cooking and palatability
tests were made on both lots of cattle. Table 18 gives detailed
results.
The dressing percentages and carcass grades indicate that v·ery
good cattle were produced in both lots. Although the cattle receiv-
ing grain on grass gained 51 pounds more thnn those on grass
alone, and had a slightly higher yield, the buyers did not make
any difference in the price of the live cattle. Each lot was suffi-
ciently good, as indicated by the carcass g-rade, to satisfy local
requirements. The palatability tests on rib roasts confirmed the
judgment of the packers in buying the live cattle; no differenc·e in
the two lots was found either by a committee of 7 on paired-eating
method or by a group of 30 with large servings. (See figures 16
and 17.)
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TABLE IS-Summary of two years' study, fattening two-year-old steers on
pasture alone versus grain on pasture, 1945-46.
Pasture data Grain onpasture
Number of steers
Average weight at beginning of grazing period (lbs.) ..
Average weight at end of grazing period (1bs.) ..
Average gain on grass, 132 days (lbs.) .
Average daily gain (lbs.)... .. .
Average slaughter weight (1bs.) .
Selling price. .. .
Average sale value per head. .. .
Average cost of concentratesl (1937 Ibs. per head) ..
Average sale value, less cost of concentrates.
Average loss from feeding concentrates ...
Average slaughter grade.
Average warm dressed weight (1bs.) ..
Average warm dressing percent.. ..
Average carcass grade .
Pasture
alone
10
824.0
1108.0
284.0
2.15
1054.0
$15.75
$166.00
$166.00
Medium +
615.2
58.4
Good-
10
816.0
1150.0
335.0
2.54
1102.0
$15.75
$173.57
$39.43
$134.14
$31.86
Good
655.4
59.5
Good-
Cooking data on 9th, 10th, and 11th
rib roasts (1945 only)
Cooking shrink:
Evaporation (%)
Drippings (%).
Total shrink (%) ...
12.8
12.2
25.0
11.4
12.2
23.6
lFour parts crushed corn, 1 part cottonseed meal; corn @ $1.50 per bu., cottonseed
meal @ $50.00 per ton.
Fig. 16-Prime ribs from steers finished on pasture and grain at Greeneville Station
. in 1945.
The average dressing percentage on warm-carcass-weight basis was 62.92 percent.
Fig. 17-Prime ribs from steers finished on pasture only at Greeneville Sto:tion, 1945.
The average dressing percentage on warm-carcass-weight basis was 60.68. These
cattle produced very satisfactory beef, and little difference was noted in the roasted ribs
of the two lots.
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AT MIDDLE rrENNESSEF: STATION
Columbia
H. R. Duncan, J. C. Miller, L. R. Neel, and
John A. Ewing
SOURCE-OF-EWE STUDY
The seventh year's work at Columbia comparing native, North-
western, and Cumberland Plateau ewes for spring-lamb production
was completed in 1946, with results shown in table 19.
The native ewes were produced at the Middle Tennessee Sta-
tion. the best early ewe lambs being kept for this experiment. As
Hampshire rams have been used for a number of years, the
ewes were high-grade Hampshires. The Northwestern and Plateau
ewes are described in previous reports of this project. The ewes
were of comparable ages, varying from 1 to 8 years. This year, the
Plateau ewes gave their best performance, nearly equaling the
Northwestern. The Plateau lambs arrived one week later than the
others, made the fastest gains, and probably would have excelled
in returns had they been marketed at the same age as the other
lambs.
TABLE 19-Comparing native, Northwestern, and Cumberland Plateau ewes
for spring-lamb production.
I - Native
---1- ..--1---1------
Number of ewes I 28
Average date of lambing.. .:::: Ja3n~·.415
Average birth weight of lambs (lbs.l .
Number of lambs born ..
Number of lambs raised I' 26Percent of lambs raised of ewes bred . 929
Average weight of lambs at market (lbs.l 75'08
~~~~:~~ d~~yOfg~7::'~~raL~~r~f~s\dayS) ·•••••.•.•:::·:::·...1 1$2512;:.47318
Average lamb return per ewe bred ...
Number of ewes clipped .
Average wool clip per ewe (lbs.l.... . 4.5
Average wool return per ewe clipped. ... $2.27
Average annual gross return per ewe at
beginning of year... $14.74
Average slaughter grade of lambs when
marketed
Average selling price of lambs' per cwL ... :::'::::::1
Item North- Plateauwestern
59 48
Jan. 16 Jan. 23
8.4 8.7
79 59
59 52
100.0 108.3
78.76 74.0
156 142
.445 .459
$13.91 $14.27
56 48
6.8 5.4
$3.39 $2.68
$17.13 $16.96
Good+ Good-
$17.66 $17.81
Good+
$18.23
"Lamb prices include subsidy on lambs sold before June 30.
LONG ALFALFA HAY VERSUS GROUND ALFALFA HAY
FOR BEEF STEERS
Three trials on this project have been completed, with results
shown in table 20. Each trial was started in the fall with 2 lots of
weanling calves. The calves were wintered on their respective hays,
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TABLE 20-Comparison of long alfalfa hay with ground alfalfa hay
for beef steers.
A 3-year average.
======== ~-----~ ---~-----
Item
Average number of steers per lot ..
Average initial weight in the fall (Ibs.) ..
Average weight at end of first winter period (lbs.) ..
Average gain first winter (lbs.)~~..~~ .
Average feed consumption first winter (lbs.):
Alfalfa hay .
Corn-cob-shuck meal .
Average weight at end of pasture season (lbs.) ..
Average gain on pasture (lbs.) ..
Average weight at end of winter finishing period (lbs.) ..
Average gain during finishing period. 150 days (lbs.)
Average gain entire 12eriod. 497 days (lbs.)
Average feed consumption second winter (lbs.):
Alfalfa hay.
Corn-cob-shuck meal .
Average cost of grinding hay for two winter periods ..
Average dressing percentage per herd.. 58.22
Average carcass grade ~~g~~d+"
2698.30
1462.70
run together on a mixed bluegrass and hop and white clover
pasture w.ithout concentrates the next summer, and then fattened
the second winter on the 2 hay preparations, plus 10 pounds of
corn-cob-shuck meal.
Grinding the alfalfa hay was a dusty, disagreeable, expensive
job and often made the men sick. There was somewhat less waste
in f.eeding the ground hay, but grinding did not increase the gains
or lessen the feed requirements appreciably. The extra cost of
$9.45 per head for grinding was only partly offset by a sav;ing of
392 pounds of hay during the year and a half that the test was in
progress. Grinding fair-quality hay in this case was unprofitable.
Long
alfalfa hay
10
396.05
553.75
157.70
1318.80
568.00
754.45
200.70
1024.70
270.25
628.65
Ground
alfalfa hay
10
394.90
565.15
170.25
1166.00
568.00
748.59
183.54
1023.10
274.41
628.20
2458.50
1462.70
$9.45
56.61
Good+
[
f
l
I
(
I
I
I
1
NATIVE VERSUS WESTERN STEERS
Comparisons were made during :~ trials of medium-to-good
Tennessee steer calves with some of the best Westerr. steer calves
brought into Tenness·ee markets. In each case the cattle were
Summary of 3 trials.
TABLE 21-Comparing native with Western steers.
----~----._--_ .._--._ ..._-._-- - --_. ------- ------ -~----- -------._-._----
Item
Average number of steers in project
Average initial weight when bought
Average gain first winter (lbs.)
Average gain first summer (lbs.) , : 1
Average gain second winter, finishing period 'w,.! .
Average gain entire period (lbs.) ..
Average final weight (lbs.).
Average carcass grade ...
Native
steers
10
424.25
169.54
197.60
289.15
656.20
1080.55
Low choice-
Western
steers
10
366.70
158.35
186.65
255.55
600.60
967.25
Good +
Lot 1 Lot 2
Item Calves Calves not
---------~ ..~. .__ ~p-fed __ I_-,c:::.re=-:e",p-,-f=-=ed=--_
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bought as weanlings in the fall and kept in various projects under
similar conditions until they were 2 years old. The Western calves
were not the best produced in the West, but were comparable in
grade to the native calves and represented the better Western
calves which Tennessee farmers could buy on the Tennessee mar-
kets. The results of this comparison are shown in table 21. These
native steers cost less when purchased, were less subject to
"shipping fever," and made more gains than the Western steers.
CREEP-FED CALVES VERSUS CALVES NOT CREEP-FED
In 1946, a creep-feeding project was undertaken with the
grade-cow herd. The pasture of bermuda, bluegrass, and white and
hop clover used for the cows, was divided into two equal areas by
means of an electric fenc·e so that two groups of cows and calves
could be carried. A creep was placed in one lot and creep-feeding
of calves started June 1 (Fig. 18), while the other lot had pasture
only. The calves were dropped from late January to early March
and were creep-fed 145 days, with results shown in table 22.
This pastur·e does not produce heavy, fat weanling calves. The
calves in lot 2 weighed the same as those produced on this pasture
during the previous 15 years. The increase in gain (32.4 Ibs.) due
to creep feeding was lower than gains usually reported in creep-
feeding trials. Although a few of the calves did not learn to use
the creep, the consumption of grain per head was rather heavy
(543 Ibs.).
;I All the calves were appraised at weaning time; some were sold
on the market; some were kept for other projects; but a repre-
TABLE 22-Comparison of creep-fed calves with calves not creep fed-
one year's results.
----------------._--------'--------'-------
'A mixture of 5 parts ground shelled corn, 3 parts ground oats, and I part cotton-
seed meal.
Number of calves_
Average weight April I, 1946 (lbs.)._
Average weight May 31 when creep feeding started (lbs.)
Average gain April 1 to May 31 (lbs.).
Average weight October 23, when project closed (lbs.)._
Average gain May 31 to October 23, 145 days (lbs.) ..
Average daily gain May 31 to October 23 (lbs.) ...
Average gain due to creep feeding (lbs.) .
Average feed consumption' (lbs.).Value of feed consumed per head «,. $2.80 cwt ...
Appraised value of calves per cwt., October 23, 1946 ..
Appraised value per head October 23, 1946 .. _
Average feeder grade October 23, 1946 .
Average slaughter grade October 23, 1946
Average value per head less cost of grain fed in creep
Average loss from creep feeding ...
17
99.2
190.2
91.0
425.6
235.4
1.624
32.4
543.0
$15.20
$16.71
$71.12
Low good+
Low good+
$55.92
$5.69
15
99.1
190.0
91.1
393.0
203.0
1.400
None
$15.67
$61.61
Low good+
Medium +
$61.61
8
448
578
130
1.354
11.3
6.7
839.5
504.0
$27.40
$75.49
$120.Q1
$8.77
59.76
Low choice
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Fig. 18-Creep-feeding of beef calves at the Middle Tennessee Experiment Station,
summer of 1946.
These creep-fed calves gained only 32.4 pounds more than calves that were not
creep fed. The 543pounds of feed consumed per head from the creep caused a loss
of $5.69 in this one year's results.
sentative group of 8 calves from the creep-fed let were reserved
for further feeding. They were placed in a stall and full-fed a mix-
ture of 5 parts corn-cab-shuck meal and 1 part cottons·eed meal and
alfalfa hay, with results shown in table 23. These calves, having
been fed previously on a creep, did not make very satisfactory gains
during this feeding period and had rather high feed requirements
per 100 pounds of gain. They did produce high-dressing and very
satisfactory carcasses, in weight and grade, for Tennessee market.
A margin of $3.90 secured on these calves enabled them to show a
profit.
TABLE 23-Results from finishing creep-fed calves in dry lot.
Number of calves fed .
Average initial weight October 23. 1946 (Ibs.l... .. .
Average weight when sold (Ibs.) ..
Average gain in feed lot, 96 days (lbs.)
Average daily gain in feed lot (Ibs.) .
Average daily ration:
Grain mixture (Ibs.) .
Alfalfa hay (lbs.) .
Average concentrates consumed per 100Ibs. gain (lbs.) ..
Average hay consumed per 100Ibs. gain (Ibs.) .
Average feed cost per 100 Ibs. gain .
Average initial value @ $16.85per cwt .
Average sale value @ $20.75per cwt .
Average profit over initial and feed cost.. . .
Average dressing percentage .. .
Average carcass grade .. .
512
406
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ANIMAL FEED SUPPLJ<~MENTS
Cooperative with Tennessee Valley Authority
Florence L. MacLeod, Dorothy E. Willil1.ffis,Elise Morrell,
and Helen Sydnor
FUSED TRICALCIUM PHOSPHATE AS AN ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENT
The study of the use of fused tricalcium phosphate as a source
of phosphorus for white rats was continued during 1946. Pro-
c·edures were described in the Annual Report for 1943. The results
for the completed growth experiments and the partially completed
breeding experiments were published in Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry, Vol. 38, p. 651, June 1946. The breeding experiments
have now heen carried to a conclusion. The fi.nal results are included
in table 24 along with the results as published.
TABLE 24-Published and final results of fused tricalcium phosphate com-
pared with Osborne and Mendel salt mixture as a source of phosphorus
for reproduction.
Experimental Groups
Minimum P control
0.2% F fused tricalcium
phosphate .
Phosphate
( ) x 100
Control
Adequate P control
0.2';;, F fused tricalcium
p~~2;~~t~te .. ·······1
( ) x lOG
Control I
Adequate P control
0.3'7" F fused tricalcium
phosphate
Phosphate
( ) x 100 .
Control
No. raised
868
596
30%
Pub-
lished
Final average
weights
Final )rs~~d Final --At-- We~~ing
___ __ birth_ (~ays)
~:%I ::% ::
___ 1--..---------
:::.,_:~~u:%:~I-:~::
No. born
844
568
The final breeding results of repeated matings through 4
generations caused no change in gen·eral conclusions to be drawn.
When judged by reproduction, the fused phosphate finally proved
to be from 86 to 92 percent as effectiv-e as the salt mixture; and
when judged by lactation, from 74 to 108 percent as effective. The
average weights at birth and at weaning were very nearly the
same for the rats fed the control diet and thoSE:fed either of the
909
'170
35%
0:23
·188
78%
·190
391
69%
1099
1010
92%
79%
33.5
Grams Grams
·1.9 24.1
.1.8 24.8
31.0
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fluorine levels of fus·ed tricalcium phosphate. It is to be noted,
however, that at the lower phosphorus level, average weights of
rats at weaning were less for both the controls and the rats fed
fused tricalcium phosphate than for all rats fed at the higher
phosphorus level.
At the termination of the breeding period, both male and
female rats were ashed and analyzed for total phosphorus. Table
25 shows no significant differences in weight of animal, total ash,
or phosphorus retained, between the control animals and those
fed fused tricalcium phosphate. There are marked differences,
however, between the animals fed at the minimal phosphorus level
and those fed at an adequate phosphorus level.
TABLE 25-Comparative gain in weight and phosphorus retention in control
rats and those fed fused tricalcium phosphate at the end of the breeding
period-one year and three months.
-~~.- --'---
Experimental No. of Net Wt. Pin Experimental 11"10. of I Net Wt. Pingroups rats wt. ash rat groups rats wt. ash rat
--' -~
Grams Grams Grams Minimum fused Grams Grams GramsMinimum phosphatecontrol... 14 221 8.66 1.53 0.2% F ... 14 207 8.18 1.48
Adequate fusedAdequate phosphate
1.96control... 29 272 10.53 1.87 0.2% F ... 29 273 11.15
I 110.56
Adequate fusedAdequate phosphate
10.67
control... 27 265 1.89 0.3% F .... 27 271 1.86
LIMESTONE-FERROPHOSPHORUS PRODUC'J' AS AN
ANIMAL-FEED SUPPLEMENT
Feeding experiments with rats hav·ebeen continued, limestone-
ferrophosphorus being used as a source of phosphorus. Procedures
were described in the 1945 Annual Report. Preliminary paired
feeding experiments gave indications that limestone-ferrophos-
phorus, when fed at a l·evelof 1.9 percent of the diet (0.23 percent
total phosphorus), was 91 to 93 percent as effective for growth
and 63 to 77 percent as effective for phosphorus retention as
Osborne and Mendel salt mixture. When the limestone-ferrophos-
phorus was fed at a level of 3.3 percent of the diet (0.35 percent
total phosphorus) its effectiveness was 99 percent for growth and
90 percent for phosphorus retention.
In later experiments the crude ferrophosphorus material (1.25
p-ercent of diet) as well as the limestone-ferrophosphorus (3.1 per-
cent of diet) was compared with 3 other phosphates and the basal
diet as a source of phosphorus. Littermates of rats were distributed
as evenly as possible among the di·ets, but each diet was fed ad
libitum. Table 26 shows the average percentage of gain in weight
and phosphorus stored over a 30-day experimental period in the
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rats fed the experimental diets, the performance of those fed the
control diet being considered as 100 percent.
TABLE 26-Comparison of the effectiveness for growth and phosphorus re-
tention of Osborne and Mendel salt mixture and experimental phosphates.
Diets Total P I Avg. food Growth Pretentionin diet eaten
----_.,,_._~-----
Percent Grams Percent Percent
Basal -+- Osborne & Mendel salt .. .4 299 100 100
Basal .14 242 62 29
Basal -+- bone meal .. .4 274 79 73
Basal -+- crude ferrophosphorus .4 141 12 10
Basal -+- limestone-ferrophosphorus .4 274 87 74
Basal -+- dicalcium phosphate ..... .4 282 88 77
0-·-_-_------------ - -----------
Table 27 shows the percentages obtained when the diet con-
taining bone meal rather than the one with the Osborne and
Mend·elsalt mixture is used as the basis of comparison.
TABLE 27-Comparison of the effectiveness for growth and phosphorus
retention of bone meal and experimental phosphates.
---------c=-============;=======;=====
Diets Growth Pretention
Percent
100
14
101
106
Percent
100
16
110
112
Basal -+- bone meal ,
Basal -+- crude ferrophosphorus ...
Basal -+- limestone-ferrophosphorus ::::1
Basal -+- dicalcium phosphate.. .. ·..· ·1
Thus it appears that not only was the phosphorus of the crude
ferrophosphorus unavailable for growth and phosphorus retention
in the rat but also that the crude material had some adverse eff.ect,
as seen by comparison with rats fed the basal diet alone. The lime-
stone-ferrophosphorus, on the other hand, was as effective as
either bone meal or dicalcium phosphate. but only 87 percent as
effective for growth and 74 percent as effective for phosphorus
retention as Osborne and Mendel salt mixture with all diets fed
ad libitum.
A series of breeding experiments was set up in which the
limestone-ferrophosphorus was compared with bone meal as a
source of phosphorus and crude ferro phosphorus was added to a
diet in which adequate bone meal was present to test the possible
toxicity of the crude material. The hereditary histories of the rats
in the 3 breeding lots were identical.
The average weight of 10 animals on the limestone-ferrophos-
phorus diet was 245 grams and of 10 animals on the bone meal diet
was 227 gl"amswhen all the animals were approximately 6 months
old. For breeding performance to date, the 6 females on the
limestone-ferrophosphorus diet have had 55 young, raising 18 to
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weaning; and the 6 females receiving bone meal have had 65 young,
raising 26.
In the 2 bre8ding lots which received the crude ferrophosphorus
as well as bone meal, 3 animals (2 males and 1 female) have died
and the average weight of the remaining 7 was 209 grams. Forty
young have heen born and 14 raised. Food consumption has been
markedly less for this group. In one breeding lot, alopecia has
been marked and no young have been born; and the young that
have been weaned from the other lot are pathetic in appearance.
Two litters of these young have been given a supplement of
brewer's yeast with dramatic results-sev-eral of them doubling
their weight in a week's time. Another litter was given a riboflavin
supplement at weaning, with improvement in weight and appear-
ance.
It is evident that the rats which received the crude ferrophos-
phorus in addition to bone meal are decidedly inferior to those
receiving either bone meal alone or the limestone-ferrophosphorus,
whether judged by the criterion of growth or of reproduction. It
is not so evident whether this inferiority of performance is due to
a toxic quality of the crude ferrophosphorus or to secondary effects
produc·ed by failure to eat the diet. Force-feeding of the crude
ferrophosphorus in daily doses-as much as 8 times the amount
that caused the unfavorable results when it was included in the
diet-has failed to kill the animals or even to affect their growth
and phosphorus retention materially.
A series of experiments has been started in which one set of
rats, all receiving the same amount of crude ferrophosphorus but .
different amounts of potassium dihydrogen phosphate, were paired (
as to food consumption with rats n~ceiving no crude ferrophospho- I
rus but different amounts of potassium dihydrogen phosphate.
Table 28 indicates the average gain in weight of the animals that
have completed a 30-day experimental period. .
There is some indication her·e that crude ferrophosphorus is not
toxic in the usual sense of the term, and that when phosphorus is
TABLE 28-Cornparison of animals on control diet with and without crude
ferrophosphorus at successivelu increased levels of total phosphorus.
Total P
In aler
--------:---
Rats
Percent
.14
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45
.50
.60
.'70
.80
I
I
I
Number
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
No
ferrophosphorus
Grams
GO
90
86
91
107
121
111
102
112
09
09
Ferrophosphorus
Grams
57
35
34
38
109
119
100
103
108
94
91
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supplied in sufficient amounts no adverse effect on growth occurs.
When the experiment is concluded, the larger number of animals
involved and the phosphorus analyses of the rat ash may give
a more clean-cut picture than do the present data.r, INTERRELATIONSHIPS IN MINERAL METABOLISM
Preliminary experiments have heen initiated in the field of
interrelationships of minerals in plant and animal metabolism.
Previous work on the problem of availability to animals of phos-
phorus in feeds indicates the possibility of interference in the
absorption of phosphorus from natural feeds by the formation
of insoluble phosphates in the digestive tract.
Pot experiments with red clov·er have been started in the
greenhouse in an attempt to produce plants with wide variations
in respect to phosphorus and iron content. If suitable plant ma-
terial can be. obtained, animal-feeding experiments will he started
to determine whether or not unusually large amounts of iron pres-
ent in a plant have any effect on the utilization by an animal of the
phosphorus pres·ent in the plant.I
IRRIGATED PASTURES FOR DAIRY COWS
John A. Ewing and C. K Wylip
Irrigation of pastures was started at the Middle Tennessee
Experiment Station, Columbia, in 1938. Two groups of registered
Jersey cows have been used in this feeding tr,ial.
The data kept include: number of acres, number of cows,
live weight of cows, days on pasture, milk production, percent
butterfat, feeds consumed, rainfall, frequency and amount of
irrigation, cost of irrigation, and feeds.
(
OBSERVATIONS AND SUltlMARY
The following observations were made during the summer of
1946:
1. The group of cows on irrigated pa::-;turegained mor·e in live
weight and produced more milk than the group on unirrigated
pasture.
2. The feed cost per 100 pounds of milk was lower for the
group on the irrigated pasture.
3. The net income, allowing for cost of feed and irrigation,
was greater for the group on irrigated pasture.
4. The value of irrigation varies with seasonal conditions,
especially rainfall.
5. For a true evaluation of irrigation, resulte should be com-
pared with those from winter feeding in a year of severe summer
drouth.
The project will be continued.
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EARLY-CUT VERSUS LATE-CUT LESPEDEZA HAY FOR
DAIRY COWS
John A. Ewing and C. E. Wylie
This experiment was started in 1942, with 2 groups of Jersey
cows, at the Middle Tennessee Experiment Station, Columbia. This
report covers results for the winter of 1945-46.
The concentrates and silage were fed in fixed equal amounts
for each group, with the lespedeza hay fed ad lihitum.
OBSERVATIONS AND SUMMARY
In favor of early-cut hay:
1. Higher protein content of hay.
2. Higher grade of hay.
3. Lower consumption of hay and higher production of milk
and butterfat per ton of hay.
4. Possibility of earlier seeding of small gmins.
In favor of the late-cut hay:
1. More tonnage of hay per acre.
2. More milk per acre.
3. Greater gain in live weight of cows.
WINTERING DAIRY HEIFERS ON LEGUME HAY
S. A. Hinton, John A. Ewing, J. T. Miles, and C. K Wylie
To determine the feeding value of barn-dried hay, feeding trials (
were S?t up at Columbia and Knoxville with 0 groups of yearling
Jersey heifers. They were fed as follows:
Group I-Field-cured long alfalfa hay, ad iib.
Group 2-Barn-dried long alfalfa hay, ad lil>.
Group 3-Barn-dried chopped soybean hay, ad lib.
The heif:~rs were fed in groups, records being kept of the
amounts of hay fed and the amounts rejected. Salt and minerals
were fed ad libitum to all groups. The hay was graded and chem-
ically analyzed. The growth of the heifJrs was chec~ed by body
weight and height of withers. The groups were compared with each
other and with the normal (Missouri Station Bulletin 335).
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
1. Heifers mad-e close to normal growth in all groups.
2. Heifers fed barn-cured hay gained more weight on less hay
than those on field-cured hay.
3. There is indication that -heifers may b-esatisfactorily win-
tered on legume hay as the only source of feed.
4. This is a progress report. These feeding trials will continue
until more data are obtained.
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P ARASI'l'OLOGY
A. C. Todd
HELMINTHS IN TENNESSEE CHICKENS
A survey designed to determine the incidence and sp-ecies of
parasitic worms in Tennessee poultry has been extend·ed from East
Tennessee to cover the entire State. As in 1945, chickens examined
were those which actually appeared on the markets.
Four hundred and eighty-two birds from Tennessee markets
have been examined, of which 473 (98,1 r/r) were infected by
helminths. A total of 63,944 worms were collected, an average of
135.2 p·sr infected bird. The largest number of worms found in
one chicken was 2,292. These represented only 2 species of parasites.
The largest number of species found in one chicken was 11. Two
birds were found carrying that number. The first chicken's infec-
tion consisted of 7 species of roundworms and 4 species of tap-e-
worms and comprised 462 worms; the second bird, with 11 species
of parasites, was infected by 4 species of roundworms and 7 species
of tap·eworms, and the total number of worms present was 51.
The average number of species of parasites present in all infected
birds was 4.03.
The worms collected during 1946 were of 3 types: nematodes,
or roundworms; cestodes, or tapeworms; and one species of trema-
tode (fluke). Three mor·e species of helminths can be added to the
list of 17 found in 1945. The species not previously found are
Gongylonema ingluvicola, a roundworm from the crop; Fimbriaria
sp., a tapeworm from the ileum; and Echinoparyphium recurvatum,
a trematode from the small intestine. Recovery of the tapeworm,
Fimbriaria sp., apparently was the first record of its occurrence
in chickens in the United States. Eight specimens were recovered
from a Rhode Island Red chicken examined in Davidson County.
Echinoparyphium recurvatum had been reported only from turkey
poults in the United States, Two specimens of this species were
recovered from a Barred Plymouth Rock hen examined in Wash-
ington County.
The 9 species of tapeworms found in chickens in Tennessee
during 1946, arranged according to their incidence, but not neces-
sarily their relative importance, are: Hymenolepis carioca, 42.9% ;
Raillietina tetragona, 38.6 ~I,; R. cesticillus, 29.5%; R. echinoboth-
rida, 19.7%; Davainea proglottina, 15.6%; Amoebotaenia sphe-
noides, 7.91r; Hymenolepis cantaniana, 6.8%; Choanotaenia in-
fundibulum, 2.5%; and Fimbriaria sp., 0.2%.
The 10 species of roundworms found in chickens during 1946,
arranged according to their incidence, are : Heterakis gallinae,
79.5%; Capillaria retusa, 54.1%; Ascaridia galli, 42.1%; Tetra-
meres americana, 20.5%; Cap1'llaria annulata, 12.7:kJ; C. caudin-
flata, 9.3%; C. bursata, 4.4%; C. columbae, 1.2 'It; Cheilospiura
hamulosa, 0.2 'It ; and Gongylonema ingl1wicolq; 0.2 o/r.
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Because of climatic conditions and the involved life cycles
of certain of the helminths. and perhaps for other reasons, the
infective stages of helminths available for entry into chickens
--appear to vary from season to season. Therefore, collections are
:mad-eat a given locality during the four seasons of the year. Be-
ginning in May, 1945, monthly records have heen kept for the fol-
lowing data: Incidence of helminth infection, average number of
species of parasites pres-snt in infected birds, and average number
of worms, of all species, comprising the parasitic infections. These
data are summarized in table 29.
TABLE 29-Parasitic fauna of chickens surveyed, from May, 1945, through
December, 1946.
PASTURES FOR CHICKENS AND THE PARASITIC FAUNA
The objective of this investigation is to determine possible
relationships between pasture crops on poultry ranges and the
types of parasitic infections appearing in chickens reared on th-e
ranges. The investigation has the further objective of determining
what part of the lower average weights and higher mortality rates
of pullets raised on bare lots, compared with the higher average
weights and lower mortality rates of pullets on pastures, found by
Parker and McSpadden,3 is due to parasitic infections.
The study is being conducted on 4 adjacent ranges, of approx-
imately 50x140 feet. Each lot contains a 10x12-foot colony brooder
house. The first lot is bare range, the seconcl rang-e contains clover
and ryegrass pasture, the third contains lespedeza, and the fourth
alfalfa.
In 1946, from 81 to 92 unsexed Barred Rock chicks wer-eplaced
in each brooder house in April. They were released from confine-
ment in the brooder hous·esand given access to the prepared ranges
0'
J
"Tenn. Agr. Exp. Sta. But 188, 1944.
TABLE 30--Pamsitic fauna of chickens raised on bare mnge compared with parasitic fauna of chickens mised on pastures.
Parasitic fauna-number birds in each lot infected with each species
of parasite found present
I Number !Nu!"ber ~occidia --jDate Roundworms Tapeworms Avg. number Avg. number
bIrds bIrds I worms per species worms
I examined para- , infected per infected
I sitized E. tenella I H. gallinae A. galli T. americana H. carioca R. cesticiJIus
bird bird
, --I '
II
I
June 27-July 1
Lot J1 5 5 5 1 0 0 0 0
1.0 1.0
Lot 2' .... 5 4 4 2 0 0 0 0
I
1.0 1.0
Lot 33. 5 5 5 1 0 0 0 0
1.0 , 1.0
Lot 4'.. .. 5 5 5 1 0 0 0 0
1.0 1.0
July 31-Aug. 1
Lot 1. 5 4
I
1 2 2 0 0 0 1.25
1.0
Lot 2 5 4 3 2 0 0 0 0
1.5 1.0
Lot 3. 5 5 5 4 3 0 2 0 47.0 2.25
Lot 4, 5 5 5 0 1 0 0 0
1.0 1.0
:
j
Sept. 11-13 !
Lot L 5 5 5 2 2 0 0 0 12.6
1.3
Lot 2. 5 3 1 2 3 0 2 1 84.0 2.6
Lot 3. . . . . . . .. I 5 5 3 5 4 0 5 0 218.6 2.8
Lot 4 .. ..... I 5 5 4 3 5 0 4
i
0 26.0 2.4
Oct. 30-Nov. 4
Lot L 5 5 4 5 2 0 4 0 167.0 2.2
Lot 2 ... 5 5 2 4 2 0 2 0 38.2
1.6
Lot 3. 5 5 3 5 4 1 5 0 215.0 3.0
Lot 4. 5 5 4 5 3 0 1 0 80.5
1.8
'Bare range. 'Clover and ryegrass. "Lespedeza.'Alfalfa.
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in May. From June 27 to ,July 1, inclusive, Fi cockerels were removed
from each lot and examined for parasites; ~imiJar samplings were
taken July 31-Aug. 1, Sept. 11-13, and Oct. 30-Nov. 4. The findings
of these 4 examinations are summarized in table 30.
The parasitic infections which develop in chickens on the 4
lots probably have more than one place of origin. It is possible that
some of the infections of preceding years survive and are present
within each brooder house. Some may survive outside the brooder
houses, on the ranges. Finally, other floeks of chickens are main-
tained near the 4 lots that are the subject of this study and infec-
tions could be carried to the lots by vectors, or by infected inter-
mediate hosts, or both.
The series of samplings in 1946 may be an indkation of the
manner in which parasitic infections arise within a host. Chickens
in the flocks maintained near the 4 experimental lots have been
examined for parasites. The following species have heen present
and could appear in the chickens under study. Four species of
coccidia have been found in the University chickens: Eimeria ten-
ella, E. necatrix, E. mitis, and E. maxima. Parasitic nematodes
found are Ascaridia galli, Capillaria annulata, C. caudinflata, C.
columbae, Heterakis gallinae ,and Tetrameres americana. Tape-
worm species found are Choanotaenia infundibulum, Davainea
proglottina, Hymenolepis carioca, Raillietina cesticillus, and R.
tetragona.
The apparent order of development in 1946 of parasitic infec-
tions in chickens on the 4 lots under study was as follows: Eimeria
tenella, the causative agent of cecal coccidiosis; Heterakis gallinae,
a cecal roundworm; Ascaridia galli, a large roundworm from the
small intestine; Hymenolepis carioca, a tapeworm from the duode-
num; Raillietina cesticillus, a tapeworm from the jejunum; and
Tetrameres americana, a roundworm from the proventriculus.
Choanotaenia infundibulum, a tapeworm which appeared in 17 of
the 89 chickens examined in 1945, did not appear in the birds
sampled in 1946.
In 1945, when 118 to 120 unsexed Rhode Island Red chicks
were started in each of the 4 lots, an outbreak of chronic coccidiosis
occurred, and the lower mortality rates for chickens raised on pas-
tur·es, compared with chickens raised on bare lots, found by Parker
and McSpadden (1944), were again noted. Of the 125 chicks started
on the bare lot, 17 marketable cockerels werE-reared, and 16 pullets
were put into the laying houses. In lot 2 (clover and ryegrass
pasture), 23 cockerels were sold and 26 pullets were placed in the
laying houses; in lot 3 (lespedeza pasture), 24 cockerels were sold
and 31 pullets were placed in the laying houses; and in lot 4 (alfalfa
pasture), 25 cockerels survived for sale and 35.pullets were placed
in the laying houses.
The helminth fauna of the above Rhode Island Red cockerels
is recorded in the 1945 Annual Report. Of the 108 pullets which
survived infections with chronic coccidiosis .in June and July, 1945,
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all were still passing cysts of coccidia 9 months later, in March
and April, 1946. The species of coccidia present in the pullets as
they went to the laying houses was largely Eimeria mitis, while the
causative agent of the mortalities with chronic coccidiosis 9 months
previously was E. necat'rix.
CHEMISTRY: SOILS AND FERTILIZERS
W. H. MacIntire, W. M. Shaw, and S. H. Winterberg
LYSIMETER INVESTIGATIONS
The lysimeter stands out preeminently as a means of studying
the chemical changes that ensue in soil and subsoil after the incor-
poration of fertilizers and liming materials under outdoor- condi-
tions. It furnishes a means for complete inventory cfinput and
outgo of fertilizing elements. Analyses of the leachates are all
sufficient to reveal the fate of nitrogenous fertilizers, which yield
soluble end products. For those fertilizers that are partly leached
and partly absorbed by the soil, the analysis of the drainage waters
gives the outgo, whereas appropriate periodic analyses of the soil
register the progressive status of an incorporation of a specific
fertilizer or liming material and the state of the residues. Some
lysimeter investigatioiJ.s call for analyses of the soil atmosphere
and all require dependable and adapted technics for the d·etermina-
tion of the solute content of the rainwater leachates and the
nature of the components of the soil residues. The development
of procedures to provide greater accuracy and rapidity in such
chemical studies and in the laboratory evaluation of new and novel
fertilizer materials is imperative in the conduct of the cooperative
program.
CUMULATIVE DECOMPOSITION OF CALCIC AND MAGNESIC
CARBONATES BY A CUMBERLAND CLAY LOAM
The oldest and most extensive lysimeter experiment at this
Station comprises comparisons of the activities and fates of 7 types
of calcic and magnesic materials that were :incorporated into a
Cumberland clay loam at 3 rates. The 21 incorporations in the
surface soil are duplicated in a series underlain by 1 foot of clay
subsoil that was initially acidic. The primal objective of this
experiment was to determine the long-time capacity of the soil
to decompose calcic and magnesic carbonates and its ultimate
absorption capacity for the various types of liming materials under
outdoor conditions. A corollary objective was to acquire informa-
tion as to the speed of transition of calcareous and dolomitic mother
materials into soils, under humid conditions.
Some of the incorporations were at rates that provided con-
centration of calcium and magnesium bicarbonates sufficient to
induce, in time, some percolation through the subsoil with attend-
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ant exchanges between Ca and Mg. This downward movement of
the bicarbonate-impregnated leachings will eventually produce
subsoil saturations of calcium from the calcic materials, magnesium
from the magnesic materials, and both Ca and Mg from the
dolomite. The periods requisite for saturation are governed by the
type and rate of incorporation and therefore are variant in extent.
The saturated subsoil then will be sampled zonally and subj.ected
to chemical studies to differentiate between absorptions of the
alkaline earth elements under outdoor conditions and to integrate
the extent of those absorptions with the degree of ammonium ion
absorptions effected by treatments with ammonium acetate solu-
tions in the laboratory. It is anticipated that the calcium and mag-
nesium absorptions will vary quantitatively and in the intensity of
their fixation.
During the 32nd year of this experiment, the joint CaCO;;-
equivalent losses of calcium and magnesium from the limestone and
CaCOa incorporations within the surface soil were about 600 pounds
and preponderantly calcium, regardless of rate of incorporation.
The losses of Ca+Mg in 60 :40 proportion from the dolomite were
about 700 pounds of CaC03-equivalence, whereas those preponder-
antly magnesic from the magnesite were 608, '772,and 969 from the
8-, 32-, and 100-ton rates, respectively. Sulfate and nitrate leach-
ings from the limestone and dolomite accounted for about 175
pounds CaC03-equivalence of the mean outgo of Ca+Mg against
a medial Ca+Mg outgo of about 500 pounds as dissolved carbonates.
The nitrate nitrogen leachings were only about Ft pounds per acre
per annum, and thus the fairly uniform sulfate outgo accounted
for some 158 pounds of CaCO;~-equivalence. In general, outgo from
a magnesic material exceeded that from th2 analogous calcic
material.
Released solute calcium and magnesium from the surface soil
still undergo sorbtion by the stratum of subsoil, although to a
diminished extent. At periods this sorbtion amounted to only a few
pounds, but usually it was in the range of 100 and 200 pounds of
CaCOa-equivalence per annum. In some instances the subsoil is
almost saturated with either calcium or magnesium, and the ex-
pectation is that there will develop a zone in w"nichcarbonate pre-
cipitations will he substantial. The lysimeter phase of this
experiment probably will be terminated after two years more. The
soils then will be available for a detailed chemical study of specific
base absorptions, effects of "reciprocal repression," and changes
resultant from biochemical activities.
ECONOMIC ADDITIONS OF LIl\HSG MATERIALS
This lysimeter experiment was initiated in 1924, in cooperation
with the Virginia Experiment Station. Primal objectives were the
determination of the relative activities and conservations of 4
liming materials at moderate rate every 4 y·ears versus a 1,4-rate
annually, and upper-zonal incorporations versus those made in full
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depth of soil. Limestone, dolomite, burnt lime, and calcium silicate
were incorporated into a Cumberland loam at Knoxville, and into
an Onslow sandy loam at Blacksburg. The I-ton CaO integral, or
3570-pound CaCO;\-equivalence, was incorporated either once or
again at the beginning of the second 4-year period, when 'las the 1,4
integrals were incorporated at the beginning of each year for the
4-year and 8-year periods.
The influence of the residues of the liming materials upon
retention of the K and th8 S04 of K~S04 has been studied by sur-
face-added solutions of K~S04' the first 2 annual applications of
which were at the per-acre rate of 50 pounds of K~O. Sinc-ethese
two additions had been retained in toto by the soil, the third
addition was at the rate of 200 pounds of K~Op(,1'2,000,000 pounds
of soil. The K~O recoveries from the unlimerl ;:;oiland the once-
limed soil during the past year were 10-12 pound:;;,against a mean
recovery of only 5 pounds from the soils that had received a second
integral incorporation of any of the 4 liming materials. The fore-
going computations included correction for an 8-pound K~O outgo
from the no-potash control; and net retention of K!O still amounts
to about 190 pounds, or 95 percent of the 200-pound K20 incorpo-
ration as the sulfate.
The absorption of K by the soil complex caused releases of
calcium and magnesium to the leachings. The results show that
th'2 extent of this interchange is an index of the base content of
the soil. The nearly constant K absorption cansed a 152-pound
CaCO;j-equivalent replacement of Ca+Mg as the mean for 16 ex-
periments in which single integral liming incorporations were made,
and a replacement of 206 pounds of Ca+Mg fr~m 12 experiments
that had received 2 integral liming incorporations, against a
Ca+Mg replacement of only 50 pounds from the unlimed soil. A
rpr:titive addition of K~S04 to supply 200 pounds of K20 was made
at the end of the current season.
The mean of net S04 recoveries from the applied K~S04 was
85 percent of the input. Nitrification was of low extent, the annual
outgo of nitrate nitrogen being in the range of from 8 to 12 pounds
per acre, without distinction as to influence of fOlm of incorporated
liming material, whereas the rain waters brought a nitrogen in-
crement of 13 pounds per acre.
QUENCHED CALCIUM SILICATE SLAG VF.RSUS LIMESTONE
The objective of this experiment was to ascertain the chemical
behavior and effects of the TVA slag, which is used extensively as
a liming material and as a source of manurial phosphorus in several
states contiguous to Wilson Dam. Particular attention was dir-ected
to the chemical and biochemical end products induced by incorpora-
tions of the slag and the effect of such incorporations upon the
fluorine content of the ground waters. In fineness of 4-, 20-, and
100-mesh, slag was incorporated at rates of 2, 5, 10, and 20 tons
p-er 2,000,000 pounds of soil. The initial incorporations were made
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in 1940 and continue in comparison with repetitirllls in 1941, 1942,
and 1943. The currently reported results are those of the sixth
experimental year, which was the second year after repetitiv-e
slaggings were discontinued.
Calcium outgo from slag was virtually identical with that
from limestone for single incorporations of like fineness at the
same rate. The single 2-ton incorporations of 20- and 100-mesh
calcic materials continue to surrender similar quantities of calcium
and enrich the leachings by some 150 pounds of eaco;; per acre per
annum. A mean increase of 440 pounds of CaCO;:was leached from
the 5-ton incorporations of the 4-mesh materials. The calcium car-
bonate releases from the 20-ton incorporations of 100-mesh lime-
stone and wollastonite were 900 pounds, against a 1600-pound
release from the slag. At the above rates and fineness the 4 repeti-
tive incorporations continued to yield increases in the calcium
outgo. The outgo from the limestone reached a maximum of some
900 pounds CaC03, against leachings close to 1200 pounds from
the 2-ton incorporations of 20- and 100-mesh slag and close to 1500
pounds from the 5-ton incorporation of the 4-mesh silicate material.
By far the largest fraction of the calcium outgo from the
slagged soils was in the form of calcium bicarbonate. Appreciable
quantities of SiOz also occurred in the rain-water leachings from
the slagged soils; but this do·esnot mean that a part of the calc,ium
outgo from the slags was attributable to calcium silicate as such.
Both limestone and slag exerted a repressive effect upon outgo
of magnesium and of potassium, without significant distinctions as
to the influence of type, rate, or fineness upon this function of the
incorporated calcic materials.- In general, outgo of nitrate nitrogen
was increased by limestone and by slag, although there were some
exc-eptions that could not be ascribed to the particular liming
material.
Because of the established phosphate-fluoride relationships
and postulated activities of fluorides in the soil and the possibility
of health hazard from fluoride-enriched ground waters, particular
attention was focus-ed upon the fluorine content of the leachings
from the slagged soils. Since the outgo of fluorine from the single
incorporations of slag was uniform and sustained, it may be that
in the carbonatation of slag particles the released fluoride will have
undergone transition into fluoric complexes developed within the
soil and that these complexes undergo hydrolysis slowly and thus
provide a uniform supply of fluorides to the drainage waters.
The highest outgo of fluorine was 140 pounds per acre per
annum, which was maintained by the 4 incorporations of 4-mesh
slag at the 5-ton rate, through a 20-p.p.m. concentration in the
leachings. The sustained outgo of fluorides from the 4-mesh slag
might be attributed to the gradual surface-to-center dissolution of
the coarse particles, but that explanation would not stand in the
face of the leaching data from the 100-mesh incorporations. The
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fluorine outgo from the single 20-ton incorporation of 100-mesh
slag fluctuated between 75 and 100 pounds of F per acre during
the last four years of the 6-year period.
LIME-POTASH STUDIES
The lysimeter study as to effect of moderate incorporations of
limestone upon the fate of substantial additions of potassium to a
mildly acidic Cumberland loam and a distinctly acidic clay subsoil
was continued through another addition of 800 pounds of K20 as
K2S04• An additional fixation of 200 pounds of K20 occurred in
the subsoil that had received 3570 pounds of CaCO;>in 1941. The
fixations in the unlimed subsoil were only slight during the past
year, however, and this was true also for the unJimed surface soils
and those limestoned. In terms of K20, the; aggregate fixations of
potassium during the 6 years were 126!i pounds and 1693 pounds
for the unlimed and limestoned soils, and 227 and 3132 pounds for
the subsoil, unlimed and limestoned, respectively.
Recovery of S04 from the last addition of K2S04 to the surface
soils was complete. The more than complete recovery of S04 from
like addition to the subsoils is attributed to the gradual releases
from the initial application, virtually all of which had been retained
by the subsoil during the first year. The sulfate retentions in the
unlimed soil and unlimed subsoil during the 6 years were 269 and
734 pounds of SO:!!respectively.
Fixation of potassium in the unlimed surface soil effected re-
leases of Ca+Mg to the drainage waters, although not to the extent
of equivalence. In the unlimed acidic subsoil the Ca+Mg replace-
ment amounted to only about 40 percent of the equivalence of the
K absorption. The lysimeter phase of this experiment has been
terminated and samples have b-eenpreserved for chemical study.
The effect of full-depth, heavy-rate incorporations of hydrated
lime upon the outgo of absorbed potassium has been under investi-
gation since 1940. Several annual additions of potassium sulfate
had been made to 4 surface soils and to one clay subsoil to effect a
build-up in K content as a prelude to 32-ton CaO incorporations as
Ca(OH)2 in 1939. The effect of heavy liming upon soil retention
of the previously sorb-ed additions of potassium is shown by the
lysimeter data in table 31.
The data of the first two columns register the fact that the
soils varied greatly in their capacity to fix K from the K2S04
additions that were made before the soils were limed. During the
subsequent 7-year period, 4 of the 5 unlimed acidic soils gave back
between 46 percent and 58 percent of the acquir·ed supply of
potassium. In contrast, there was a release of Dnly 7 percent from
the Chickamauga clay loam that was Ca-saturated naturally. This
naturally calcium-rich soil retained all of the three 800-pound
annual additions of K20 and a portion of the potassium content of
the rain waters during the 3-year period of K build-up. The great-
est effect of the intense liming was that registered by the initially
t·
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TABLE 31-The effect of heavy liming upon outgo of potassium from
previously absorbed additions.
K20
additions K20 K20 recovery
Soil 1934-1936' build-up" Limed I Unlim_Unlimed
I
Pounds Pounds I Percen
Freelands silt loam~ ...... 2400 288 639 566 , 50
Hartsells silt oam .. 1600 406 191 121 I 47
Sevier silt loam .... 1600 453 261 120
I
58
Chickamauga clay loam. 2400 2438 181 160 7.4
Cherokee clay subsoil .... 2400 1531 708 247 46,
..
-~---
eel..! Limed
t" : Percent'
. 44
30
30
6.6
16
'These were made before the limings.
'Corrected for increments of K in rain water.
:\Of the built-up supply of K20.
'This soil was naturally alkaline in reaction.
acidic Cherokee clay subsoil, the K recovery from which was only
one-third the recovery from the unlimed clay. The relatively small
effect of additive calcium in caustic form on the Freelands silt loam
is also attributable to good native supply of calcium and pH above
7. The lysimeter phase of this experiment WhS discontinued and
soil samples were preserved for chemical analysis.
COMPARISON OF POTASSIUM METAPHOSPHATE AND
POTASSIUM SULFATE
The behavior of K supplied by these two forms of potassic
fertilizers was studied further through outgo after a third frac-
tional addition of 200 pounds of K20, in comparison with the single
lOOO-poundintegral K20 incorporations that were made in 1942.
After 4 years, fixation of K from a 1000-pourd input of K20 as
potassium metaphosphate was less than the fix2.tion of K from
the equivalent K2S04 input. Moreover, the release of K from the
quantity that had been fixed through the repetitive additions of
metaphosphate exceeded the releas·e of K from the quantity that
had been fixed through the equivalent input as K2S04• The 700-
pound residue of K20 from the K2S04 additions yielded an outgo
of only 30 pounds of K20 during the past year, whereas th2re was
a 70-pound outgo from the 300-pound residue of K20 from the addi-
tions of KPOa•
The 200-pound repetitive additions of K20 currently yielded a
K20 outgo of from 100 to 150 pounds. The repressive effect of
liming upon potassium outgo was more marked for the K2S04 addi-
tions than for those made as KPOa•
LIME-PHOSPHATE-FLUORIDE STUDIES
The potential effect of fluorine upon phosphate availability
has be·enstudied in lysimeter experiments on a Clarksville silt loam
since 1936. The phosphatic materials-calcium metaphosphate,
dicalcium phosphate, tricalcium phosphate, ancI rock phosphate-
were incorporated initially, with and without limestone. The calcium
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fluoride additions, however, were made annually, -except for two
seasons, and aggregated 2400 pounds of fluorine per 2,000,000
pounds of soil. The leachings from these additions carry between
1 and 2 p.p.m. of fluorine and remove only 6 to 10 pounds of F per
acre per annum. This outgo of fluorine from additions of calcium
fluoride, as such, was a mere fraction of the outgo from the input
carried as a component of the calcium silicate slag. Moreover, the
additions of CaF~, as such, enriched the leachates in calcium be-
yond the equivalence of the fluorine enrichment. This suggests
that the annual additions of fluoride reacted with soil components
to form compounds less soluble. It may be, howev-er, that the
fluoride content of the slag is released in some form more dissolu-
ble than CaF~ when the slag undergoes disintegration in the soil.
The limestone and dolomite incorporations registered no influ-
ence upon rate of fluorine outgo from the annual additions of CaF~,
as such. Once more, outgo of fluorine from the joint incorporation
of tricalcium phosphate and CaF~ exceeded that from the joint
incorporation of CaF~ and dicalcium phosphate. The lysimeter
phas-e of this experiment has been discontinued and the sampled
soils of built-up fluorine content have been preserved for chemical
analysis.
In a companion phosphate study increaSetl in calcium outgo
and in nitrification were registered for 320-pound annual inputs·
of P~O;;as mono-, di-, and tricalcium phosphates in a highly acidic
Hartsells fine sandy loam. The maximal increase in calcium outgo
from the annual equivalent inputs of P04 was the 147-pound CaCo;l-
equivalence from the dicalcium phosphate, whe:reas the tricalcium
phosphate and the monocalcium phosphate induced increases of
126 pounds and 86 pounds in like terms. In general, increase in
NO;loutgo accounted for about one-third of the increase in Ca outgo,
the remainder of the increase being attributable to calcium bicar-
bonate.
I
r
NITROGEN RECOVERIES FROM INCORPORA'IIONS OF TWO
PHOSPHATES AND THE SULFATE OF AMMONIUM
The puddling of the base-depleted soils and the resultant stop-
page of drainage necessitated termination of the more extensive
experiments with sev-eral ammoniates on 3 types of soils. The phos-
phate phase of this study had been elaborated upon a neutral
Dewey silt loam, however, through comparisons of equivalent in-
corporations of mono- and diammonium phosphates, and phos-
phoric acid, with an ammonium sulfate control. The current find-
ings stem from 7 incorporations during 8 annual periods. The net
nitrogen outgo of 389 pounds from the mono-ammonium phosphate
represents an 88-percent recovery from the 442-pound addition.
The diammonium phosphate yielded 706 pounds of the 883 pounds
added, or an 80-percent recovery, whereas the 1182-pound nitrogen
outgo from the ammonium sulfate control represents an 88-percent
recovery of the 1325-pound input. The liquid phosphoric acid
I
t
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caused thp average repr-2ssion of 7.5 pounds per annum III the
outgo of nitrate nitrogen during the 7-year p2ried.
Increases in outgo of Ca+Mg were induced by the addition of
the ammonium compuunds, but thes-2 increases wel'e not in exact
equivalence to the increases in nitrate nitrogen outgo. Conversely,
the HaP04 caused an annual repression of 28 pounds of CaCO:;-
equivalenc-2 in the Ca+Mg outgo, a quantity virtually equivalent
to the H3P04-induced repression in the nitrate nitrogen outgo. The
deficiencies in the nitrogen recoveries from the ammonium addi-
tions may be due to NH4 absorption by th2 soils or to loss of the
element as such to the atmosphere. The explanation of these deficits
may be established when the collect2d samples are subjected to
analysis.
LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS
The extensive usage of quenched calcium silicate slag, which
carries phosphate, has be-2nparalleled by a large increase in the
tonnage of blast-furnace slag, which is virtuaUy devoid of phos-
phorus. The collaborative work on methods for the determination
of the neutralization value, or liming effectivenf'ss. of blast-furnace
slags represents an important practical contribution. In a report
to the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists, at its 1946
meeting, the several analytical procedures developed in the Soil
Chemistry laboratory were compared in determinations of the
neutralization effectiveness of 11 samples. It was concluded that
the neutralization value of blast-furnace slags can be gauged by
dissolution in .5 N hydrochloric acid and back titration with .5 N
sodium hydroxide to pH 5.2 against Bromcresol green as indicator.
However, since fluorides interfere with th2 end point, this method
is not admissible, for the evaluation of the quenched slag from the
electric rock phosphate reduction furnace. The indirect titration-
dissolution in acetic acid, removal of SiO~and Al~O:hevaporation,
and ignition-remains the most reliable method for the chemical
evaluation of the -electric furnace slag.
The practical problem of dissolution rates of liming materials
in various solvents has been studied further by use of CO~-impreg-
nated water, acetic acid, and acetate solutions buffered at various
pH levels. The following factors are deemed essential in determi-
nation of rate of the dissolution of particle materials:
1. Surface area of the particle
2. Nature and concentra~ion of the acidic dissolvent
3. Temperature of reaction system
4, Diffusion of solute, or extent of stirring
5. Concentration of end-product solutes
In the study of the rate at which the several liming materials
undergo dissolution, factors 2, 3, and 4 were respectively standard-
ized by the use of an acetate solution buffered to pH 4 to assure a
constant acidic concentration during the progress of the reaction,
by means of a constant-temperature bath to provide uniform tem-
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perature, and through continuous agitation of thE:solution-suspen-
sion by means of electric motor stirrer driven at 450 r.p.m. to
assure rapid diffusion of solutes.
To diminish the error resultant from variation in the propor-
tion of particles within a sized group, separates of the liming mate-
rials were prepared by means of sieves aired upon the basis of near-
est manufactured mesh. This provid8s the ratio of the 4th root of 2,
or 1.19 of the openings in the respective sieves. To facilitate compu-
tations of surface area and of volume, a s8parate was considered as
comprised of spherical particles of uniform size and of diameter cor-
responding to the mean of the openings of the paired sieves. Since
the surface area of the particulate materials undergoes progressive
diminution as dissolution proceeds, the rate of dissolution decreases
in keeping with decrease in surface area and in keeping with the
progressivf concentration of the solute engendered during the
dissolution. The last-mentioned phenomenon i2 analogous to the
decreas·e in the soil's affinity for lime, along with the approach to
state of neutralization. Further effort is being made to differen-
tiate the factors of change in surface area of Iceland spar during
its dissolution and of increased solute concentration upon the rate
of dissolution, as prefatory to similar attack upon other liming
materials of less purity.
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATIONS
The researches conducted through cooperation between the
University of Tennessee and the Tennessee Valley Authority have
dealt chiefly with the phosphatic and nitrogenous fertilizers and
with several liming and fluoric materials. The studies in the
chemical, Neubauer, and X-ray laboratories and those by means of
the lysinteters, have been integrated with the greenhouse ex-
periments.
LABORATORY STUDIES
Four modifications in the technic of the Wagner method were
compared in an effort to simplify and shorten that procedure and
make it applicable to the determination of the "available" PZ05
content of fused tricalcium phosphate and fused tricalcium-mag-
nesium phosphate. That procedure is now "official" for determina-
tion of the "citric acid-soluble" P~O:;content of basic slag, and the
principle of the procedure was maintained in the 4 alternatives. The
results thereby were comparable to those obtained by the original
procedure in the analyses of both basic slag and fused tricalcium
phosphate. The "available" P~O:;values registered for the tricalcium
phosphate materials by the modifications were higher than those
obtained by digestions in neutral ammonium citrate at 65° C., but
wer·e more in accord with degrees of effectiveness indicated by
plant response in pot cultures.
The alternative technics and equ~pments were described, and
the values indicated by the 4 modifications were presented at the
60th meeting of the A. O. A. C. in a paper titled, "Proposal for
"(
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Modification of the Wagner Procedure and Its Adaptation for
P~O;;'Availability' of Fused Tricalcium Phosphates," and authored
by W. H. MacIntire, L. J. Hardin, and T. A. Meyer. It was hoped
that the proposed technic for the determination of "citric ac.id-
soluble phosphoric acid in basic slags" wouid be subjected to
Referee study and adopted as "Tentative" for the chemical evalu-
ation of the fused fertiliz·er phosphates.
SUPERPHOSPHATE-MAGNESIA MIXTURfS
The problem of furnishing magnesium as a fertilizer component
in a readily dissolvable form has been studied by means of mixtures
of acidic phosphates and magnesic materials. Olivine, serpetine,
magnesite, and their calcines were added separately to both con-
centrated and standard superphosphates in 3 proportions. The re-
sultant mixtures are being analyzed periodically to determine the
extent to which magnesium phosphate was engendered. Studies
are in progress to develop a solvent to differentiate the fractions
of magnesium remaining in the form added and the fractions ren-
dered more dissolvable through reaction with superphosphates.
The reactions that occur in the magnesium-fortified superphos-
phates will be measured by the quantity of magnesium dissolved
by this reagent-solvent and by the extent of the P~O;;transitions.
Mixtures of Tennessee brown rock phosphate and magnesic
materials have been acidulated and will be analyzed to determine
the extent to which the magnesium was rendered soluble by the
acidulation. The materials, products, and mixtures are being tested
in pot cultures and the results of the laboratory studies and inte-
grated pot tests w:illbe correlated and reported jointly.
It has been postulated that incorporations of IJotassium fluoride
and ammonium fluoride will influence phosphorus fixation in soil
systems. Each of these fluorides was incorporated at two rates in
phosphate-treated soils, unlimed and limstoned, and these are
undergoing aging in a pilot study. The extent of phosphorus
fixation under each treatment will be determined after extractions
with at least two appropriate extractants.
The Neubauer procedure has been used extensively in the plant
chemistry laboratory as a research tool in pilot investigations of
the effectiveness of phosphate fertilizers. This procedure is being
compared with a possible alternative chemical method that utiliz.es
a buffered solution of calcium lactate as a phosphate extractant.
The results of calcium lactate extractions in the cooperative labora-
tories are being compar·ed with ind:ications registered by the
Neubauer and Cunninghamella biochemical methods, and with the
responses registered by the greenhouse cultures.
GREENHOUSE STUDIES
Emphasis has been upon thermally produced phosphates and
their compatibility with liming materials in cultures of such crops
as red clover, Sudan grass, ryegrass, and alfalfa. Among the in-
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corporatec1 materials were products made by the infusion of either
a basic or an acidic component into either a ph03phatic or a calcic
material. The liming value of a particular material or the "avail-
ability" of a fer~ilizer is indicated by the dry weights of plants
harvested at an early state of maturity. The essential laboratory
work consists of chemical analysis of the fertilizers, liming ma-
terials, and soils and crops. In response to a -request from Soil
Science, the gr8enhouse technic utilized in the cooperative experi-
ments was described and the -equipment illustrated in a paper titled,
"Pot Method for Soil Cultures," by W. H. MacIntire and S. H.
Winterberg, Soil Science 62:33-41 (July 1946).
EFFECTIVENESS OF LIQUID PHOSPHORIC ACID
The effectiveness of phosphorus introduced as the ortho acid
(H:1P04), and the extent of its r-ecovery through plant content, was
determined by pot cultures of ryegrass and red clover. The acid
was used in the 3 concentrations obtained by 1+1, 1+4, and 1+9
dilutions of 85 percent H:;P04, in comparisons with equivalences of
the "availabls" P~O~,content of concentrated superphosphate. The
phosphoric acid additions exerted no adverse effect upon germina-
tion and caused increases in growth of both ryegrass and red clover.
Measured by ryegrass and red clover responS-8Sand by their P~O~
content, the superphosphate was usually more effective than the
liquid acid. Variance in the concentration of the phosphoric acid
did not cause differ-ences in either growth or P~O~,content of
crops, regardless of rate of addition of the acid or mode of its incor-
poration. Top dressing brought greater respor..sc by ryegrass, as
well as larger recovery of P~O.-"for both superphosphate and phos-
phoric acid, and at both rates. This was true also for the red
clover when the P~O,;input per acre was 80 pounds, but not when
the input was 160 pounds. Although the best response to a given
phosphate addition was by ryegrass on the unlimed soil, the best
perc-entage recovery of P~O~was that by the red clover on the
limestoned soil. When incorporated into the upper half of soil at
per-acre rates of 80 and 160 pounds of "available" P20~, neither
superphosphate nor phosphoric acid exerted measurable eff.ect
upon soil pH.
I
J EFFECTS OF AMMONIUM NITRATE UPON PLANT GROWTH AND NITROGEN CONTENT
After the close of the war, substantial quantities of ammonium
nitrate were diverted from munitions to fertilizer usage. One
query was whether the use of this ammoniacal concentrate would
be advantageous in effecting greater growth and higher nitrogen
content in legumes grown alone or jointly with a compatible non-
legume. Crops of red clover and of timothy were grown singly
and jointly and alfalfa and orchard grass were grown likewise.
Applied at per-acre rates of 100, 200, 400, and 600 pounds, am-
monium nitrate exerted virtually no effect upon the response by
either red clover or alfalfa, or upon their nitrogen content, in
I
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separate growth; and those applications exerted only a slight effect
upon the growth and nitrogen content of the respective mixtures of
red clover with timothy and alfalfa with orchard grass. Increased
rate of ammonium nitrate additions caused flTl increas·e in the
growth of both timothy and orchard grass and an increase in their
nitrogen content also when these two non-legumes were grown
alone. The addition of ammonium nitrate also exerted a marked
effect upon the proportion of orchard grass to alfalfa in the first
cutting of their joint growth. The effect of the GOO-poundaddition
of ammonium nitrate upon that cutting was a growth of orchard
grass heavier than the growth of that grass OIl the no-nitrogen
controls. The addition of nitrate showed no effect, however, upon
the ratio of red clover to timothy in their joint growth.
Since the crops were grown under ideal conditions as to essen-
tial nutrients, adequate mo.isture supply and specific inoculation,
the findings are de·emedsignificant and conclUSIVein showing that,
under such conditions, applications of ammonium nitrate cannot be
expected to improve the quantity or quality nf the two legumes
utilized in this study. It is not intended, however, that these
results should be deemed unqualifiedly applicable to fie~d condi-
tions, where pasture management may exert a decided effect upon
the proportionate growth of legume and non-legume. Nevertheless,
it is believed that the findings do confirm the expectation that,
after a stand of either red clover or alfalfa is established, top dress-
ings of nitrates will bring no increase in either gl'owth or nitrogen
content, and hence are not warranted.
DIAMMONIUM PHOSPHATE VERSUS OTHER NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS
The relatin values of mono- and diammonium phosphates have
been debated and toxicity has been attributed to the dibasic form.
The diammonium phosphate used in the present comparison of
other nitrogenous fertilizers was a product from Wilson Dam. Each
of the nitrogenous materials-diammonium phosphate, mono-am-
monium phosphate, ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate,
ammonium hydroxide, sodium nitrat-e, and calcium nitrate-was
used at rates of 32, 64, and 128 pounds of nitrogen on Hartsells fine
sandy loam. Additions of superphosphate served to equalize the
difference in P04 supplied by the mono- and diammonium phos-
phates. Crop growth, nitrogen content and recovery, and phos-
phorus content of ryegrass and barley cultures were the criteria
used in the comparisons.
There was no evid·ence that any nitrogenous fertilizer exerted
a detrimental effect upon the germination of either ryegrass or
barley. Plant response to the several nitrogenous materials was
virtually identical for a given rate of nitrogen input. At the 32-
pound and 128-pound rates, the barley made slightly mor·e growth
than the ryegrass, whereas the two crops showed virtually equal
response to the 64-pound rate. With increases in rates or incor-
porations of nitrogen and phosphorus, both crops E'howedincreas.es
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in their content of nitrogen and phosphorus. Nitrogen recoveries
by the ryegrass were variant, those from the 32- and 64-pound
additions in particular. The 32-pound ,input of N as ammonium
sulfate caused crops of unusually high nitrogen content and a
nitrogen recovery greater than recoveries from other nitrogenous
materials. Nitrogen recoveries from the two ammonium phosphates
were intermediate between recoveries from ammonium hydroxide
and from the nitrates of ammonium, sodium, and calcium. The rye-
grass showed virtually constant nitrogen content in its response
to the nitrogenous materials when they supplied nitrogen at the
64-pound rate. In both plant response and N recovery, howev·er,
diammonium phosphate proved slightly less effective than the
other nitrogenous materials. In comparisons for the 128-pound
input, nitrogen content and recovery were of similar extent for the
different materials, although recovery from the mono-ammonium
phosphate was somewhat less than that from :,11eother materials.
Nitrogen content of the barley was not as high as that of the
ryegrass for a given nitrogen input. The nitrogen content of the
barley was much the same in the responses to the different nitrog-
enous fertilizers, and the slight variations in growth, in nitrogen
content, and in nitrogen recovery were not deemed significant.
QUENCHED CALCIUM SILICATE SLAGS
The Wilson Dam slag was compared with a similar commercial
byproduct by means of plant response and soil reaction on Hartsells
fine sandy loam and on Fullerton silt loam. In "unground" condi-
tion and as 20-mesh screenings, Wilson Dam slag was invariably
more efficacious than the commercial slag. This was true when
each slag was incorporated alone and also when supplemented with
concentrated superphosphate. Incorporated alone, the unground
commercial slag was not as effective as a corresponding incorpora-
tion of limestone. Apparently, therefore, the 103-pound input of
P~O.:;through the incorporation of the ungrouf.d commercial slag
was of no effect upon plant growth. When incorporated to pass 20-
mesh screenings, however, the overall effect of commercial slag
upon plant growth was equal to that induced by the like addition
of limestone without phosphate. The combination of unground
Wilson Dam slag and superphosphate produced growth equal to,
or even greater than, that induced by a corresponding combination
of limestone and superphosphate, on the Hartsells soil. On the
Fullerton soil, the response to the joint addition of unground Wilson
Dam slag and superphosphate was slightly less than that from the
corresponding combination of limestone and superphosphate, al-
though the differenc·e was not significant. The combination of Wil-
son Dam slag and superphosphate was more effective than the com-
bination of commercial slag and superphosphate in the growing of
alfalfa on the Harts·ells soil. Alfalfa showed marked response to
the joint incorporation of Wilson Dam slag and superphosphate on
the Fullerton soil, but that legume gave virtually no response to
I
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the joint addition of the commercial slag and ::llllJerphosphate. In-
corporations of the Wilson Dam slag induced unit increases in soil
pH, and in some cases even two units, greater than the changes
induced by like quantities of the commercial "lag.
The two slags, and the limestone control used in another green-
house studv on the Fullerton silt loam, were the same as those
tested in a' field plot experiment at Jackson. Without phosphate,
the limestone of "unground" size effected no increase in plant
growth, but did raise soil pH in the pot cultures, whereas the
unground Wilson Dam slag induced a substantial increase in plant
growth and an elevation in pH substantially higher than that
induced by the limestone. In contrast, the unground industrial slag
did not increase the growth of red clover and raised the soil pH
only slightly. Although the incorporation of superphosphate with
limestone increased the growth of red clover over that induced by
the limestone alone, the response to the combingtion did not equal
the r·esponse induced by the unground Wilson Dam slag.
FERTILIZER VALUE OF THE PHOSPHATE CONTENT OF QUi:NCHED CA·SILICATE SLAG
Since the fertilizer value of the P~Oc> content of the quenched
slag has been established, it seemed expedient to ascertain whether
larger residues of phosphate in the Wilson Dam slag would impart
greater fertilizer effectiveness. The 1.7 percent P~O:; content of
the normal slag was raised to percentages of 3.4 and 6.8 in experi-
mental slags that were prepared by the quenching of laboratory
fusions of mixtures of Wilson Dam slag and rock phosphate. The
initial slag was also re-fused and its melt was quenched to provide
the control against experimentally enriched slags. The two slags of
augmented P~O:;content showed increased fertiliz·er effectiveness
in comparisons with the control slag. The use of the product of
doubled P20:; content resulted in a 31-percent increase in the overall
growth of 2 cuttings of cloyer and successive crop of Sudan grass
and ryegrass ,in the pot cultures, whereas a 56-percent increase in
plant response resulted from the incorporation of the product whose
P~O.;content had been raised to 6.8 perc·ent.
FUSED TRICALCIUM PHOSPHATE
Samples of fused tricalcium phosphate produced at Godwin
plant and at Wilson Dam were subjected to further study. The
minus ~6-mesh and 40-mesh screenings of the Godwin product wer-e
incorporated into Fullerton silt loam at per-acre rates of 40 and 80
pounds of "citric acid-soluble" P~O:;. Although there is no "official"
procedure for the chem,ical evaluation of the thermally proc·essed
phosphates, the digestion in 2-percent citric acid is deemed the most
logical procedure and has been used to indicate the "available"
P20:; content of materials that were included in the greenhouse
comparisons. Ryegrass was grown on the unlimed soil simultane-
ously with red clover on the lirnestoned soil. The growth of rye-
grass and P~O"recovery thereby demonstrate that fused tricalcium
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phosphate of low fluorine content is an excellent phosphatic ferti-
lizer that gave responses as good as, or better than, those from
superphosphate on the unlimed Fullerton soil. On dolomited Fuller-
ton soil, however, the growth and P~O~>content of the red clover
crop and recovery of phosphorus wer-e slightiy less for fused
tricalcium phosphate than for superphosphate. The minus 16-mesh
and minus 40-mesh screenings of the Godwin product carried 37
percent and 72 percent of minus 80-mesh material. Compared upon
the basis of citric acid-dissolvabl-e P~O~"those tW0 screenings were
equal in effectiveness when incorporated into mtlimed soil, as they
were also at the 40-pound rate on the dolomited soil. At the 80-
pound rate, however, the minus 16-mesh material was not as good
as the minus 40-mesh screening, when the comparison was based
upon phosphorus recovery. These findings have prompted a study
for the integration of rate and particle siz-efor incorporations of
fused phosphate.
In a special study, 3 samples of 100-mesh fused tricalcium
phosphate of relatively low fluorine content-Oil! range from .23
down to .03 percent-were compared in pot cultures upon the basis
of citric acid-dissolvable and of "total" P~O:;content at input rates
of 40 and 80 pounds of P~O:;.No distinction between the 3 materials
was registered by the growth of Sudan grass, or by its P~Oc,uptake,
on unlimed Hartsells and Tellico soils, or when these soils had been
dolomited, although the 3 materials registered citric acid-soluble
values in the range between 80.5 and 97.5 percent.
Another study was one upon two samples that were prepared
through infusions of oxidized ferrophosphorus into Wilson Dam
fused tricalcium phosphate. Evaluated upon the response shown by
ryegrass and by red clover, in growth and in phof'phorus recoveries,
the product obtained by a 5-percent ferrophosphorus addition to
the furnace burden was an improved fertilizer. In contrast, the
infusion of the 10-percent addition of ferrophosphorus resulted in
a product of diminished P~Oc>"availability" and decreased fertilizer
effectiveness.
t
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During the past year, W. M. Shaw and W. H. MacIntire have
served the A. O. A. C. as Associate Referee on Liming Materials
and General Referee on Soils and Liming Materials, respectively.
W. H. Maclntire has also served as the A. O. A. C. designate on the
Board of Governors of the Crop Protection Institute. Recognition
is accorded TVA personnel, L. J. Hardin, George Palmer, T. A.
Meyer, H. W. Dunham, A. J. Sterges, H. S. Johnson Jr., and L. B.
Clements, for their substantial contributions and loyal support in
the conduct of cooperative researches.
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CHEMISTRY: GENERAL
G. A. Shuey
FROZEN FOODS
Varieties of asparagus, snap beans, beets, broccoli, sweet corn,
okra, garden peas, field peas, pumpkin, squash, turnip, green pep-
pers, sweetpotatoes, and watermelons wer·eprepared, packaged, and
frozen during the year. Varieties of strawberries, summer and late-
maturing apples, peaches, and pears were prepar·ad and packaged
in sugar and sirup, with and without the additio:l of anti-oxidants
(ascorbic acid, sodium bisulfite, and citric acid). After at least 6
months in 0° F. storage the products were examined for quality.
Numerous fresh and frozen fruits and vegetables were analyzed for
vitamin-C content. I
Methods of adding minute amounts of anti-oxidants to sugar I
and sirups used for packing fruits were studied. Methods of mixing
sugar and prepared fruits received attention. Complete solution of l·
sugar in the juice of the fruit prior to freezing is necessary for
the proper distribution of anti-oxidant and retention of quality
in frozen fruits.
Wrapping and packaging materials of various kinds-cello-
phane, pliofilm, aluminum foils, cellophane laminated to kraft,
glassine laminated to kraft, papers waxed on one side, polythene,
parchment, wax coating for poultry and meats, commercial packers'
cartons, waxed cups, and glass jars-were tested for protective
qualities in 0° F. storage. A number of wrapping and packaging
materials have been under continuous test for 16 months and have
proved satisfactory. Data on wrapping materialR are being com-
piled for publication.
It was found that green beans lost 31.10 percent of their orig-
inal vitamin-C content during 3-minuteR blanching in steam; 34.72
percent during 6-months storage in 0° F.; and 16.96 percent in the
process of cooking. Thus, 33.18 percent of the original vitamin C
was retained in the cooked product. Our experiments have shown
that the loss of vitamin C in frozen green beans is no greater than
occurs in the process of canning. Photoelectric equipment was
purchased and is being installed for determining vitamin A, vitamin
Bll and nicotinic acid. Figure 19 shows equipment for determining
the acid content of fruits.
Twelve varieties of summer apples were tested in 1946, of
which 4 ware found to make excellent frozen products. The follow-
ing varieties did not darken rapidly and possessed excellent flavor: .;
U. S. D. A. Numbers 34,48, and 57. Yellow Transparent, a summer
variety, was of equal quality.
A good method of preparing and freezing sweet pumpkin was
worked out. After 5 months in 0° F. storage, the pumpkin was
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Fig. 19-Determining the acid content of fruits.
made into pies and refrozen. Later the pies were defrosted and
baked, with excellent results. A new pear vari8ty named "Ori'ent"
is proving satisfactory for both canning and freezing. In freezing
pears, best results have been obta;ined by adding asc<irbic acid at
the rate o'f 350 milligrams per pound of fruit. The ascorbic acid
should be mixed with the sugar that is used in packing the fruit.
DEHYDRATED FOODS
During the past year, experimental work en dehydration of
fruits and vegetables was continued, the Agricultural Engineering
Development Division of the Commerce Department of the Tennes-
see Valley Authority cooperating. Most important phases of the
work begun in 1945 were continued. Studies were made on pack-
aging and storing of dehydrated products. Experiments wer·e re-
peated on the use of anti-oxidants, such as solutions of sodium
bisulfite, to prevent browning of apples, peaches, and pears.
Studies were made of the effectiveness of silica jell for remov-
ing the last 10 to 15 percent of moisture from dehydrated products.
This method was found to be slow and impractical for home use.
Again it was found that best quality was retained by the de-
hydrated vegetables-sweet corn, green beans, and okra-that had
a moisture content of 5 percent or less, packed in moistureproof
containers and stored at a low temperature. Then, too, low-temper-
ature storage will prevent insect infestation of dehydrated products
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Experiments designed to explore the possibilities, and the
practicability for home use, of partially dehydrating fruits and
vegetables and then freezing and holding in o~ F. storage were
continued during the year. The work thus far indicates several
advantages to be gained by partial dehydration and freezing. Ad-
vantages are (1) rapid reconstitution in water, (2) retention by
products of more of their natural characteristics, (3) saving of
space in the storage cabinet, and (4) less respiratory activity in
blanched, partially dehydrated frozen vegetables than in blanched
vegetables frozen with their fuel-water content. Refreshing and
cooking tests on various dehydrated products were performed dur-
ing the year. Many of the products were assayed for vitamin C,
and again it was found that, on the average, 75 percent of the
original vitamin-C content of fresh vegetables is lost in the process
of blanching and dehydration. Canning and freezing also have been
found destructive of vitamin C. Chemical analyses were made of 6
different dehydrated vegetables. Data are being accumulated for
revision of Station bulletin No. 183, "Dehydration of Fruits and
Vegetables in the Home."
Our experiments have demonstrated that the most practical
containers for home use that will protect dehydrated products from
insects and moisture of the air include glass jars, tin cans with
well-fitted lids, cellophane and pliofilm bags that can be heat-sealed,
paper bags lined with moistureproof material such as cellophane
or glassine, and wax-coated cardboard boxes. Dehydrated materials
packed in plain cellophane or pliofilm bags, or glass jars, should
not be exposed to light. Sunlight will cause the fading of green
vegetables and the darkening of root crops and fruits.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICES
Small-scale experiments in the preparation of concentrates
from strawberries, blackberries, and cherries were conducted dur-
ing the year. Concentrates of 50° Brix, and of excellent quality,
were obtained by freezing out the water and separating the con-
centrated juice by means of a centrifuge. The prepared concen-
trates retained good quality after 10-months storage in the kitchen
refrigerator, and in 0° F. storage. The fruit concentrates were
analyzed periodically for vitamin-C content.
Experiments are being conducted with the object of improv-
ing the method of obtaining juice from the fruit. Prior to express-
ing the juice, the fruits were heated to 1850 F. to inactivate the
fruit enzymes. Anti-oxidants were added to the expressed juices
prior to the adding of sugar and concentrating. Methods employing
vacuum evaporation also were studied. Some of the products made
last year are in process of examination and analysis.
Thus far it is found that (1) best quality was retained in
fruit-juice concentrates by removal of water as ice, (2) heating
the fruit to 185° F. is more effective in arresting" enzymic activity
than the addition of anti-oxidants, (3) open-kettle evaporation is
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destructive of quality, (4) concentrates made of juices with 20
percent added sugar were of better quality thall thos-~to which 10
percent sugar was added, and (5) concentrates kept well for many
months in a refrigerator temperature of 36° to 38"' F.
Strawberries and raspherries converted into purees by heating
to 185° F., adding sugar in the proportions of 3 plus 1, pressed
through Foley food mill, and frozen, provide excellent flavoring
materials for ice cream base, topping for ice cream, and for cobblers
and puddings. Preliminary experiments on the concentration of
onion and tomato juices were performed during the year. These
products have interesting possibilities.
SWEETPOTATO UTILIZATION
Experimental work on sweetpotatoes was confin~d to chemical
analyses of varieties, and preservation by free:"ing of pulped and
of partially dehydrated potatoes that were treated in differ·ent
ways. The whole potatoes were softened by heating in water, and
in steam, and by baking. After removal of jackets, the potatoes
were pulped, seasoned in different ways, and frozen. Examinations
are being made of the products.
Our experiments have shown that (1) the bddition of .05 p·~r-
cent citric acid, and .1 percent salt, aided in preserving the color
and flavor of pulped, frozen sweetpotatoes; (2) baked, pureed
swe-~tpotatoes, with or without added salt, preserved by freezing,
provide an excellent item of food; and (3) partiO-ldehydration and
freezing of either diced or pulped sweetpotatoes is satisfactory.
Partial dehydration results in saving of space in the fre,~zer cabinet,
and refreshing in water is rapid.
Pulped sweetpotato-peanut mixture prepared in 1945, and held
in 0° F. storage for 7 months, after which it was made into pie,
proved to he very palatable. Further work i.s pianned for sweet-
potato-peanut blends.
Sweetpotato processing on a semi-commerdal scale is being
planned for 1947, provided pilot plant facilities are available.
LEGUME SILAGE
Scarcity of legume crops at the Tobacco Experiment Station,
where the experimental silos are located, permItted only a limited
amount of work in the making and feeding of silage in 1946. Dur-
ing the early part of the year, however, analyses were made of
silag-es of the previous year's crops. Analyses were also made of
silages received from sources other than our experimental silos.
Data on animal feeding trials and chemical composition of silages
are being compiled.
Silage samples of the same crop, or mixture of crops, taken
at different depths ,in the silo show no appreciable difference in
chemical composition when calculated to the sam2 dry-matter basis.
Again it was found that legume silage of better quality resulted
from the addition of blackstrap molasses at the rate of 60 pounds
per ton of green crop material at the time of ensiling.
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The chemical composition and nutritive value of silage vary
according to the crop that is ensiled.4 Over a period of years,
our analyses show that the chemical composition of properly made
silage is similar to the green crop from which it is made at the
time of ensiling, calculated to the same dry-matter basis.
In th2 making of legume silage, the development of some lactic
acid is desirable, since it has a pronounced effect 0'1 keeping quality,
odor, and palatability. If the moisture content of the crop at the
time of ensiling is too high, butyric acid may be formed, which is
objectionable and indicates a loss of protein.
In gen2ral, legumeR should have a dry-matter content of 32 to
36 percent at the time of ensiling. Very moist legumes should be
allowed to wilt slightly before being put into the silo. The crop
should be finely cut and well packed in the silo to eliminate as
much air as possible. Blackstrap molasses, or other carbohydrate
material, should be added at the time of ensiling, at the rate of 60
pounds per ton of green material. Mold growth wiII not occur .except
on the top of finely cut, well-compacted silage. Previous experi-
ments have shown that a maximum temperature of 110° F. is de-
veloped in 10-ton silos properly filled with alfalfa, whereas, in
coarsely cut, loosely packed silage a temperatur·e of 135 to 140° F.
wiII develop. This is destructive of feeding value.
MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL WORK
Considerable analytical work, such as analyses of feeds, ferti-
lizers, seeds, hays, and insecticides, has been done by members of
the General Chemistry staff for other departments of the Station,
the Extension Service, and the College of Agriculture.
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF FORAGE CROPS
K. B. Sanders
ALFALFA'
For several years, samples of alfalfa have been obtained from
different ar2as of the State for chemical evaluation of the quality
of the hay. The samples were collected from borax-treated and
untreated plots, located on private farms, as well as at the .Jackson,
Columbia, Knoxville, and Greeneville Stations. Chemical analyses
have been made for protein, calcium, phosphorus, boron and, in
some cases, other constituents. This work is expected to provide
information on the effects of the following factors on alfalfa hay
quality: (1) Location and soil type, (2) cutting date and season,
(3) borax fertilization. The chemical analyses are being continued,
and the data are being organized and studied with a view to
publication.
'Shuey. G. A., Legume Silage Project. Tenn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Annual Reports, 1944,
1945.
"'In cooperation with Agronomy Dept.
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SMALL GRAIN FORAGE
Chemical composition and yield of 4 small grains grown for
pasture were reported in the Agronomy Section of the 1945 Annual
Report. Two varieties each of rye, barley, wheat, and oats were
grown under cages; they were harvested in the fall, and again in
the following spring when at a suitable height for pasturing; yields
were taken; and analyses were made for protein, calcium, and
phosphorus. Subsequ2ntly, analyses were made for fat, fiber, car-
bohydrates, and ash. A summary of these chemical analyses is
given in table 32.
TABLE 32-Average composition of small-grain forage, moisture-free bnst:>.
Item prote:n----~'~-t -C-~=-I(e.cE!~:i~("')·
--~-----1----:
IPercent Percent Percent' Percent
:29.11 -1.31 16.01 35.68
Percent
14.90
10.43
Mineral
matter
(ash)
Fall samples. 1945 __
Spring s~mples. 1946 16.G3 3.30 19.35 49.73
It will be noted that the spring samples contained much less
protein, less fat, and less ash than the fall samples, which wer·eof
approximately the same height; but that the spring samples con-
tained more fiber and much more carbohydrates than the fall
samples. The d·ecreased protein percentage in spring was offset by
an approximately equal increase in carbohydrate percentage.
The effect of winterkilling on nutrients in small-grain forage
is also being studied.
HAY CURING AND CUTTING EXPERIMENTS"
Samples of barn-cured and field-cured alfalfa hay used in
feeding trials at the Middle Tennessee Station were analyzed for
protein, fat, fiber, carbohydrates, ash, calcium, and phosphorus
content. Only small differences were noted in the percentage of
any constituent except fat, which was the greater in the barn-cured
hay. The barn-cured hay ranked a grade higher than the field-
cured, sinc·s it contained more leaves and was greener.
Samples of artificially cured chopped soybean hay used in a
feeding experiment at Knoxville, and of the refused stems from
this hay, were analyzed for organic and mineral nutrient content.
As might be expected, the hay contained a greater percentage than
the stems of all constituents except fib-er.
Samples of early-cut and late-cut Korean lespedeza hay used
in feeding trials at the Middle Tennesse·e Station were also analyzed
"In cooperation with Dairy Dept.
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for organic and mineral nutrient content. The early-cut hay con-
tained greater percentages of protein and ash, but about the same
percentages of other constituents. The early-cut hay ranked a
grade higher than the late-cut hay, sinc-eit was greener and con-
tained more leaves.
PHOSPHATE RATES ON PLATEAU PASTURES'
Samples of soil and of ungrazed mixed pasturage growing
thereon were collected at 12 locations on the Mineral-Deficiency
Farm, near Crossville, on September 12, 1946. The botanical com-
position of the pasturage was estimated visually and with an
inclined-point quadrat, before the forage samples were clipped. The
samples of pasturage were air-dried; yields were calculated; and
analyses were made for protein, calcium, phosphorus, and ash.
The soil samples were analyz·ed for field-moisture percentage, pH,
and available phosphate.
The high-phosphate uplands contained about the same per-
centage of clovers (8 to 7) as the low-phosphate uplands, but more
lespedeza (48 to 36), more weeds (13 to 4), and less grass (32
to 54).
Average yield on high-phosphate uplands (3616 pounds per
acre) was about 50 percent greater than on low-phosphate uplands
(2448 pounds per acre).
The high-phosphate upland forage, in comparison with the
low-phosphate upland forage, contained a larger percentage of
CaO (1.35 to 1.16), a larger percentage P20;; (.52 to .35), a larger
percentage protein (11.6 to 10.6), and about the same percentage
ash (4.93 to 5.09).
The high-phosphate upland soils had about the same pH
(6.1 to 5.9) and field-moisture content (20.4 to 22.6) as the low-
phosphate soils, but contained less available phosphate (18 to 31)
than the low-phosphate upland soils.
Uplands, in comparison with bottom lands, had more clover
and more lespedeza but less grass8; produced smaller yield of for-
age; produced forag-e of larger CaO, P"O,-"protein, and ash per-
centages; and had soils of decidedly less acidity, of about one-half
as much field-moisture content, and of about twice as much
available phosphate content.
Blood samples of approximately 60 beef cattle on the Mineral-
Deficiency Farm were analyzed for inorganic phosphorus in the
spring and again in the fall. These cattle ranged from 6-months-old
calves to 5-year-old cows. The cattle were divided into 3 groups:
(1) high-phosphate forage; (2) low-phosphate forage; and (3) low-
phosphate forage plus dicalcium-phosphate supplement groups.
'In cooperation with Animal Husbandry Dept.
'Sedge grass comprised 50 percent of the forage in each of the two bottom-land
samples.
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ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
C. E. Allred9
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT
The Department of Economics and Sociology, in cooperation
with the Federal Bureau of Agricultural Econom,ics, participated
in the overall research program in southern states pertaining to
the postwar agricultural and economic problems of the Cotton Belt.
The phase of the study dealing with production and marketing
adjustments in cotton areas was completed during the year.
Farms of different sizes and types were budgeted to determine
the effect of recommended adjustments on farm income and
efficiency. From this study projection was made to the number
of families each region would support, the effect on volume and
composition of farm sales, and the expansion in marketing facilities
that would be required.
Results obtained in this State were fitt3d into a unified report
for the entire Cotton Belt, after the situation in each major type-
of-farming area was considered. Publication of a separate report
for Tennessee is contemplated.
Production-g-oals work, in cooperation with the Federal Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, was continued.
TABLE 33-Costs and returns in growing cotton and corn, Henry and
Madison Counties, 1942.
Item Cotton in
seed
Corn
27.9 bu.
$31.60
15.01
15.59
0.57
29.5 hrs.
72.9c
Average yield per acre ..
Gross returns per acre I
Cost of production per acre .
Net returns per acre
Cost of production per 100 Ibs, seed cotton and per
bu. corn
1160 Ibs.
$95.58
1 51.05
·14.53
4.40
Amount of labor per acre.
Returns per hour of labor .
130.6 hrs.
54:Jc
'Includes ginning cost in Madison County.
Data gathered in 1942 on costs of cotton and corn production
in West Tennessee were summarized and published as Monograph
No. 208, "Economic Aspects of Cotton Production, Henry and
Madison Counties, Tennessee, 1942"; and No. 209, "Costs and Re-
turns in Growing Corn, Henry and Madison Counties, Tennessee,
1942."
Costs and returns are shown in table 33.
"The following persons have participated in work covered by this report: B. H.
Luebke, H. J. Bonser, A. H. Chambers, C. C. Mantle, S. W. Atkins, W. P. Ranney, F. N.
Masters, B. D. Raskopf, and E. J. Lebrun.
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Indications were that cotton provided fair returns for labor
and capital actually expended .in its production but did not provide
productive work for over one-half of the workers' time. Therefore,
attempts to increase returns to cotton farmers might profitably
be directed toward the expansion of farm enterprises that are also
seasonal in their labor requir·ements and do not conflict with cotton
in this respect.
Returns above cost per hour of labor averaged 54.6 cents for
cotton, and 72.9 cents for corn. This compares with returns per
hour of labor on sweetpotatoes produced for market of 41 c·ents in
Henry County and 49 cents in Madison for the same year.
The third report in the series of costs and practice studies in
snap-bean production was issued during the y·ear: Monograph No.
196, "Costs, Returns, and Practices in Growing Snap Beans on
Cumberland Plateau, 1944." Costs and returns are shown in table 34.
TABLE 34-Costs and returns in producing snap beans, 66 farms, Cumberland
Plateau, 1944 compared with normal/
____ ~. 1_ ~r a~ Per bU~hel _
1944 I "Normal" 1944 "Normal"
Gross returns $112.93 $58 70 $ 1.50 $ 0.72
Cost of productIon 75.61 44.22 1.01 0.54
Returns above cost 37.32 14.48 0.50 0.18
_ ... . .. 1 __ -- -'._____ ... _
'Average yield in 1944 was 74.5 bu.; normal estimated (lO-yr. avg.) yield, 81.3 bu.
Normal cost of production in this area appeared to be about
5 cents a bushel higher than the normal in Johnson County. Re-
turns above cost per acre were $12 less.
Work begun last year on the economics of Irish potato pr~
duction in 9 Cumberland Plateau counties was completed and two
reports w·ere issued: Monograph No. 194, "Costs, Materials, and
Practices in Growing Irish Potatoes on Cumberland Plateau"; and
Monograph No. 204, "Income and Expenses in Growing and Mar-
keting Irish Potatoes, Cumberland Plateau, 1943-1944."
Drouth conditions in 1944 reduced yields to 86.5 bushels
average, of which 75.5 bushels were usable. In 1943 the yield
averaged 139 bushels, of which 126 were usable. Costs and returns
in 1944.are shown in table 35.
Returns above costs varied between counties and by other
factors. Yield appeared to be the greatest factor influencing net
returns, as is shown in figure 20.
Description of community organization in a Tennessee county
is embodied in Monograph 193, "Natural Neighborhoods and Com-
munities of Wayne County, Tennessee."
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Fig. 2Q--Returns per acre of potatoes, by yield grouas, 99
farms, Cumberland Plateau, 1944.
TABLE 35-Per-aCT<? costs and returns in Irish potato production, 99 farms,
Cumberland Plateau, 1944.
Gross returns per acre: total '[
Potatoes sold and used (75.5 bu.' (m $2.05) ::: ::.::.:
Residual value of fertilizer (30%).
Residu:lI value of manure (50S~) .
$167.62
$154.68
6.44
6.50
135.45Cost of production: total.
Land
Materials
Machinery
Labor and power ..
Returns above cost ....
5.21
78.97
7.00
44.27
32.17
'Approximately 11 bushels were not usable because of rot, shrinkage, or small size.
TYPES OF FARMING
"Farming Systems and Practices, Red Soil Area, Eastern High-
land Rim, Tennessee, 1944," Monograph No. 200, was published.10
This is based on field work completed in 1945. The primary purpose
of this report was to make available background information on
land use, systems of farming, sizes of farms, and crop and livestock
management. A second report dealing with proposed adjustments
for farms of the area is in preparation.
Work was begun on a study of part-time farming in type-of-
farming area 14. Approximately 175 families deriving their income
from both farm and non-farm employment, were intervi2wed to
determine farm organization, source of labor, income, and other
problems. It is the aim of this study to formulate educational pro-
grams better adapted to this type of farmer.
Prices farmers receive were related to farm adjustments, by
type-of-farming areas in Tennessee, with particular reference to
response farmers make to prices in cotton and sweetpotato pro-
duction in West Tennessse. For the 63 years in which direct com-
parisons can be made, the acreage moved in the same direction as
lOIn cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
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Fig. 21-Scatter diagram showing relation of price to acreage of cotton, Tennessee, 1879
to 1942.
prices of the preceding year for 65.1 percent of the time. According
to the regression line computed for figure 21, for every 1 percent
increase in prke there was an average of 0.21 percent increase in
acreage. Monograph No. 195, "Some Price Factors Affecting Farm
Adjustment in Cotton Counties of Tennessee," was published.
A survey was made of the kind and amount of farm machinery
used, its value, car·e, and cost of repair, on the various sizes and
types of farms in 12 communities of type-of-farming area 14. A
summary of this work was published in Monograph No. 211, "Farm
Machinery in Jonesboro Area, 'Vashington County, Tennessee,
1943."
MARKETING AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Two reports on the marketing of potatoes in Knoxville wer-e
completed: "Wholesale Marketing of Iriish Potatoes in Knoxville,
Tennessee," Monograph No. 199, and "Retailing and Consumption
of Irish Potatoes in Knoxville, Tennessee," Monograph No. 201.
These studies were particularly related to the marketing problems
of potato growers on the Cumberland Plateau.
It was found that one-third of the wholesalers int-erviewed had
had no experience in handling Cumberland Plateau potatoes. Of
•
I
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20 retailers, 15 had handled Plateau potatoes at one time or another,
but only one store handled them in 1944.
Summer decrease in retail sales of potatoes averaged 40 per-
cent, ranging from 20 to 65 percent by individual stores. During
a prewar year studied, wholesalers furnished retailers less than
half of their total purchases of Irish potatoes (Fig. 22).
PERCENT OF TOTAL
o 10 20 30 40 50
WHOLESALE HOUSESp5':==' ~i ~i I
PUBLIC MARKET
FARMERS'DELIVERY
FARMERS' FIELD _
CHAIN WAREHOUSES --------------
Fig. 22-Agencies supplying retailers with potatoes, Knoxville
(prewar estimates).
Further work was done on the country marketing survey begun
in 1943, covering the area affected by the Douglas Dam reservoir.
Farmers, country storekeepers, and other marketing agencies oper-
ating in the area were interviewed previously regarding their mar-
keting practices and outlets. In 1946, agencies in the same area
were contacted in order to determine changes, sp·ecial attention
being given to the changes brought about by reservoir flooding.
Reports covering these phases are in process of preparation.
Further study was made of the Knoxville livestock market,
and two reports were ,issued during the year: "Volume, Tram;por-
tation and Use by Local Farmers, Knoxville Livestock Market,"
Monograph No. 203; and "Livestock Regulations and Taxes in
Knoxville and Tennessee," Monograph No. 207.
The study of the Nashville livestock market, begun in 1941,
was continued, and the following reports were published during the
year: "Development and Present Importance of Nashville Livestock
Market," Monograph No. 205; "Facilities and Agencies at Nashville
Livestock Market," Monograph No. 206; "Transportation, and Mar-
ket News Service at Nashville Livestock Market," Monograph No.
210; and "Prices Paid for Cattle Including Vealers at Nashville
Livestock Market," Monograph No. 212.
The wide coverage, and direction of livestock movement from
the Nashville market is shown in figure 23.
FARMERS' FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
Crop Insurance.-During the year the Federal Crop Insurance
program, offering insurance to Tennessee farmers on wheat, cotton,
and tobacco, was studied and the following publications wer·eissued:
"Wheat Crop Insurance in Tennessee and United States," Mono-
graph No. 197; "Catton Crop Insurance in Tennessee and United
States," Monograph No. 198; "Tobacco Crop Immrance in Tennes-
see," Monograph No. 202.
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Fig. 23-lmportant points outside Nashville area receiving livestock from Nashville
by rail.
Based on shipments of 101,849 head from Nashville Union Stockyards in 1941.
Some of the findings are as follows:
1. Losses, based on the experience of sample farms, may be
expected to occur und·er 75-percent insurance coverage from one to
two timeRover a 10-year period, with one major and one minor loss.
2. The proportion of insured farms receiving indemnities, for
the State as a whole, averaged 10 perc{~ntfor wheat over the 4-year
period 1940-1943; 15 percent for cotton in the 2-year period, 1942-
1943; and 12 percent for tobacco in 1945.
3. Tennessee's ratio of indemnities to premiums averaged i
only 60 percent for wheat. and premiums exceeded indemnities each •
year. By contrast, in 1942, cotton.insurance premiums exceeded i
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indemnities by 56 percent, while in 1943, indemnities exceeded
premiums by 948 percent. For tobacco the indemnities paid aver-
ag€d 31 percent of premiums collected in 1945.
COTTON MARKETING
Work was continued with the Cotton Branch, U. S. Department
of Agriculture, ,in securing data on cotton quality, one-variety cot-
ton improvement associations, and cottonseed sampling at oil mills.
Applications of 29 associations for cotton classing and market
news service under the Smith-Doxey Act wer·e approved, most of
the applications being on a county-wide basis. There were 26,898
members enrolled in the associations, with a total of 397,306.4 acres
planted, 87 percent of which was of an adopted variety. There were
129 gins that made bond to sample under the Smith-Doxey Act,
and 96 gins submitting samples through warehouses, making a
total of 225 gins cooperating with producers in the cotton-improve-
ment program. From the 1946 crop approximately 65,000 bales of
cotton were classed under Smith-Doxey regulations.
Memoranda of agreement to submit a sample from every bale
of cotton ginned were drawn up with 44 gins in the area. The
samples were used in statistical reports. It is estimated that the
44 gins would be ginning approximately 10 percent of the cotton
grown in 1946.
Data on marketing cottonseed were collected from 89 cotton
producers, 39 gins, and 5 oil mills. Also, data were collected on
ginning charges and r·elated gin serv.ices.
In cooperation with the Cotton Branch, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, a study, "Effects of Ginning Equipment on Cotton
Quality," Monograph 213, was published during the year. Findings
indicate that for the past several years there has been a decline in
average grade of cotton produced, due largely to changes in method
of harvesting and handling of seed cotton prior to ginning. Cotton
from modern gins had an average of 9.4 percent rough preparation,
compared with 13.1 percent rough preparation for sub-standard
gins. Gins using artificial driers produced 8.9 percent rough cotton,
compared with 15.3 percent for gins having no driers.
FOREST AND FARM ECONOMIC SURVEY
Project sponsored by the Generol Education Board of New York,
A. R. Mann, Vice President and Director
R. F. Kroodsma
During the year 1946 all remaining field data for the forest
and farm economJicsurvey hav·e been gathered. The project area
embraces 6 civil districts of Greene County which lie within a
radius of 7 to 8 miles from Greeneville. Data gathered previously,
together with various tables, were published in earlier reports.
This report deals only with the two districts not already covered.
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Cords
There are a total of 284 farms in the two districts. Of this
number, 182 (64fj,) had 5 acres or more of woodland per farm.
Table 36 shows the numh2r of acres of woodland by forest types
on these farms.
TABLE 36-Acres of woodland by f01'est types.
-----~-~~=
8TH DISTRICT - 99 FARMS
Merchantable
86.3
748.4
139.2
27.5
- ------------
1,001.4
Unmerchantable
Type]-- A~~e~I~~ard feet
~~1~~OOdS..11- i!H 1'-3'~~HggCedar-Hardwoods 13.0 11,500
Total ~~~!1,137.7 3,656,500
Type Acres
Pine
Hardwoods
Mixed
Cedar-Hardwoods
Total .
25TH DISTRICT - 83 FARMS___ ~ ,,_0··_---_··_----
Pine 187.7 590,000 Pine 211.1
Hardwoods 600.8 2,474,500 Hardwoods 236.7
Mixed 295.7 961,500 Mixed 79.5
Cedar-Hardwoods 174.6 636,500 Cedar-Hardwoods 136.8
Total 1- 1,238.8 ] 4,662,~ Total ~ ---6-6-4.-1-
Grand total 2,396.5 I 8,319,000 Grand total (665.5"
313.0
2,235.0
324.0
51.0
2,923.0
1,231.0
963.0
311.0
584.0
3,089.0
6,012.0
Farn1S
The total number of acres of farm land in these two districts is
21,000. Woodland comprises 19 percent of this acreage. This com-
pares with 13 percent in the other four districts studied.
Of th2 total number of forested acres, 1,665.5 acres consist of
woodland classified as unmerchantable. Unmerchantahle woodland
is defined as woodland which does not have 1,000 board feet of
merchantable trees per acre. Such areas are often covered by
_._-------
TABLE 37-Types and species of tobacco sticks and number of farms
using each.
Type
Sawed sticks
~~i~ sticks .~ .
14 Chestnut
35 Oak
14 Hickory
Poplar
Pine
Other
63 TotalTotal i
3
14
6
4
...... 50
4
81
young growth, or they may be areas which have recently been cut
over. The 19 perc2nt of unmerchantable acreage found in these
two districts compares with 21 percent in the four districts previ-
ously reported.
In the two districts under consideration there are 274 farms,
having a total of 21,000 acres. Among these farms, 178 have 5
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acr-es or more of woodland. This is equal to 65 percent of farms,
compared with 50 percent in the four districts previously reported.
Studies were made of the types and species of tobacco sticks
used on farms (table 37) and the numbers and speci-es of fence
posts used (table 38). The figures are for the 25th district and
presumably are fairly typical of the entire project area.
TABLE 38- Species of fence posts and number of farms using each_
------ - --------------.
Farms Species Farms
White oak
Post oak .
Chestnut oak
3 Chestnut
5 Cedar
1 Locust
Other
2
39
46
4
..... 100Total
Farmers in general have a tolerant viewpoint in regard to their
woodland. They feel that the woodland is a convenient thing to
have but is of no great importance in the running or management
of the farm. It was to combat this attitude that a study was made
of farm woods from the standpoint of farm capital. Data showing
the part that wood products play in farm management have not
been completed for the entire project area, but they are given in
this report for the 9th district. In compiling these figures, meas-
ur-ements were taken of all farm structures. In addition to the
lumber which went ,into these structures, the number of miles of
fences were measured for every farm and a tally made of the total
number of fenc-eposts used. In order to give some unit of measure-
ment which would be applicable to all farms, the numbers of posts
were reduced to a per-acre basis. The same method of measure-
ment was applied to the amount of lumber being used per farm as
operating capital (table 39).
TABLE 39-Lumber and posts used as operating capital.
Lumber (basis 73 farms) _ Board feeL
Fence posts (basis 94 farms) .....
\
Per acre
........... 480. .........•.••.•••• . 18
The number of posts varied from a low of 5 or 6 per acre to
" low of 5 or 6 indicates a large farm with consider-
. one bordering the river where no fenc,ing is
necessary. Un Lu,-, Jther hand, 56 posts per acre indicates a highly
developed farm with all lines of fenc-es in good repair.
The number of board feet of buildings per acre of farm varied
from a low of 98 to a high of 832. Low figures indicate farms badly
run down, or those recently acquired as a result of a split off from
some other farm. High figures often indicate that a portion of a
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large farm has been sold or divided off, leaving a concentration of
buildings on the remainder.
Other phases of this study, such as fuel wood, lumber, woods
grazing, and farmer attitude, were continued during the year, but
do not show conditions as being radically different from those
previously reported.
ENTOMOLOGY
S. Marcovitch and W. W. Stanley
SWEETPOTATO INSECTS
The life history and habits of the elongate flea beetle, Systena
elongata, was continued in 1946. This species appears to be the
principal insect responsible for the pinholes and pits often found
on sweetpotatoes in Tennessee. On May 23, larvae were found feed-
ing on the roots of the narrow-leaved plantain, Plantago lanceolata.
When placed on sweetpotato, these larvae fed and developed into
adult beetles.
CONTROL
Clean Culture.-Because of the long period during which the
adult beetles enter a sweetpotato field, control by insecticides is
not practicable.
It appears that the main reliance must be placed on clean cul-
ture and d·estruction of weed hosts of the insects, such as the
narrow-leaved plantain. Observations on the Station plots showed
that most of the plantain occurred around the borders and edges
of the fields. It is possible that other weed hosts will be discover-ed.
In 1945 the sweetpotato plots of the Horticulture Department suf-
fered severe damag-e. This ground, therefore, was replanted to
sweetpotatoes in 1946. But the injury this year was only moderate.
It is evident that not all the factors favoring the multiplication of
this flea beetle are understood, and that much work remains to be
done to fill up the gaps in our knowledge.
Climatic Conditions.-The larvae are very sensitive to unfavor-
able conditions. A moist soil is essential for complete dev·elopment,
and during summers of heavy precipitation injury becomes pro-
nounced. For this reason, bottom lands or low, wet places are more
apt to show greater damage.
In 1942, a wet year, the sweetpotato crop 9+ J'
Farm and in other parts of the State was ser
year 1944 was accompanied by several drouths ~_u.LlIlg the growing
season, with correspondingly little damage. In 1946, the rainfall
was ample on the main farm at Knoxville, while the Blount County
farm, only 7 miles away, missed many needed local showers. As a
consequence, the potatoes did not Ruffer from this pest. But in
1945 the rainfall was ample and damage greater.
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NEW INSECTICIDES
One of the new promising insecticides is a material known as
hexaethyl tetraphosphate. This material was used in Germany as
a substitute for nicotine during the war. The Germans used it in
a mixture of 60 percent hexaethyl tetraphosphate, 20 percent
toluene, and 20 percent of an emulsifier which they called "Bladen."
Hexaethyl tetraphosphate is now being made in the United
States by several companies. Tests in Tennessee against a number
of insects show that it .is very effective, especially against plant
lice and mites, in a dilution of 1 part to 1000 parts of water. The
material is decomposed by moisture and must be used within 6
hours to be effective.
No foliage injury was observed when the material was used in
a dilution of 1-400. A 1-200 solution caused slight injury to toma-
toes.
Hexaethyl tetraphosphate was found to react with halogens,
such as fluorine and chlorine, with greatly increased toxicity. This
work is being studied at the present time and will be reported in
more detail in future.
EXPERIMENTS WITH DDT
Considerable work was done the past season with the amazing
insecticide DDT against a number of different insects which have
been difficult to control. Irish potato, peach, tomato, apple, alfalfa,
and bean were treated.
Irish Potato.-Reports from various sources indicated that
DDT was an excellent insecticide to control the potato leafhopper.
Also several new fungicides have become commercially available
which have been reported as being good. Since insects and diseases
are often limiting factors in the production of Irish potatoes, it was
arranged with the Plant Pathology and Agronomy Departments to
conduct a cooperative test to determine the value of these new
materials under Tennessee conditions. The work was done at the
Plateau Experiment Station on the Sequoia potato. Six applications
each of sprays and dusts were made under field conditions.
Results on leafhopper were according to expectations; DDT is
very effective against this pest. Flea beetles also were well con-
trolled. The Colorado potato beetle was not found in or adjacent
to the treated plots. Previous tests, however, have shown that DDT
is very toxic to this pest.
Yield records were obtained, but owing to the varianc·e of the
data there appeared to be no significant differences in results from
the various treatments.
Peach.-The oriental fruit moth is a serious pest of peach.
Preliminary results in 1945 indicated that DDT would be very
effective against this pest. Further testing was done in 1946, but
the results were not outstanding, even though 5 sprays of 50%
DDT 3-100 were applied. On Hiley peaches, 4 sprays of DDT re-
duced the oriental fruit moth from 35 percent in the check to 27
percent in the treated plot. Georgia Belle peaches, ripening 10 days
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later, showed only 7 percent injury, but no data are available on
check trees.
At harvest time, a sample of Georgia Belle fruit was obtained
for residue analysis. The fruit was carefully handled so that none
of the residue was brushed off. The peaches were picked and peeled
on July 23, 1946, and samples were placed in zero-degree storage.
Later they were sent to Michigan State College, where analyses
showed onl~T3.10 p.p.m. and 4.68 p.p.m. of DDT for 4 and 5 sprays
respectively.
Ryania, a plant material furnished by Merck and Company,
was tried in 1945 and 1946. It seems not to be as effective as DDT.
Previous work (Tenn. Sta. Bul. 195) has shown that cryolite
will cause a peculiar type of injury to the fruit of peach, while the
foliage apparently is not injured. Cryolite will give better control
of plum curculio than lead arsenate, and observations have shown
that one or two early sprays of cryolite would not injure the fruit.
The facts suggest a spray schedule using cryolite in the early sprays
and lead arsenate in the late sprays. This schedule was followed
in 1946 on ripe Hiley peaches, and the combination of cryolite in
shuck-fall and 10-day sprays with lead arsenate in the midseason
and preharvest sprays gave only 5 percent plum curculio infesta-
tion, as compared with 28 percent in the regular lead arsenate
program. The explanation of the good control is that the plum
curculio adults emerge in .Tune and the two lead arsenate sprays
were timed just right; whereas, in the regular program only one
lead spray can be used in the summer sprays, owing to arsenical
injury.
Tomato.-DDT has been used with variable success on the
tomato fruit worm. Tests were conducted the past season with 4
different treatments on a block of Marglobe tomatoes containing
240 plants. The treatments were randomized 4 times on a restricted
latin square with 15 plants per replication. The treatments were
applied 4 times: June 7, June 18, June 24, and July 10. The dusts
were used at the rate of 40-50 pounds per acre, the bait at 80-100
pounds, and the sprays at 100 gallons. Harvesting started July 2
and was completed August 5. The ripe fruit was picked from 1 to
3 times per week and graded in the usual manner. The treatments
used are shown in table 40.
TABLE 40-Summary of data from tomato tests based on the number and
weight of No.2 tomatoes.
==-=--------=~~=========c:==='====;======
Plot Material
Average
frui1s
per plant
Average
wt. of fruit
per plant
------- -----------·----1------·-
Number
10.33
7.27
9.61
9.29
Pounds
3.05
2.57
3.07
3.24
10% cryolite in corn meal ..
3% DDT plus 10% Phygon ..
3% methoxy DDT plus 10% Zer1ate .
Benzine hexachloride (5% gamma) .
__ . 3-100 plus Fermate 2-100
1
2
3
4
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On an untreated block, only 2 percent of the fruit picked was
wormy; therefore, the tests on control were of little value. How-
ever, analysis of data showed that 3'10 DDT resulted in a significant
(5% point) reduction in yield, based on both the number and weight
of fruits per plant. In 1944, 3% DDT was similarly used, and anal-
ysis of the data show that it gave significantly higher yields than
baits, sprays, and dusts of cryolite. The explanation of the extreme
result is possibly in the setting point of DDT. Recent work in
New York on DDT injury to squash indicated that DDT made with
a high setting point was better than that with a setting point
around 88° C.
It is interesting that methoxy DDT caused no reduction in
yield and that the fungicides did not influence yield. Benzene
hexachloride was used as a dust (1% gamma) and resulted in
burning, but when used in the spray, it caused no visible injury
(plot 4).
Apple.-Tests were conducted in cooperation with the De-
partments of Plant Pathology and Horticulture for control of
codling moth. At the West Tennessee Experiment Station, 3
strengths of DDT were used on late apples. Five cover sprays were
applied, and the results as shown in table 41 indicate that 50%
DDT 3-100 is the best strength.
TABLE 41-Summary of data on codling-moth control.
Cover sprays applied April 23. May 20. June 3. June 21, and July 11.
Harvest August 27, 1947, West Tennessee Experiment Station.
--_ ...
I
Insecticide Fungicide Fruits
examined
I .
Number
Lead arsenate Bordeaux
4-100 4-6-100 438
and
8-12-100
, --
j 50% DDT Fermate 500
!
3-100 2-100
_. ---- - .----_._ .._-
I 50% DDT Bordeaux 438
I 3-100 4-4-100
I
8-8-100
50% DDT Phygon 356
! 11/2-100 1-100
I
_.
I
DDT
!
residue
Wormy, Stung Clean
--'--~'-'------
Percent I Percent Percent p. p. m.
21.1 71.0 7.9
FruitPlot
A
------·1
52.2loG 16.2 2.0B
C6.7 32.11.2 2.75E
10.3 65.0 24.7
.---1--1--
66.5 I 18.8 I
0.86C
\14.7Zerlate1-100
31950% DDT
2-100
2.13D
At Dandridge, in East Tennessee, about the same schedule was
used, and the difference in control due to the different amounts
of DDT was very little. The DDT treatments were all very much
better, from 20% to 30%, than the check with lead arsenate.
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The DDT residue remaining on the harvested fruit was de-
termined by peeling fruit at harvest time. The residue at the West
Tennessee Station varied from .86 p.p.m. to 2.75 p.p.m. from the
various sprays. The interval between the last spraying and harvest
was 47 days. In East Tennessee the interval was only 28 days,
and the residue varied from 1.25 p.p.m. to 4.32 p.p.m. Rainfall was
about one-half normal for the months of May, June, July, and
August, in the vicinity of Dandridge.
Alfalfa.-Leafhoppers are often a serious pest on alfalfa. Tests
were conducted to determine whether the insect could be controlled,
and to obtain information on DDT residue. The third crop of a
small alfalfa plot was dusted twice with 3% DDT at the rate of
about 30 pounds per acre. The insect population was too low for
significant data. Six samples of freshly cut hay were placed in
paper bags and allowed to dry. The DDT residue on the dry weight
ranged from 4.22 p.p.m. to .55 p.p.m., an average of 1.58 p.p.m.
Bean.-The ordinary type of DDT is not of value in controlling
the Mexican bean beetle. However, a material known as the "meth-
oxy analog" of DDTll was found to have good toxicity. A spray
containing 6-100 of 50% methoxy analog of DDT and 5% dust
was used on some heavily infested bean foliage. The kill seemed
to be slow, but 25 days after treatment the vines were in fairly
good condition, while untreated vines were all eaten up.
TABLE 42-Data on growth of bean and squash in soil treated with DDT.
Beans. . . \ . ... Squash
S~feDbt.¥ ---lst~--'- 2n~te;t-='= 1st te~.·l.. 2nd test =
No. Height No. Height No. Height No. Height
plants plants plants plants plants plants plants plants
- .__ ._-"
Inches
16 3 20
18 5 20
16 71/0 20
18 71/0 20
18 8 20
Inches
1-250 0 0 8
1~00 18 9, 5
1-1000 16 . 9 7
1-2000 18 IU1 19
Check 19 12 19
--_.-----_. _ ..•._-
Inches
4
8
9
13
13
Inches
8
3
8
8
8
Soil-Poisoning Tests with DDT.-The continued use of insecti-
cides on the same area raises the question of possible soil poisoning.
A preliminary test was conducted during the summer, in which
50% DDT insecticide was mixed into soil at rates of 1 part DDT
to 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 parts of soil. Bean and squash seeds
were planted, 20 seeds per pot. The squash was used because its
foliage is readily injured by DDT. Bean foliage is resistant to DDT.
Twelve days after planting, the number and height of the plants
were recorded and the plants removed. The test was repeated, in
the same soil. The data are summarized in table 42.
"'Di(methoxyphenyl)-trichloroethane.
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SABADILLA
Sabadilla is the best insecticide for control of harlequin bug.
This fact was discovered at the Tennessee Experiment Station in
the fall of 1944. Sabadilla is widely used in the southern states and
has been the "accepted" poison for harlequin bug and squash bug.
Recent tests with synthetic insecticides, however, indicate that
other materials may replace sabadilla, which has two serious dis-
advantages: it causes the user to sneeze, and the increased demand
has resulted in a rise in price. .
A few laboratory tests in 1945 and 1946 show that benzene
hexachloride, containing 1% gamma isomer, will easily kill the
harlequin bug. No opportunity was presented to test this material
under field conditions. Another material known as chioradane also
showed considerable toxicity to the harlequin bug.
BENZENE HEXACHLORIDE
Benzene hexachloride dust (1% gamma) was found to be very
toxic to Colorado potato bettIe larvae and plant lice, but ineffective
against Mexican bean beetle and leafhoppers on potato. Foliage
injury occurred on tomatoes, beans, and potatoes, while cabbage,
peas, okra, carrots, and sweet corn were not injured.
DETOXIFICATION OF ARSENIC BY FLUORINE
Considerable evidence has been accumulated, by the use of
plants and rats, that fluorine will reduce the toxic action of arsenic.
That more information might be obta'ined on this point, mixtures
of cryolite and lead arsenate were fed to Colorado potato beetle
larvae on potato leaves, by the usual laboratory method.
A dust containing 25'}{Jcryolite gave 47 percent kill, and 121/2%
lead arsenate dust gave 90 percent kill. When the two were used in
the same dust at these strengths, the kill was 87 percent. While
this result probably is not significant, at least the kill was not
increased as might have been expected. A dust containing only
6% '/<, lead arsenate killed 83 percent, but when it was combined
with 25% cryolite the kill was reduced to 70 percent.
In another test, 12% % cryolite gave 62 percent kill, 61j::l%
lead arsenate, 87 percent; and 3% % lead arsenate, 86 percent. The
combination of 121/~% cryolite with each mixture of lead arsenate
gave 4 percent and 5 percent reductions in kill, compared with the
kill of lead arsenate alone.
It is worthy of note that in mixtures in which cryolite was
used at rates 2 and 4 times the rate of lead arsenate, the kill was
not increased over that obtained by lead arsenate alone; in fact,
the kill was always reduced, ranging from 4 to 13 percent less.
Foliage tests on peach trees in 1946 also indicated that cryo-
lite when used with lead arsenate caused less foliage injury than
lead arsenate alone.
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HOME ECONOMICS
Florence L. MacLeod and Mary L. Dodds
FACTORS IN THE ANALYSIS OF FOODS FOR ASCORBIC ACID
During 1946, studies of methods for the determination of
ascorbic acid in foods were started.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS FOR ASCORBIC ACID
Several methods for the analysis of ascorbic acid in foods,
each of which has advantages, are in use. (1) The titration of
reduced ascorbic acid with 2, 6, dichlorophenolindophenol has been
the most commonly used method. Sulfhydryls from protein sources
interfere in the visual titration. This interference can be largely
eliminated by the use of the photoelectric colorimeter. This instru-
ment has been used throughout the project. (2) The Roe method
provides for the estimation of the two physiologically active forms
of ascorbic acid, the reduced ascorbic acid and the dehydroascorbic
acid, thus measuring total antiscorbutic activity. This method is
of special value in the estimation of nutrients in processed foods in
which reduced ascorbic acid is lost in processing but may still be
present in the dehydro form. Substances in foods, such as sugars
and reductones, may interfere in this analysis. This method has
been used in this laboratory in a study of retentions in cooked foods
(Annual Report 1944). (3) The Stotz method is an indophenol
method for reduced ascorbic acid in which a xylene extraction for
the unreacted dye is used. The advantages are, little interference
from colored food extracts and a stable colored xylene solution to
read in the colorimeter. Recently the method has been modified to
care for several interfering factors, viz., stannous and ferrous salts,
sulfites and reductone-type compounds which are factors intro-
duced in storing and processing, cooking, canning, and dehydration.
Study of Ascorbic Acid in Sweetpotatoes by Different Methods.
-A simultaneous comparison of these three methods on a single
commodity seemed desirable. Sweetpotatoes were chosen because
they are an important regional crop and food. They are a good
source of ascorbic acid throughout their storage life, and retain it
well upon cooking.
Fifteen bushels of Porto Rico U. S. No.2 potatoes were set
aside by the Horticulture Department, cured, and stored for use in
this study. Both grades 1 and 2 were tested, raw and plain-baked.
The plan of the study is as follows:
Analyses.-The samples are analyzed by (1) the Loeffler and
Ponting indophenol method for reduced ascorbic acid; (2) the Rob-
inson and Stotz method for (a) reduced ascorbic acid and (b) reduc-
tone interference by the formaldehyde modificat.ion; (3) the Roe
and Oesterling method for (a) total ascorbic acid and (b) dehydro-
ascorbic acid. The dry weights of all samples are also determined.
I
(
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Times of Sampling.-Samples have been taken at harvest and
at end of cure, and will be taken at 6-weeks intervals throughout
storage. The harvest, end-of-cure, and first 6-weeks-storage sam-
ples have been analyzed.
Sampling.--At each period, raw potatoes, 10 each of grades 1
and 2, and baked potatoes, 10 each of grades 1 and 2, are sampled.
PUBLICATIONS
Two sets of progress notes have been published on the National
Cooperative Project. They are: Tennessee Progress Notes, No.2,
June 1946, "Interfering factors in calculation of retention of nutri-
tive value of food," and Tennessee Progress Notes, No.3, Southern
Cooperative Series, No.6. June 1946, "Effect"of fat on ascorbic acid
retention."
HUMAN EXPERIMENTS
The study of human ascorbic acid requirements Was continued
by a winter and a summer study, each of 6 weeks' duration, with
6 subjects in each group. The Latin Square design used in the
summer of 1944 was followed. The full design calls for two summer
groups to be compared with two winter groups. The second winter
study remains to be done. There seems to be no difference in the
summer and the winter data as they have been collected, but the
analysis cannot be made in detail until the fourth study is com-
pleted.
The photosensitized destruction of reduced ascorbic acid to
dehydroascorbic acid in the urine first observed in the summer of
1945 has necessitated the analyzing of the urine samples routinely
for both reduced and total ascorbic acid. If care is taken to avoid
light, this change of ascorbic acid in the urine to the oxidized form
is slight.
PUBLICATION
The experiments reported last year on the photosensitized
oxidation of ascorbic acid have resulted in a publication, "Photosen-
sitized oxidation of ascorbic acid in urine and blood serum," Journal
of Nutrition, vol. 32, p. 559 (1946).
HORIICUL lURE
N. D. Peacock
Chairman Horticulture Section
Progress has be·enmade during the year in the closer coordina-
tion of the investigational work at the main Station with that of
the substations and between the staffs in research, resident in-
struction, and extension work. Some members of the resid·ent
staff are responsible for certain experimental projects. All new
projects are reviewed by the staff before they are formally pre-
sented for official approval.
SMALL FRUITS
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EXPERIMENTS AT KNOXVILLE STATION
Troy H. Jones
Strawberries.-Plots were established in the spring of 1946
for the purpose of testing certain crop rotations in preparation for
a strawberry planting. Six rotations wer·eplanned:
1. 1946: Corn, seeded to rye and crimson clover as winter
cover. 1947: Cover turned and put back to corn.
2. 1946: Seeded ·to lespedeza. 1947: Clover allowed to reseed
and occupy land second year.
3. 1946: Set to late tomatoes, sown to winter cover of rye and
crimson. 1947: Cover turned and broadcast to soybeans.
4. Lat3 beans planted, then seeded to winter cover of rye and
crimson. 1947: Cover turned, land fallowed and set to late tomatoes.
5. 1946: Manure applied, set to tobacco, sown to rye and crim-
son. 1947: Cover turned, manure applied, and set again to tobacco.
6. 1946: Corn, seeded to rye and crimson. 1947: Cover turned
and S·2tto sweetpotatoes.
The plots were replicated 3 tim~s and were randomized in the
area. Records of weed growth were made. Strawberries will be
planted after two years of preparation under these cropping plans.
The soil type is Etowah silt loam, with adequate drainage and
a fair degree of fertility. The site is reasonably level and was
heavily infested with weeds.
A similar test was ·established at the Plateau Station.
Brooks D. Drain and Joan W. Odell
Table 43 presents data on a strawberry variety trial. All vari-
eties had a good stand and were replicated 3 or more times. The
TABLE 43-Strawberry trials.
Variety Early pickings Late pickings Total
to May 9, inc!. May 10 to May 21, inc!. production
Percent Percent Crates per acre
Tennessee Beauty ... 4.8 47.6 408.5
May time .. 50.8 9.2 260.5
Sparkle 3.6 59.7 484.5
Tennessee Supreme .. 17.7 25.7 433.0
Blakemore 21.1 21.7 296.6
Tennessee Shipper .. 14.7 34.8 395.2
I
soil was very fertile and the yields wer·e high. Maytime variety
was very early, but the berries averaged small and production was
low. Sparkle gave a very large yield and ripened late. A larg·e part
of the crop was graded out because of rough, misshapen berries
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and many rotten fruits. Its keeping quality was very poor. The 3
varieti2s developed by this Station gave large yields, with a large
percent of the crop grading U. S. No. 1. They outyielded, by from
33 to 45 percent, the best strain of Blakemore that the Station was
able to secure. Many unnamed seedlings wer-2sent to other stations
for trial.
Red Raspbe,rries.-On the range of red raspberry selections
growing under mulch at the Knoxville Station, all growth above
ground was destroY-2dby fire. The plots made an excellent recovery,
however, and 2-crop varieties produced a very good fall crop.
Black Raspberries.-A few seedlings from the 1944 crosses
fruited in the field, but most of them will not fruit until next year.
A number of crOSS-2Swere attempted on plants moved into the
greenhouse. Cane die-back both in the greenhouse and in the
field has seriously interfered with this work.
Blackberries.-A few progenies in th2 blackberry breeding
work fruited this year. A block of Evergreen x Eldorado turned
out to be pseudo-crosses and were discarded. The usual hybrid
seedlings were transplanted to the field. Seed from crosses made
in 1946 were saved and planted. Wild blackberry selections from
the Cumberland Plateau were moved to Knoxville. Further im-
portations of blackberry seed from foreign countries were received
and planted.
Blueberries.-A small planting of improved blueberry varieties
made a moderate growth the past season and should produce some
fruit in 1947.
Elderberries.-Elderberries are a common wild fruit in Ten-
nessee. A named variety was secured from J. A. Elliott, of New
Jersey. This planting has been growing for some years and appears
promising.
ORCHARD FRUITS
Pears.-A few crosses wer2 attempted in 1946, but many failed
to set fruit. Seedlings from previous breeding work were sorted
for fire-blight resistance and the susceptible ones destroyed. A
large number of the resistant seedlings were propagated and will
be set in orchard form if land is available. About 50 superior
seedlings have been selected at Knoxville and Clarksville for fire-
blight resistance and desirable fruit characters. Work on these
new varieties has been ordered stopped, and this part of the project
is indefinitely suspend2d. Propagating wood of the new varieties
has been s8nt to other states for trial.
Cherries.- The cherry plots were planned for a comparison
of sour and duke cherries on Mazzard and Mahaleb stocks. As
noted in pr2vious annual reports, roots developed above the bud
union in many cases and ruined this comparison. Growth records
to date have indicated no significant difference between plots. As
the trees became large and crowded, a part W2re removed and a
few died. Fruit from these trees has been used for processing trials.
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The trees have been used from time to time for spray plt:>ts. The
plots now have no value for experimental work and h:lVe been dis-
carded. '
Plums.-The plum plots were a comparison of Gold and Meth-
ley varieties. ExceHent yields have been secured. This planting
has been very useful for spraying tests. The trees are old and
should be replaced by a new planting. Cold destroyed the crop in
1946.
Fruit Stocks.-Trials of apple stocks, in cooperation with the
U. S. D. A., have been maintained for a number of years. The
woolly aphid-resistant stocks have made good growth, but must be
dug in order to furnish data on woolly aphid injury. Native Maz-
zard cherry trees planted for seed production are now large trees.
but produce very little seed. Marianna plum trees for pit prod:uc-
tionhave been fairly successful. Pyrus calleryana pear trees for
seed production have given large annual yields of valuable seed.
This stock is very acceptable to southern nurserymen, some of
whom are planning to grow their own seed. A Tennessee strain of
peaches selected for pit production and stock is still available in this
Department, but nurserymen prefer red-foliaged peach stocks.
Figs.-A fig planting was made on the Station Farm near the
Cherokee Bridge sometime previous to 1931. The Tennessee River
and the bridge gave some protection from cold. The plants were .f.
free from cold injury. Production was low because of shade from •
the bridge. Fig plantings on the south and east sides of houses
are not uncommon in Knoxville, although some sites have serious
cold injury, esp·eciallyin young plantings. The Station's fig plant-
ings were of the Celeste variety. Brown Turkey is often found in
home plantings in this area. It is a common practice to propagate
by layering.
Apples and Crab Apples.-Chemical sprays to prevent fruit
dropping has incr·eased the usefulness of certain northern varieties
of apples. Varieties like Northern Spy and Early McIntosh usually
have failed in Tennessee because the fruit drops badly. An excel-
lent crop of the former was harvested this y·ear.
A crab apple collection was planted at this Station many years
ago for trial as apple root rot-resistant stock. It is mentioned in
previous annual reports. The native crab was resistant to the
disease, but mad·e a poor union with certain apple varieties. Vir-
ginia crab stock was low in woolly aphid injury and rated first in
these trials.
OTHER CROPS
Insecticidal Crops.-Trial plants of Triperygium wilfordii, an
insecticidal crop from Asia, were started some years ago in cooper-
ation with the Division of Tobacco, Medicinal, and Special Crops,
U. S. D. A. This plant seems to thrive in the soil and climate of
Tennessee and may have possibilities as a new crop for this area.
Further studies of it are planned.
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Essential Oil Crops.-Garden sage appears to be the most
promising of the essential oil crops tried to date. A small commer-
cial-production district is developing near Paris, Henry County.
This Department started work on garden sage and other crops
during the war, at the request of Federal officials. The Knoxville
Station has been growing some of the better clonal strains isolated
at the Jackson Station. A few plants have been distributed through
organiza tions.
Black Walnuts.-A planting of Thomas black walnut was
made several years ago to furnish pollen for hybridizing. The
planting was in cooperation with the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The trees are making good growth.
Chestnuts.-A planting of an Asiatic chestnut, Castanea molis-
sima, was made at the Mericourt Station more than 15 years ago
and has done very well on fertile soil. Propagation studies have
been made at Knoxville. Fumigation to destroy weevil has often
injured the germination of the nuts. Chestnuts should be stratified
or planted immediately after harvest; they should not be permitted
to dry out. Squirrels and other rodents like to feed on fall-planted
nuts. A few plants and nuts have been distributed.
VEGETABLES
Asparagus.- The older asparagus plots were discarded. A new
planting was made with select crowns in March, 1945. Only a
small amount was cut in 1946 and no records were taken.
Beans.- Tennessee Green Pod ranked first in the spring-crop
trials and last among 16 varieties in the fall-crop plots. Two un-
named seedlings, B1800 and B1625, from the Vegetable Breeding
Laboratory, Charleston, South Carolina, gave very large yields,
rating first and second respectively in the fall crop.
Further studies were made of methods of crossing Urd and
garden beans. Several successful cross-es were made in previous
years, but a high percentage of the crosses failed to set viable
beans.
Beets.-A variety trial of garden beets was mad-e. A large
part of the crop was used in processing trials. Special Crosby's
Egyptian rated first in yield.
Broccoli.-Spring- and fall-crop variety trials of broccoli were
made. Italian Green Sprouting rated high in ea,ch crop. The yi-elds
in the fall crop were larger than in the spring.
Edible Field Peas.-A planting of 6 varieties of peas of the
Blackeye and Crowder types were made in July, wHh the best seed
obtainable. It was planned to seed heavy and to thin, but only the
Victor variety made a good stand. Blackeye gave a good yield,
although the stand was irregular.
Okra.-A planting of Clemson Spineless and White Velvet was
made, partly as a variety trial and partly to secure okra for proc-
essing. It was harvested over a 6-weeks period only. Clemson
Spineless was rated first in ease of picking, yield, and appearance.
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Garden Peas.-Laxton's Progress and Wando gave the largest
yields in the pea variety trials. A delay of 19 days in time of
planting reduced yields nearly one-half. This crop was used in food
processing.
Twelve unnamed varieties from the U. S. Vegetable Breeding
Laboratory were rece,ived too late for the above planting. Several
of these selections appeared promising for our conditions. Careful
plant and fruiting notes were taken.
Tomatoes.-Extensive observational trials of new, oft{;mun-
named tomato varieties were made in cooperation with other south-
eastern stations and the U. S. Vegetable Breeding Laboratory,
Chadeston, S. C. Forty varieties were ,included, and detailed notes
were taken. Most of this material was discarded as having little
promise for Tennessee. A variety from the Arkansas Station labeled
"45-45" was rated best.
Sweetpotatoes.-Internal cork disease has been found in states
south and east of Tennessee. Fortunately, this Station discovered
the trouble and destroyed all shipped-in seed before bedding. Only
locally produced seed was used this season. Un'it No.1 Porto Rico
gave the largest total yield, but ran high in culls. Louisiana No.9,
a new seedling secured some years ago, gave the largest yield of
U. S. No. 1 potatoes.
Arthur Meyer
A study of root development and "potato" formation in the
sweetpotato, with particular reference to the Porto Rico variety,
was initiated. Plots were set with plants of varying lengths so that
2, 4, and 6 nod'2s could be covered with soil. Porto Rico and Nancy
Hall varieties were used, and four replications of the plots were
randomized. Standard cultural practices were followed throughout
the season. Yields were recorded and there is indication (table 44)
Number
2
4
6
Bushels
305.95
417.50
445.95
Bushels
374.70
346.55
460.30
TABLE 44-Average yields of sweetpotatoes per acre, 1946.
=====-=--------~~--,---"" -'--- -=.=..=--._~--._-=---=------_._._-
Nodes --- ----------- -- -----
Variety
Porto Rico Nancy Hall
. ---- ._---------
that increased yields result when increased numbers of nodes are
covered at planting. The increas·es were more consistent with Porto
Rico than with Nancy Hall.
FLOWERS, SHRUBS, AND TREES
Brooks D. Drain
Hundreds of new flowers, shrubs, and trees have been assem-
bled and tested at the Station over a period of years. The more
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promising have been propagated and a limited number of plants
distributed through various organizations. Propagating material
has often been furnished to nurserymen. A small exhibit planting
has been maintained near Morgan Hall on the University Farm at
Knoxville. The following material is on hand at this time:
Lily Grass, Liriope graminifolia.- This is a new ground cover
from the Orient. It has grown well at Knoxville. Trial plantings
under the trees and in shady places have spread very slowly. The
leaves are grass-like and make a very good cover. The Station has
propagated it by roots.
Mockorange.-A number of species, hybrids, and varieties of
Philadelphus, or mockorange, have been tried. Atlas is one of the
best, and a few plants were propagated. The large and fragrant
flowers are very attractive.
Chrysanthemums.-A collection of new varieties developed
by breeding was secured some years ago from the U. S. D. A. A
number of varieties were named and released after being favorably
reported in trials in several of the southeastern states. A few
crowns are still available.
Hybrid Pinks.- Two varieties of hybrid pinks, Dianthus win-
teri, were received from England. They thrived under Tennessee
conditions, and after several years were propagated and distributed
through organizations. The large, two-colored blossoms and vigor-
ous plants are very much admired.
Chinese Wingnut, Pterocarya stenoptera.-This plant has been
growing in the Station plots for many years. It makes a large tree,
too large for these plots. A few trees were propagated by layering
and were distributed. It appears to be hardy, healthy, and a good
grower. It is described as a handsome ornamental tree, reaching
a height up to 60 feet, with long, pendulous catkins.
St. Johnsworts.-Many species from India, China, and other
countries have been tried during the past 15 years. Some were not
identfied. Many were only semi-hardy. P. 1. 129231, Hypericum
sp., blossomed profusely and was very attractive. The Henry St.
Johnswort, Hypericum patulum henryi, is believed to be the best
for Tennesse-e. It is very hardy and blooms profusely. A consider-
able quantity of plants were propagated and distributed through
organizations. This species is a native of Yunnan, China.
Torch-Lily, Kmphofia, val'. Preyiosa.-This plant was secured
from England. It grows 4 or 5 feet taB, appears hardy, healthy,
and a good grower. The scarlet flowers, changing to soft yellow,
have attracted attention during the two or three years the plant
has been on trial. This variety ,isworthy of distribution and should
be propagated.
Day Lilies.-A collection of the newer varieties of day lilies
was given to this Department by the Hon. Hubert Fisher, of Ger-
mantown, Tennessee. There are 22 varieties in this planting, and
they blossom from May until late July, w,ith a few blossoms during
later summer and fall. The colors vary from different shades of
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yellow to orange and red. Local gardeners visit this planting to
see the numerous varieties. Some of the newer developments should
be add·ed.
Wisteria.- Two varieties of Wisteria floribunda were secured
from the Orient and have been on trial for a number of years.
These varieties have remarkably long flower clusters, or racemes.
They take up so much room in our plots that we have pruned them
heavily. The blossoms were injured by cold one spring, but the
plants are growing on an exposed site. The Japanese claim that
the Ushijima variety has some flower clusters 4 feet long. The
flower racemes of the Koshigaya variety are not quite so long.
Neither variety produced flowers 4 feet long in this experiment.
No plants have been propagated or distributed.
Wandering-Jew, Tradescantia virginiana.·-The Purewell Giant
variety was imported from England. This attractive plant grows
about 18 inches tall, thrives under Tennessee conditions, and is very
attractive. The mauve-blue flowers appear in profusion in the
spring and again in late summer. Some plants have been propa-
gated and distributed. This plant merits a place in Tennessee
gardens.
Many other flowering plants, shrubs, and trees are on trial.
The best of these will be selected and propagated, and a few plants
will be distributed for trial in other parts of Tennessee. These new
plants will be discussed in future annual reports.
HORTICULTURE AT CLARKSVILLE
Brooks D. Drain
Pear Orchard.- Two-thirds of the pear trees in the orchard
at Clarksville have been destroyed because of poor fruit, suscepti-
b;ility to fire blight, or other undesirable characters. A few of these
selected seedlings have not fruited to date. Propagating wood has
been cut from the best varieties and taken to Knoxville or sent to
other states. Processing trials have been started with a few of the
best seedlings when fruit was available. Replicated yield tests
should be started on the above selections without delay. The usual
maintenance operations have been carried out by workmen from
Springfield and Knoxville.
HORTICULTURE AT WEST TENNESSEE STATION
Jackson
R. H. Hanchey12 and Brooks D. Drain
STRAWBERRY BREEDING AND INHERITANCE STUDIES
Seedling strawberry clons to the number of 352 were fruited
for the first time this year. Plant and fruit characteristics of each
hill were record·ed. Of these seedling hills, 34 were selected as
"Resigned Dec. 31, 1946.
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having characteristics making them desirable for further testing.
Six of the best selections from the strawberry breeding program of
former years were plac·ed in a variety trial with Blakemore and
the 3 new Tennessee varieties - Tennessee Shipper, Tennessee
Beauty, and Tennessee Supreme. This test will fruit next spring.
Of the better Tennessee seedlings selected and studied in previous
years, 23 are being grown in another trial with Blakemore and the
3 new Tennessee varieties as checks.
Approximately 1,100 strawberry seedlings resulting from
crosses made in 1945 were grown this year and will fruit in the
spring of 1947. These progenies have at least one parent that is
more or less resistant to red stele disease.
From crosses made in the spring of this year, 1,770 seedlings
were transplanted to the field October 30, for future studies. Plans
for further hybridizing in 1947 were suspended because of lack of
technical assistance.
OTHER FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Peach Varieties.-Of the 15 varieties in the peach variety trial,
14 bore fruit this season and individual tre·e yield records were
made. All fruit was picked, weighed, and counted and the average
weight was obtained. The data shown in table 45 should be com-
par·edwith those given in previous annual reports.
TABLE 45-Dates of harvest, yields, and number of peaches per bushel,
fourteen varieties.
. Average Average
Dates of harvest I yield peaches
. _1 ~er ',re,, ----.E"r bushel_
I
I
1
Variety
Bushels
2.50
2.69
1.76
5.11
3.06
1.'12
.28
3.04
2.02
.12
3.G8
204
3.22
1.87
Number
138
229
130
212
135
135
30
139
120
107
108
148
149
116
Erly-Red-Fre June 4-17
~~~"e~o ~~~~ iiL~4
Raritan Rose June 18-July 8
Fair Beauty June 20-July 8
Flaming Gold July 5-19
Pacemaker July 8
Redelberta July 3-19
Polly July 12-22
Sung old July 13-29
Early Elberta .. .... July 15-22
Summercreast July 17-22
Georgia Belle .July 17-29
Elberta July 22-August 2
Apples.-The apple orchard was used for spray-material trials
in cooperation with the Departments of Entomology and Plant
Pathology.
Raspberries.- The red raspberry variety trial was set in March
of 1943. Bermuda grass and weeds, which developed rapidly, were
removed late in the season of 1945. This operation destn,yed or
seriously injured many of the plants. Yield data were taken, but
t,hey have no value, and the plate wers discontinued.
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Vineberry Varie,ties.-The vineberry variety trial was set
in March, 1944, with 3 randomized plots of each variety. The
yields in 1946 are shown in table 46. Yield data with vineberries
have been variable. The 1945 yields, except on the Thorny Boysen-
berry plots, were larger than those of 1946.
TABLE 46-Yields per acre of vineberry varieties.
Variety Total yield
May 20-June 20
Early yield
May 20-29
---1--------
Cameron ..
Lucretia ..
Nectarberry ..
Thornless Boysenberry ..
Thornless Youngberry ....
Thorny Boysenberry ..
Thorny Youngberry ....
Quarts
1128
180
399
1218
1531
515
930
Quarts
2287
491
2295
1663
1665
2388
1623
Cabbage Trials.-A cabbage variety trial containing 11 varie-
ties, with 6 randomized replications of each variety, gave the results
shown in table 47. Golden Acre, Copenhagen Market, Premier, and
Early Krop produced a larg-e portion of their crop early in the
season.
Per head
TABLE 47-Yields and sizes of heads of varieties of cabbage.
Variety
Early yield
Dates of harvest
May 14 and 22
~._--------
Per acre Per head
Total yield
Dates of harvest
May 14, 22, 29, June 4, 13
---- ._--_._---- ---- -- -_. -- -"
Round Head Charleston l...
Early Round Dutch ....
Marion Market ..
Copenhagen Market ..
Round Head Charleston 2 ..
Early Krop
Resistant Detroit
Golden Acre
Racine Market .
Premier.
Globe
Tons
3.47
2.08
11.G4
5.40
10.48
6.96
11.35
6.82
10.12
.31
Pounds
3.44
3.23
3.35
2.91
3.33
3.38
3.16
3.59
3.17
3.90
Per acre
Tons
10.99
10.64
13.23
12.09
10.47
11.95
12.28
11.35
12.94
11.32
11.91
Pounds
3.06
2.99
3.68
3.33
2.95
3.29
3.42
3.16
3.64
3.15
3.31
I
I
IA spacing trial,involving 8 randomized replications of GoldenAcre cabbage plants, gave the results shown in table 48. The
plants were spaced 12, 15, 18, and 24 inches apart, in rows 3 feet
apart. The results indicate an increase in yield at the closer spacing
up to 12 inches, and a decrease in size of head. These results are
similar to those given in the 1945 report.
A trial of 3 methods of grow,ing and handling cabbage plants
was made in the field with 8 randomized replications of ·each treat-
ment. One lot of Golden Acre cabbage seed was sown broadcast in
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TABLE 48-Yields and average sizes of heads in cabbage-spacing trials with
Golden AC1'e variety.
Total yield
Dates of harvest
May 14, 22, 29. June 4, 13Spacingin rows
Early yield
Dates of harvest
May 14 and 22
---
Per headPer acrePer headPer acre
Tons
13.17
12.70
12.28
10.26
Pounds
2.02
2.19
2.56
2.85
Pounds
2.17
2.32
2.66
2.86
Inches
12
15
18
24
Tons
10.81
10.45
11.52
10.21
the hotbed December 7, 1945, and allowed to grow there without
being transplanted. Another lot was divided into groups and sown
in the greenhouse January 7, 1946, and transplanted to the hotbed
February 4. One group was spaced 2x2 inches and the other 3x3
inches. The results of this test ar-e shown in table 49.
TABLE 49-Yields and average sizes of heads in the trial of methods of
cabbage-plant production.
Early yield
Dates of harvest
May 14 and 22 I
Total Yi~ld---
Dates of harvest
May 14, 22, 29, June 4, 13Method ofgrowing plants -- ._-_ .._---
acre Per head Per acre Per head-----_ ..
ns Pounds Tons Pounds
57 2.70 8.16 2.45
32 2.'18 9.61 2.74
35 2.85 9.66 2.75
Per
---- .. --_._------
'fo
Broadcast .... 5.
Spaced 2 inches apart in bed . 8.
Spaced 3 inches apart in bed 8.
Sweetpotatoes.-A small quantity of sweetpotato seed was
obta,ined from the Louisiana Experiment Station. The seedlings
were grown in flats in a coldframe and transplanted to the field.
Eleven seedling hills were saved for further tests. A small amount
of op'en-pollinated and hybridized seed was saved for planting in
1947.
In a sweetpotato variety trial, with 4 vari3ties, the following
acre yields, in bushels of U. S. No.1, were obtained: Unit No.1
Porto Rico, 223.0; Porto Morado, 167.4; Nancy Hall, 185.1; Nancy
Gold, 188.6.
Garden Sage.-Samples from selections of garden sage having
desirable vegetative characters were assayed for oil by Magnus,
Mabee and Reynard, Inc. It required 4 cuttings to secure a sample
of over 11A. pounds, green weight, from an individual plant. Ten-
nessee clonal strain No. 26 contained 2.71 percent oil and was the
highest one .isolated to date.
It is essential in carrying out selection work of this nature to
determine the best way to take samples for analysis. Tennessee
clonal strains No. 5 and No. 15 were chosen for this study and
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samples were saved at each of the 5 cuttings. Table 50 presents
data on the influence of season on oil content of sage. June and
July cuttings assayed higher than the earlier or later crops. These
data indicate that environment has considerable influence on oil
content of garden sage.
TABLE 50-Oil content of sage harvested at different dates.
----------==-==-=----=-==~===;=--=----_._-----=------------------
Tennessee clonal strain No.5 Tennessee clonal strain No. 15
Cutting ---G-r-e-en-~-A-i-r--dr-y --S-a-g-e-oi-l -- --Gr-e-en---A-i-r--d~~-&.g-e-Oi-I-
date weight weight by weight weight weight by weight
---1----1---------- ---- --- , _
Pounds
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.10
Grams
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
154.1
Percent
1.60
2.10
3.00
3.25
2.69
Pounds
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
Grams
133.0
180.5
200.0
200.0
200.0
Percent
1.20
1.68
1.75
1.25
.GO
April 15
May 17 ..
June 19 ..
July 30
Sept. 26 __
------------- --- ._---
HORTICULTURE AT PLATEAU STATION
Crossville
T. R. Gilmore
In collaboration with Troy H. Jones
Sl\'[ALL FRUITS
Strawberries.-A variety trial involving 10 varieties was
planted in randomized plots and 4 replications. The varieties were:
Tennessee 48-18, Midland, Brightmore, Redstar, Tennessee Shipper,
Catskill, Blakemore, Tennessee Beauty, Dorsett, and Tennessee
Supreme. Standard cultural practices were followed. On Septemher
30, Blakemore, Tennessee Shipper, Brightmore, and Tennessee
Supreme had the heaviest set of plants, and Redstar, Midland, and
Catskill failed to develop a full matted row.
A strawberry rotation study was initiated to determine the
influence of preceding crops on the weed-control problem and cost
of production when strawberries are set. Th,is test corresponds to
the one reported at the Knoxville Station, except that snap beans
were used instead of tomatoes in one series to adjust the crop to
home practices. Crabgrass was the most serious weed in all plots.
VEGETABLES
Snap Beans.-A fertilizer test on the Tendergreen variety,
involving 11 treatments in randomized plots with 4 replications,
was planted on Harts·ells loam, moderately eroded phase. The area
proved to be less uniform than was anticipatEd, and variations
among replications of the same treatment were greater than nor-
mal. Results are shown in table 5l.
A planting of standard varieties of snap beans from sev.eral
sources was made to determine the effect of seed source on yield
and percentage of off-type beans. A random sampl·e of 100 pods
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was selected from each plot on each picking date, and the percent-
ages of No.1, off-type, and greasy pods were determined. The
results, as shown in table 52, do not support the theory that flat
pods, as they appear in the Tendergreen variety, are due to climatic
factors.
~-,.~~~-----
TABLE 51-Yield of No. 1 beans in the snap-bean fertilization trials, with
the average yields of four replicates .
Lot
No.
Treatment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
0-0-0
0-12-12
4-12-12
8-12-12
12-0-12
12-4-12
12-8-12
12-12-0.
12-12-4
12-12-8
12-12-12
. -~-- .._- --"-"---'~-~-------- .'._._-
------'-"'-- _ ...- --._-- --._ .._-_._._ .._---_. __ ... , .._~~-
Yield per
acre of
No.1
Bushels
111.0
152.1
215.3
253.6
128.4
213.9
199.3
238.3-1·
262.9 v
259.5 ~
219.9
Increase
over check
Bushels
o
41.1
104.3
142.6
17.4
102.9
88.3
127.3
151.9
148.5
108.9
Percent of
increase
o
37.0
93.9
128.4
15.7
92.7
79.6
114.7
136.9
133.8
98.1
----- -- ---- ---
TABLE 52-Comparison of snap-bean varieties and sources of seed.
Lot
No.
Variety Total yield Yield No.1
per acre per acre
i Tender10ng
ITenderlong
ITendergreen
iTendergreen
ITendergreen
ITendergreen
:1 Tendergreen
Tendergreen
Tendergreen
Tendergreen
Longreen
ILongreeniTendergreen
I
Tenderlong
Refugee No.5
,Logan
ILogan
:Giant Stringless
I-~~- -~~~~~~
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Bushels
449
461
462
414
463
372
452
428
446
413
377
455
460
425
349
500
478
427
Bushels
381
400
376
329
373
280
355
352
388
331
309
364
368
362
302
437
414
320
No.1
Percent
84.8
86.8
81.4
79.0
80.5
75.4
78.6
82.2
87.0
80.1
82.1
80.0
80.0
85.2
86.5
87.4
87.3
75.0
Percent
0.2
1.6
2.8
0.6
11.2
9.8
0.4
2.8
0.2
6.2
0.2
0.8
1.0
0.6
2.9
0.4
0.0
2.9
Flat
pods
Greasy'
pods
Percent
3.2
5.6
11.4
11.4
8.2
13.6
16.4
12.6
7.2
8.6
10.4
11.6
6.5
8.2
1.3
2.6
0.0
16.5
'Greasy pod appears as a waterlogged condition of the pod caused by a virus.
HORTICULTURE IN THE DOUGLAS RESERVOIR AREA
Dandridge
A. B. Strand
This is the third progress report of the project which was
started in the Douglas Reservoir area in the spring of 1944. Rain-
fall during 1946 was abnormally low. At oniy one time during the
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cropping season did 1 inch of rain fall within a 24-hour period.
The total rainfall, by months, was as follows: April, 3.45 inches;
May, 2.87; June, 1.56; July, 1.32; August, 2.50; September, 1.80.
All crops responded to irrigation under these conditions.
Snap Beans.-The variety test showed wide variation in yield.
Certain new selections, U. S. D. A. No.1, Z No. 22, B1801-4, and
Logan, produced very high yields of excellent-type beans. They
surpassed such standard varieties as Tendergreen and Giant String-
less Green Pod.
Significant increases in yield of snap beans resulted from
applications of phosphorus in the fertilizer mixtur·e and from irri-
gation. Table 53 presents these data.
TABLE 53-Bush-bean fertilization and irrigation tests.
Fertilizer Yields per acre
Plot No. --- - ----
Formula Application Irrigated Non-irrigatedper acre
Pounds Bushels Bushels
1 189.4 44.0
2 0-10-5 COO 283.2. 40.9 •...
3 5-10-5..1 COO 256.1 •. 52.2
4 10-10-5 COO 235.4 32.2
5 5-0-5 COO 142.5 39.1
6 5-5-5 COO 219.6 43.7 ..J7 5-10-0 v COO 246.1 v 53.1
8 5-10-10 COO 212.1 46.0
------_._.- - ----
Tomatoes.-The first crop of tomatoes was produced on the
rotation plots established in 1944. Tomatoes were planted in trip-
licate, randomized plots, on which last y·ear the following crops
were produced: lespedeza, alfalfa, red clover, sweet clover, sericea,
mixed grasses, and weeds. The yields did not show significant
differences.
Under the dry-weather conditions of 1946, the fertilizer test
did not show significant differences in yield. The prevalence of
rot in the plots rather than fertilizer treatments appeared to be
the dominant factor.
• TABLE 54-Comparative yields of potted and pulled tomato plants .
Treatment
•
Large' Smalll I Total Rots'
1-------
Tons rrons
I
Tons Percent
Potted ............. , ......... 2.60 4.04 6.64 17
Pulled I 1.80 3.44 5.24 15I
]The tomatoes were graded small (l/10 - 3/10 pound), and large (more than 3/10
pound).
CThe percent of rot is based on the total yield.
March _~a I
April
Tons
2.10
.92
Tons
2.66
1.72
Late' Total
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Table 54 presents the results of a test in which tomato plants
were handled differently. The potted plants had large, compact
root systems and the pulled plants had very limited root systems.
The two lots of plants were set the same day in warm, moist soil.
Yield records and seasonal observations were made on 45
tomato selections in the Southern Tomato Exchange Program.
Plots were not replicated.
Cabbage.-The effect of irrigation on yields of cabbage in
1946 was striking, as shown by table 55.
TABLE 55-Irrigation and fertilization tests with cabbage.
------ .._-~--_._-. __ ._--_ .._--_. __ .._----~-_.,.~_._ .. ---~ --------- -- --_ - -. - _,,_.- --- .._-----._- --- ..~~- ----_.~-
Fertilizer. ... I. ". Yields per acre
_ .. - -----I~p;;cation ---I ~ Ir~igated - --1- Non~~~ig~ted'- --
Formula per acre ,- ..Heads~ ""Weight -IH~~-' -W~ight
~~----_._-.- -- --.~---- --- ----- - -.- ---- •..- --~_._- --'-"~---
Pounds Number Tons Number Tons
600 9870 13.6 9450 6.3
900 9975 14.3 8750 6.3
1200 9520 14.6 8540 6.1
5-10-5
5-10-5
5-10-5
Pimiento Peppers.-Table 56 shows the effect of early seeding
and irrigation as factors in pimiento pepper yield. Significant in-
crease resulted from early seeding. Other tests ind,icated that rela-
tively close spacing of plants in the row, 18-20 inches, resulted in
large yields.
TABLE 56-Irrigation and date-of-seeding tests with pimiento pepper.
Seeding time
Early' Late' Total Early!
Irrigated Non-irrigated
-~~--~- -~-- -- . ---._-- - ~-'- --~----- -,-~~-
Tons
4.'16
2.64
"rOns
1.42
.73
Tons 1 Tons
2.69 4.11
1.65 2.83
--'-'-"--" -- --- ~---- ----- '--. -- ._--~_ .. - ..
IHarvested before September 30.
'Harvested after September 30.
Turnip Greens.-A harvesting machine which was developed
by the Farm Machinery Division of the Tennessee Valley Authority
was tested this year with very good results. Machine cutting re-
sulted in a satisfactory quality of greens and a very large saving in
labor cost.
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PLANT PATHOLOGY
C. D. Sherbakoff
BREEDING FUSARIUM WILT-RESISTANT CROPS
COTTON
The breeding of Fusarium wilt-resistant cottons was started
in 1937. The aim has been to develop cotton varieties resistant to
the wilt and at the same time pORsessing,to a degree acceptable to
agronomists, other characters of economic importanc·e, such as
long and strong staple, high lint percentage, and good fruiting habit.
A number of varieties and crosses have been used.
Varieties: Arkansas 17-4-2-2 (a 3-year selection at Tipton-
ville); Acala 44 and California <Fe;selfed, Hancock); Clevewilt
(wilt-resistant), 2 lines; Coker 100; Cook 307 (wilt-resistant);
Delfos 719-1-1; Delta and Pine Land, 3 lines; Dixie 14-5 (wilt-resist-
ant); Dixie Triumph 12 (wilt-resistant); Half and Half; Me-
bane Triumph, 2 lines; Stoneville 2 (F4 selfed, Hancock) ; Tidewater
(Simpson) ; Trice, 3 lines; Seabrook Sea Island (wilt-resistant).
Crosses: 16 single crosses between 7 of the above-mentioned
varieties of upland cottons, made at the Experiment Station in
1937; 14 F1 crosses between Okraleaf and Acala-Okraleaf x Cleve-
wilt 6 and Dixie 14-5, received from USDA Cotton Station at Green-
ville. T·exas, in February 1938; 130 double crosses between the
single crosses of 1937 and 20 crosses of Dixi·e Triumph 12 on 9
selected varieties and 11 single crosses of 1937, made at the Station
in 1938; 35 multiple crosses between certain of the cross·es of 1938,
involving from 5 to 8 different varieties, made in 1939; 22 crosses
of Seabrook Sea Island on the inbred upland varieties and inbred
lines ffi-2ntionedabove, made in 1939; 7 crosses of Seabrook Sea
Island on Coker-Wilds and Stoneville, received from Mr. W. H.
Jenkins, cotton breeder of the USDA at Pee Dee Experiment Sta-
tion, South Carolina, and grown here in 1939; and a number of
cross·esbetween the most promising segregates, supplementing each
other in certain important characters, made during 1941-1946.
Methods.-The various single crosses in F1 were grown at
Knoxville, either in the greenhouse during the winter, or in the
field, each single-plant line in units of 4 hills only. The F~genera-
tion and F1 generation of the more complex crosses were grown in
plots of 20 hills each in the field at Knoxville. The selections from
the latter were then tested in the greenhouse during the winter for
their reaction to wilt and for staple length and lint percentage. The
tests were made at Knoxville and, beginning in 1940, at Jackson;
also at Tiptonville, under severe wilt and root-knot conditions; and
at Martin, under conditions of moderately severe wilt and no root
knot.
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Throughout the breeding work, as a rule, only single-plant
progenies were grown, from s-elfed seed. With few exceptions,
open-pollinated cotton was grown and seed of each individual boll
were then planted separately. No effort was made to develop the
desirab!<:~varieties by straight selection from any standard variety.
Each season, the more promising plants, in the more promising
plots, were selected and selfed. The selfed bolls and 5 open-pollin-
ated bolls from each of the selected plants were harvested. The
open-pollinated cotton was first used for determination of lint
percentage, and a large number of the segregates with low lint
percentage were discarded. The remaining selections were then
tested, first by the USDA Cotton Laboratory at Knoxville, and
later by the University of Tennessee Fiber Laboratory, for staple
length and strength; and the lines that were unsatisfactory in thes-e
characters were discarded. Some of the final selections were grown
in one or more of the 4 above-mentioned localiti-es-a few in all of
them-the number of plantings depending on the seed available
and the apparent value of the selections.
For reaction to Pusar'ium wilt, greenhouse artificial inocula-
tions were made in sand cultures, with liquid inoculum of the
parasite, during several years at Knoxville; in the field at Tipton-
ville during 1940-1942; and at Martin, 1940-1943. Through the
cooperation of James B. Dick, USDA cotton breeder, a number of
the selections with the strongest lint were grown at Auburn,
Alabama, in a wilt-affected cotton field, in 1941 and 1944.
Results.-Several lines of Pusarium wilt-resistant cottons
possessing certain agronomically important characters began to
show an approach to uniformity in staple length and strength, in
lint percentage, and in plant characters. Of thes-e lines, the most
promising seem to be several which are of special interest because
of their relatively high staple strength. They came from a cross
of Acala-Okraleaf x Dixie 14-5, made in 1937 at USDA Cotton
Station, Greenville, Texas, and since 1938 used for breeding at
Knoxville. It is expected that in 1948 some of our best lines will
be ready for field yield test, in comparison with the standard
varieties.
This breeding work was carried on with the assistance of
G. M. Stone during the first two years and T. L. Senn later.
TOMATO
The more promising Fusar-ium wilt-resistant tomatoes and
some of the non-resistant standard varieties, such as New Stone
and Greater Baltimore, were tested in a wilt-fr-ee field at the High-
land Rim Experiment Station, Springfield, in 1945. The resistant
tomatoes gave a definitely lower yield than the non-resistant, indi-
cating that they might be improved in yield by backcrossing with
the best non-resistant varieties. A number of such backcrosses
were made; a variety from our highly wilt-resistant line 57 being
used in most cases for the resistant parent.
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During 1946, 86 F2 lines of the backcrosses were grown at
Knoxville, from which 103 selections were made for breeding during
1947, when artificial inoculation will be employed in the green-
house to eliminate all wilt-susceptible s-egregates. The work at the
West Tennessee Station, Jackson, was conducted by James M.
Epps. It consisted of further selection of tomatoes from a large
number of the resistant lines developed at Knoxville and also from
those received from the USDA Regional Vegetable Breeding Sta-
tion at Charleston, South Carolina.
WATERMELON
The breeding of Fusnr'illrn wilt-resistant watermelons was con-
tinued, primarily by James M. Epps at Jackson. One of the earliest
resistant lines, developed in cooperation with the Mississippi Sta-
tion, appeared consistently to be promising in flavor and appear-
ance. This watermelon was named "Miles," for the late Dr. L. E.
Miles, who as Plant Pa,thologist of the Mississippi Station, to-
g-ether with Mr. Epps, initiated the breeding. Other resistant
varieties are being developed to meet market preference for certain
types of watermelon.
RED CLOVER
The aim of fltudies to develop anthracnose- and powdery
mildew-resistant, purple-seeded red clover, of uniform plant char-
acter, was attained by the Station sometime ago. Six acres of this
clover was grown at the West Tennessee Station last year, and
for the past 2 years it has been included in the uniform red clover
nursery test conducted cooperatively by the USDA and 7 experi-
ment stations, among them the Tennessee Station.
Considerable inbreeding has been required and, apparently
owing to this factor, the new clover has been found to be lacking in
vigor during the early period of its growth. Present efforts, there-
fore, aim at increasing the genetic complexity of the clover without
the loss of its uniform morphologic and disease-resistant charac-
ters. The work has be-enconducted at Knoxville and Jackson.
STRAWBERRIES
During the 1946 season, in field tests at Knoxville and Spring-
field, one of the strawberries developed at Knoxville in connection
with the studies of black root, and carried und-er No. 48-18, again
showed a high yield of mild-flavored berries, good plant production,
and freedom from leaf diseases. It is considered, however, as hav-
ing too dark a color when fully ripe and as not retaining its shape
sufficiently after being processed by quick-freeze methods. It is
recommended, therefore, only for home gardens and local fresh-
berry market.
TOBACCO
The experimental work with dark-fired tobacco has been con-
ducted by Dennis H. Latham, at the Highland Rim Station, Spring-
fi-eld. During 1946, as in previous years, considerable attention
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was given to the breeding of mosaic-resistant lines, materials orig-
inally received from Dr. E. E. Clayton, of the USDA, being used.
Some of these lines continue to show yield and quality comparable
to those of the best standard varieties. Further testing and im-
provement, by selection and back-crossing, will be necessary, how-
ever, before the high agronomic value of the resistant lines can be
assured.
WHEAT
Wheat bre·eding for rust-resistance was initiated in 1936, when
a number of soft red winter wheats best adapted to this section
were crossed with the rust-resistant varieties Hope-Hussar, Ceres-
H44, and Supreza. In the following 3 years certain of the crosses
were backcrossed on the more promising susceptible varieties.
Some double and multiple crosses also were made, at Knoxville.
The F1 crosses on two occasions were varnalized during the sum-
mer, raised in the greenhouse during the fall and early winter, and
finally grown in the field, thus saving one season each time. Some
backcrosses of th2 rust-resistant promising segregates on the sev-
eral high-yielding, good-quality, susceptible varieties were made
also in 1944 with the assistance of J. K. Underwood. Several of the
hybrids are now grown in F2 progenies, in singl-2-kernel plantings,
at Knoxville.
Up to the fall of 1946 the selections were made mostly from
single-kernel plantings of single heads, in separate lines of single-
plant progenies. Head-row progenies were used for the preliminary
yield comparison in rod rows and for some additional selections.
During the last two seasons some of the more promising selections
were tested also in replicated field plots, and one or two of those
which stood at the top in yield were then submitted to the Agron-
omy Department for trial in preliminary yield-test plots and in
rod-row plots.
In the test this year by the AgronOl:WDepartment, on Blount
Farm, the average yields, in bushels per acre, for 4 replications of
the differ-ent wheats were as follows: Plant Pathology No.1, <17.9;
Plant Pathology No.2, 43.9; Thorne, 37.5; Kayl, 35.5; Tennessee
612, 34.2; Plant Pathology white wheat 42-419, 33.0; Hope-Hussar-
Trumbull x Fulhio-Purkof, 31.7; Maloeof x P44-3, 22.3.
In connection with the above yield record, the following obser-
vations were made by O. H. Long, of the Agronomy Department:
The Hope-Hussar cross and the two Plant Pathology wheats were
free from rusts; Hope-Hussar cross had a poor stand; Malocof
was 100-percent lodged; and Thorne, 42-419, and Kay were sever·ely
damaged by the rusts.
Our wheats 1 and 2 appeared promising for rust-resistance
and yield in previous tests, and hence were considered worthy
to be included, in the fall of 1946, in the general tests conducted
by the Department of Agronomy in 6 different localities. It also
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is being tested in 3 additional localities, in cooperation with wheat
growers.
NEW FUNGICIDES
. Onl~ limited attention was given to the testing of new fungi-
cIdes thIS year. Results, however, tend to corroborate evidence
previously obtained that Fermate may be used safely in this State
for control of apple bitter rot, tobacco downy mildew (blue mold),
and red raspberry leaf spots. Spergon treatment of sweetpotato
"seed" controlled potato rot in the plantbed and apparently in-
creased the yield of slips. The test of Fermate on red raspberry
was carri·ed out by Epps, at Jackson, and the other tests by J. O.
Andes in different parts of the State.
LIBRARY
Sarah C. Currell
The Experiment Station librar.}' basically is a research library;
the collection is more or less techmcal in its nature, and the books
published in the various fields are therefore limited. As would
be expected, the growth of this library is slow. The books acquired
by the Agricultural College library, which is housed in the same
room, are more popular in their subject matter, and h::mce, the
growth of the College library is faster. The following figures
illustrate the difference.
The agricultural libraries now contain a total of 22,459 vol-
umes. Of this number, 12,884 belong to the Experiment Station
and 9,575 to the College. Last year the collection of the two
libraries totalled 21,853, the Experiment Station owning 12,698,
and the College 9,155. As seen from these figures, the Station
library acquired only 186 new volumes, while the College added 420.
The number of periodicals received by the Station and ColJ.ege
through subscription, exchange, and gift was 440. Of thp.se. 34
were new subscriptions.
During the year, 153 volumes have been bound, at a cost of
$264.10. Thes·e have all been cataloged.
The library has a vast amount of uncataloged material, which
is most valuable, being used primarily for circulation. This col-
lection increased by 943 numbers and now totals 46,155.
The pieces of literature circulated this year-books, period-
icals, and bulletins-numbered 19,608. The material used in the
reading room was not estimated. I
The reference work is one of the most important phases of (
the library routine; 1,317 questions were answered.
Due to the expansion of the work, the library staff has been
added to. The librarian now has one full-time assistant and l'\¥o
students who put in, on the average, 15 to 20 hours each per week.
Every member of the staff stands ready to serve the public in any
possible way.
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MIDDLE TENNESSEE EXPERIMENT STATION
Columbia
John A. Ewing, Superintendent
WEATHER
Weather conditions at Columbia in 1946 were very favorable
for crop production. The intermittent showers during the growing
season resulted in one of the best corn-, hay-, and pasture-produdng
years in Middle Tennessee. The showers, however, caus2d some
difficulty in saving hay. The rainfall at Columbia for 1946 was
52.68 inches, well distributed throughout the year.
MEETINGS
The attendance of 2500 farm people at the Middle Tennessee
Farmers' and Homemakers' Institute, on May 15, broke all previous
records. Dr. Olaf S. Aamodt, Head of Forage Crops Division of
the Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. D. A., gave an outstanding
address on the importance of hay and pasture plants in a grassland
economy.
The annual meeting of the Tenness·ee Jack, Jennet, and Mule
Breeders' Association was held the last of January. One of the
highlights of the program was a discussion of the work being done
on the Jack and Jennet Breeding Farm.
The facilities of the District 4-H Club camp at the Station
were greatly enlarged by the acquisition of a number of army
barracks from Thayer General Hospital. The camp will now house
comfortably 600 boys and girls. A total of approximately 2000
farm boys and girls att<mded the camp during July. These 4-H
Club members were taken on tours over the Station.
The annual meeting of Farm Bureau presidents from various
counties over the State was held during August. These farm lead-
€rs showed much interest in research work.
An increased number of small county groups of farmers visited
the Station during the year.
LEGUlVIES
Alfalfa.-Alfalfa is the favored hay crop for Middle Tennessee
because of its drouth tolerance and its large yields of highly
nutritious hav. The Middle Tennessee Station for several years has
been conducting experiments with various alfalfa strains to de-
termine their adaptability. Kansas Common and Oklahoma Com-
mon continue to perform best, as shown by 6-year-average hay
yields per acre of 4.65 tons for Kansas Common and 4.45 tons for
Oklahoma Common. Other strains in this test that have been win-
ter-hardy and produced satisfactory yields are Grimm, Dakota
Common, and Utah Common. The Argentine strains did well in the
first few years of this test, but have g-radually dil~dout. In 1945 a
seeding of Argentine variety resulted in an excellent stand, but it
winterkilled badly and the field had to be reseeded. Two new weeds
were introduced on this field by way of Argentine seed. Both were
objectionable thistles with long, sticky spines. A new series of
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tests was harvested for the first time in 1946, and, as in the past,
Oklahoma and Kansas were top yield·ers.
The hay from half the plots of alfalfa in a series established
in September, 1938, has been fed to cattle and the manure returned
to the individual plots. About 10 tons of manur·e per acre has been
applied to these plots each year for the past 7 years. That is the
average amount produced from feeding the hay. The results are
very marked. Good stands of alfalfa have heen maintained in the
manured plots, while the stands in the untreated plots are very
poor. In 1946 the plots manured annually produced an average of
5.35 tons of hay per acre, compared to 1.32 tons on the plots rec·eiv-
ing no manure.
The application of borax (boron) on alfalfa on Maury silt loam,
a high-phosphate soil, has neVEr produced a significant increase
in yield. During periods of drouth, however, boron-deficiency
symptoms have been observed in the untreated plots. The results
from different rates of application of borax on alfalfa for 1946
are shown in table 57.
TABLE 57-Effects of borax on alfalfa, 1946.
-------------------------
Rate of application I
------~~:fts------1
11
40
60
Green Dry
Tons
12.65
13.54
12.37
12.31
Tons
4.34
4.56
4.46
4.53
Ladino Clover.-Records of strains tests of Ladino clover show
an average forage production of 19 percent more than Louisiana
white. The effect of lime on these clover strains was very pro-
nounced. One half of the Ladino range, which was limed at the
rate of 2 tons per acre several years ago, produced 88 percent more
forage than the unlimed side.
Lespedeza.-A large number of farmers in the Central Basin
still depend on lespedeza as their main source of hay. A lespedeza
strains test was carried on in which 4 strains of Korean with
Climax and Kobe varieties were grown. Climax, a new variety,
in addition to outyielding Korean and Kobe. appeared to be superior
in that it did not shatter its lower leaves so badly, thus producing
a higher-quality feed. It matures about the same time as Korean.
Climax produced 2.16 tons of hay per acre, while the highest-pro-
ducing strain of Korean (F. C. 31755) produced 1.75 tons per acre.
Although lespedeza will grow on nearly any soil, it does
respond to both fertilizer and lime. On Maury silty clay loam,
where lime was applied at different rates 10 years ago to determine
its effects on various crops, Korean lespedeza was seeded in Fork-
edeer winter oats. The plots were divided; one half of each plot
rec·eived muriate of potash at the rate of 100 pounds per acre,
and the entire plot received 50 pounds of ammonium nitrate per
acre. The fertilizers were applied on the oats in the fall at seeding
=-~-------- ----=--'--'-
Tons
1.36
1.67
2.26
2.28
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time. This soil, heing derived from phosphatic limestone, is very
high in phosphorous. Marked effects of both lime and potash were
observed on the Korean lespedeza, as shown in table 58.
TABLE 58-Effects of potash on Korean lespedeza at different rates of liming.
Treatment
No K
Dry weight
K
Dry weight
No lime ....
Low lime (~,,-2 tons) .
Medium lime (2-4 tons).
High lime (above 4 tons) ...
Tons
.95
1.58
2.14
2.04
Winter Le,gumes.-Button clover continues to increas·e in pop-
ularity with Middle Tennessee farmers. Good stands have volun-
teered for 3 years where a crop turned under was allowed to mature
seed. Soil-fertility requirements are very similar to those for
alfalfa, with the exception that, being an annual, it will grow
on moderately drained soils. To get volunteer stands, it is best to
disk the land or plant to a cultivated crop, since button clover does
not volunteer well on unprepared land. Excellent stands have
volunteered in corn, grain sorghums, and Sudan grass. In our
pilot plots it has furnished about the same grazing as criVlson
clover. Although it will not furnish as much early grazing, it will
graz·e much longer. It is very palatable and is preferred by live-
stock to crimson clover. Good yields of seed have been obtained
by cutting with a mower equipped with pick-up guards and a
windrowing attachment and threshing several weeks later with a
combine equipped with pick-up.
Dixie Crimson Clover.-In the fall of 1945. Dixie crimson
clover was seeded on a well-prepared seedbed and an excellent
stand was obtained. Following the combining of this clover, part
of the land was disked, part worked up and seed·ed in grain sor-
ghum, and part not disturbed. In all plots excellent volunteer
stands came up and survived. The early growth of the crimson
clover was considerably better wher·e the soil was cultivated. Ran-
dom head selections were made before combining and a germina-
tion test of these seed showed 72 percent hard seed, whereas.
germination of seed passing through the combine showed 10 per-
cent hard seed. The combining operation g;ave sufficient scarifi-
cation to insure good germination.
Burr Clover and Subterranean Clover.-These are being grown
successfully, but do not show the promise of Dixie crimson and
button clover.
GRASSES
Kentucky Fescue No. 31.-This grass has made a dense sad
in one year from 15 pounds of seed per acre. It has remained green
during the summer drouths and has survived the cold winter
equally as well as bluegrass. A good stand has been easily estab-
lished when the grass was sown in August on a well-prepared seed-
bed. It makes a very vigorous growth and tends to crowd out weeds
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and graSS'2S,indicating that taller-growing legumes, such as Ladino
clover and alfalfa, will grow better than lower-growing legumes
when sown in combination with Kentucky Fescue No. 31. Beef
cattle have grazed pilot plots of this grass and have made satis-
factory gains.
Rescue Grass.-An improved strain of reSCU·3grass developed
by the Station, which acts as a short-lived perennial, is proving
desirable for late fall, winter, and spring pasture. When once
established, it reseeds readily and has maintainzd itself u~rler
heavy grazing. Acre pilot plots seeded to rescue and hop clover
in the fall of 1944 with lespedeza added in the spring of 1945 have
produc·zd an average of 333.5 pounds of beef per acre for the past
two grazing seasons; and these plots have all reseeded and main-
tained a good stand. Because of its reseeding qualities, it has
possibilities in a mixture of reseeding wintzI' legumes, button
clover, and hard-seeded crimson clover as a winter pasture crop.
Sudan Grass.-Texas Sweet and Tift Sudan both proved supe-
rior to common Sudan grass in grazing trials and also in total forage
produced. Texas Swzet produced 16.82 tons of green forage per
acre, compared with 14.48 tons for Tift and 12.78 tons for common.
Common Sudan was severely attacked by rust, whereas, Tift 'was
highly resistant and Texas Sweet showed some resistance. Ten
dairy cows grazing Texas Swe'8t Sudan from July 11 to August 6
gained 26.5 pounds body weight and also made gains in milk pro-
duction during this period.
SMALL GRAIN~
The use of nitrate of soda on small grains on McAfee silty clay
loam, derived from high-phosphate limestone, gave very profitable
increases in yields, as shown in table 59 (see Fig. 24).
Fig. 24--Effect of nitrogen application on wheat. Left, no treatment; right, 150
pounds nitrate of soda per acre.
150 Ibs.
NaNO"
200 Ibs.
NaNO.
100 Ibs.
NaND,
Bushels
38.1
44.1
46.9
20.4
21.0
.
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TABLE 59-Yields per acre of small grains following applications of nitrate
of soda in varying amounts.
Crop No
treatment
Bushels
19.4
16.9
22.5
8.6
7.0
Jackson No. 1 barley ..
Forkedeer winter oats. I
~~l~~~~~Spring~~ts ,
Thorne wheat 1
i
501bs.
NaNO,
Bushels
28.1
30.0
30.0
16.1
10.5
I-~~~- ------
Bushels
35.0
35.6
38.9
17.7
16.5
Bushels
45.6
51.6
48.3
23.6
23.5
An application of 50 pounds per acre of ammonium nitrate,
which contains 321/2 percent available nitrogen, proved to be about
as effective on Forkedeer winter oats as twice the amount of
nitrate of soda, which contains 16 percent available nitrogen. In
this test on McAfee silty clay loam, different dates of application
were used, beginning at planting tim€ and continuing to April 1.
Applications made from February 15 to March 15 proved to b~ the
most effective. The average increase of all treatments with
ammonium nitrate over the untreated check was 17.6 hnshels,
whereas the increase with nitrate of soda was 21.00 bushels.
The results of date-of-seeding test with Jackson No.1 barley
and Forkedeer oats are shown in table 60.
TABLE 60-Date-of-seeding test, 1946.
Date of seeding
Bushels
57.5
57.1
54.6
27.1
6.7
September 1, .
September 15 .
October 1..
October 15 ....
November L.
Barley
Pounds
2760
2740
2620
1300
320
Bushels
72.5
77.5
73.3
60.8
32.5
Oats
Pounds
2320
2480
2360
1840
1040
SORGHUMS
Grain Sorghum.-Grain-sorghum variety trials conducted for
the past 3 years have shown several varieties to be promising in
yields of grain as compared with corn. Plainsman and Caprock
have been the two best varieties. Two years out of three, they
significantly outyielded corn. This year, however, weather condi~
tions being favorable, corn produced more grain than the sorghums.
Rust, corn earworms, and birds all attacked the dwarf' sorghum.
The application of 150 pounds of nitrate of soda increased the yield
of Plainsman from 50.1 bushels to 59.6 bushels per acre. An ex-
ceptionally early killing frost, October 2, seriously damaged late
plantings made during July. Good volunteer stands of button and
hard-seeded crimson clover were obtained where grain sorghum
followed these crops.
Sweet Sorghum.-Hodo variety of sweet sorghum made largest
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yields, 21.25 tons per acre, when seeded at the rate of 5.0 pounds
of seed per acre. When grown to fill the silo, this variety pro-
duced in excess of 30 tons of silage per acre on well-manur·ed bot-
tom land. The crop was harvested successfully with a new field
harvester until it was badly lodged by a windstorm. Five men in
three days filled a 100-ton silo. Hodo has been the heaviest yielder
in our variety trials, and stands up better than some of the other
heavy-yielding varieties.
TOBACCO
Varieties.-Four new burley tobacco varieties d·eveloped by
the Greeneville Tobacco Experiment Station looked very promising-
in a variety test, including 11 varieties. Each of thes'2 four pro-
duced more pounds and returned more dollars per acre than did
either Kentucky 16 or Kentucky 11A. For the past 3 years Ken-
tucky 16 has produced an av·erage of 1766 pounds per acre, return-
ing $783.86, while Kentucky 41A has produced an average of 172~
pounds per acre, returning $768.51.
Fertilizer.-Heavy applications of both nitrogen (60 lbs. N in
ammonium sulfate) and potassium (150 lbs. K20 in sulfate of
potash) on high-phosphate Maury silt loam produced good tobacco
following alfalfa. The yield and quality of the tobacco were not
quite so good as those produced with 12 tons of barnyard manure
under similar conditions. There waR an increase of 396.7 pounds
over the untreated plots. The tobacco on the untreated plots was
short and cured a poor quality of dark tobacco. Pronounc·ed potas-
sium-deficiency symptoms were observed during the growing
season.
Manure.-Satisfactory yields of good-quality tobacco were pro-
duced when 12 tons of barnyard manure per acre was turned under
in winter following alfalfa on Maury silt loam. Tobacco plants in
the untreated plots showed marked potassium-deficiency symptoms.
Twelve tons of manure almost doubled the weight of tobacco, re-
sulting in an increase of 1071 pounds of tobacco per acre. The 12
tons of manure turned under proved superior to equal quantities
of well-rotted manur·e and manure applied on the surface and
disked into the soil prior to setting.
OTHER CROPS
Corn, soybean, and small-grain variety tests conducted at the
Middle Tennessee Station are included iIi the report of the Agron-
omy Department.
LIVESTOCK
Detailed reports of the pasture and feeding work with beef
cattle, sheep, hogs, and dairy cattle being carried on during the
year may be found in the Animal Husbandry and Dairy sections
of this report. Also will be found the report of the work being done
on the Jack and Jennet Breeding Farm.
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WEST TENNESSEE EXPERIMENT STATION
Jackson
Ben P. Hazlewood, Superintendent
WEATHER CONDITIONS
The year 1946 was characterized by moderate and favorable
weather conditions. The maximum temperature was 950 F. and the
minimum 110 F. Rainfall for the year was 20 percent above normal
and was well distributed. June had a rainfall of 1.52 inches, the
lowest of the year and 2.13 inches below normal; July had 5.29
inches above normal.
MEETINGS
The Station sponsors two meetings annually: the Spring Field
Day about the first of April, and the Farmers' and Home Makers'
Institute the latter part of July. An important feature of these
two meetings is a tour of the Station for the study of results that
are evident from experiments under way. The 1946 Sring Field
Day was attended by about 1500 farm people, and the two days of
the Institute had a total of about 3500.
MAINTENANCE
Most of this Station's buildings were constructed in 1908 and
1909; hence, maintenance is an item of considerable {~xpense. The
original cost of the buildings was approximately $85,000. During
the year, 260 squares of roofing have been replaced, at a cost of
$3,000. Considerable repair work was done on the side walls of
the buildings, preparatory to applying one coat of paint early in
1947.
The 500 feet of main ditch, dug in 1942 for drainage of the
bottom-land area, was dredged to the original grade. Considerable
sediment was removed from the upper part of the ditch and at
lateral-ditch entrances to the main ditch; very little sediment was
removed from the lower end of the ditch. Through cooperation
with the Soil Conservation Service, detail·ed surveys were made
preceding and following the dredging. Since the drainage area
served by the ditch has become more stabilized, it is expected that
intervals between times when dredging is required will be longer
in the future.
SEED SALES
Th2 West Tennessee Station continues to sell seed of Jackson
No.1 barley, FOl'kedeer oats, and Jellicorse corn. This service has
given these varieties wide distribution and has been the source of
considerable revenue.
LIVESTOCK
Jersey Herd.-The herd of purebred .Jerseys, which was re-
duced to about 10 cows in milk during the war, has been built back
to a herd of about 20 milk cows, with several calves and yearlings.
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No feeding work has been begun since the completion of the project
"All-Year Pasture and Roughage With and Without Grain Feed-
ing." The necessary records have been made to continue the project
"Establishing a Jersey Herd," which was begun in 1928.
Beef Cattle.-Ninety-one head of grade Hereford and Angus
feeder calves were purchas-2d during the fall of 1946, for use in
projects for the next 18 m{)nths.
Beef cattle grazing and feeding projects are covered in the
Animal Husbandry section of this report.
Duroc Hogs.-A herd of purebred Durocs is maintained largely
to furnish pigs for grazing and feeding projects. Detailed reports
of these projects may be found in the Animal Husbandry section.
FIELD CRO.PS
Uniform Variety Test.--This Station, with the other Tennessee
substations and the main Station, conducts uniform variety tests
with corn, oats, barley, wheat, and soybeans. The results of these
tests may he found in the Agronomy section of this report.
Continuous Corn.-Several plantings of corn have been made
continuously on the same land with the same treatment for long
periods. These tests are of value for comparison, particularly when
it is desirable to relate short-time tests to average conditions.
Over a long period these tests show 5 tons of good-grade farm
manure to give an increase in corn yield of 17 bushels, and 100
pounds of nitrate of soda an increase of 12 bushels per acre. The
same treatments of manure and nitrate gave much higher yields
for the 1946 season than the long-time average.
Continuous Cotton.-Several plots have been planted con-
tinuously to cotton for long periods. These plots serve much the
same purpose as the continuous-corn plots. Fifty pounds of muriate
of potash as a fertilizer for cotton following long cropping ex-
perience with sericea, gave a large increase in seed-cotton yi-eld,
approximately 500 pounds per acre.
The results of tests with varieties and new strains of cotton
are reported in the Agronomy section.
Crop Rotations.-Eight rotation studies are in progress. Each
rotation is representative of a type of farming practiced in West
Tennessee. Various lime and fertilizer treatments are studied under
the conditions of each rotation. Two of the rotations are under way
on 2 soil types. These rotations, in the main, were started in ] 909.
Changes have been made as results seemed to warrant. There has
be-en no major change in treatments since 1929. This work has
provided a source of much information and has served well to
demonstrate the value of several practices.
Clovers and Grasses.-This Station conducts an adaptation
study of clovers and grasses. Usually, single-plot plantings are
made of each new clover and grass with a possibility of adaptation,
and the promising ones are planted later in replicated plots.
Different strains of reed meadow fescue and smooth brome
have shown mor-e than average promise. Replicated plantings of
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grasses, including tall oat, smooth brome, redtop, orchard, and 2
strains of reed meadow fescue, were made late in 1945, and har-
vested for the first time in 1946. These grasses wer·eplanted in 3
series: one with alfalfa, one with red clover, and one with Korean
lespedeza. The 1946 yields showed no significant differences be-
tween the grasses within the series. Some differences in the stand
of the grasses were beginning to show by the end of the season.
It is expected that significant differences between the varieties in
the 3 series will be evident during 1947 and later years. These
plantings are preliminary to a grazing study, using clover-and-grass .
mixtures for hay and emergency pastures.
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Work with fruits and vegetables is covered in the report on
Horticulture at W·est Tennessee Experiment Station.
PLANT DISEASES
Plant disease work at thE.West TenneRsee Station -is reported
in the Plant Pathology section.
TOBACCO EXPERIMENT STATION
Greeneville
J. Hugh Felts, Superintendent
WEATHER CONDITIONS
The normal rainfall at GreeneviIIe is 44.18 inches. In 1946 the
rainfall was 41.86, or 2.32 inches short of normal. The rainfall
in May, June, and July was 5.01 inches short of normal; the
driest month being June, when only .87 inch of rain fell, leav~ng a
deficit of 3.54 inches. This condition was unfavorable for the
transplanting of tobacco, and resulted in a poor stand of irregular,
slow-starting plants. In August the rainfall was 7.51 inches, 2.79
inches abov-e normal, and the tobacco started a new growth that
delayed ripening and cutting until late September. The entire crop
was heavy-bodied and dark in color.
DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED STRAINS OF BURLEY TOBACCO
Work on improved strains has continued very much as in
previous years. Preliminary tests were run on new varieties and
selections from old varieti~s. Ten of the most promising varieties
from the preliminary test were grown in rotation, on root-rot soil,
as a further test of their value. These 10 varieties were grown on
seven other farms in this area.
Two of the most popular commercial varieties were included
for checks, and it was found that of the GreeneviIIe varieties 5 were
better in yield, 3 in value, 2 in average price per pound.
FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS OF BURLEY TOBACCO
Nitrogen, phosphate, and potash, of various analyses, with and
without manure, were tested on Shackleton and Nolichuckey silt
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loam soils. The rate of application was constant at 600 pounds per
acre. Data were obtained from 3-8-0, 3-8-3, 3-8-5, 3-8-10, 0-8-5,
3-0-5, and no fertilizer. In addition, three applications, 0-8-0, 0-8-5,
and 3-8-10, received 10 tons of manure each.
On Shackleton soil, 3-8-10 with 10 tons of manure showed the
highest returns per acre, and 0-8-0 with manure was second. With-
out manure, 3-8-10 was highest, 3-0-5 returned $93.06, and no
treatment $38.03 per acre.
On Nolichuckey soil, the 0-8-0 with manure showed the high-est
dollar returns and the 3-8-10 with manure was second. In the
unmanured treatment 3-8-10 gave the highest returns in yield,
price per pound, and dollars per acr·e.
VARIED RATES OF POTASH
Using 600 pounds per acre of 18 pounds nitrogen, 48 pounds
phosphate, with potash added at rates of 30, 60, 120, 180, and 240
pounds per acre, it waR found that 120 poundR of potash showed
the highest returns. There was very little difference, however, in
the 60, 120, 180, and 240 rates.
CROPPING SYSTEMS BEST SUITED TO BURLEY TOBACCO
The cropping test has eleven 2-year studies and nine 3-year.
The r·esults in 1946 were contrary to the 12-year average. In the
2-year study, fallow with weeds showed highest returns; whereas,
over the entire project, crimson clover and vetch were highest.
Corn followed by tobacco is definitely lower in pounds, price per
pound, and acre returns.
The 3-year rotation showed serieea first and weeds second;
the 12-year average, however, showed very little difference between
alfalfa, red clover, sweet clover, and weeds.
TOPPING TESTS
High or medium topping with all suckers removed proved to
be most profitable. These two practic·eswere compared with bloom
left in and with low top, the top suckers being left until cutting
time. The practice of leaving the top suckers reduced the yield by
over 646 pounds per acre from that of high and medium topping
with all suckers remov2d.
BUILDINGS
The large experimental feeding barn and the large burley-
curing barn were painted during the year.
LIVESTOCK
The cows for the beef herd have been replenished until it will
be possible to resume research work with the cow-calf project.
Tests were continued with 10 steers on grass alone compared with
grain and grass, and the data added to that obtained in previous
years' tests.
Springfield
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HIGHLAND RIM EXPERIMENT STATION
Dennis H. Latham
FARM BUILDINGS
The oonstruction of a house for the farm foreman at Highland
Rim Station was begun in November, 1945. Weather conditions
were such that 'little progress was made before March, 1946. The
house is a frame structure with asbestos-shingle siding and asbestos
roof. It was completed, with the exception of the inside doors, and
occupied early in June.
The new greenhouse, started in 1945, was completed during
the summer and is being used this winter.
Only two of the five labor houses on the farm at time of
purchas·e were considered good enough to warrant material im-
provement. During the year these two houses were underpinned
with concrete block, the walls were covered with asbestos-shingle
siding, and concrete porches were built. It was necessary to replace
all windows and a chimney in one of th~ houses. Only minor repairs
were made on the other labor houses, except painting of the metal
roof.
A 30x60-ft. combination plot and stock barn was built near
the administrative area. This barn is to house the workstock and
serve as storage space for fertilizer, seeds, and plot equipment.
Three tobacco barns, a stock barn, and several smaller build-
ings were painted during the year. The metal roofing on all build-
ings was painted in 1946, excepting one house and a stock barn
that was painted in 1944. All of the barn painting and most of the
roof painting was done under contract with a spray outfit.
EQUIPMENT
New farm equipment purchased in 1946 consists of a manure
spreader, a rubber-tired wagon, a tractor cultivator, and a subsoil
plow. A used large crawler-type trador with a bulldozer blade, a
number of small tools, and other used equipment were obtained
from the War Assets Administration.
DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS
A signboard of approximately 3 by 8 feet was erected at the
main entrance to the Station in February. The SigHwill be relocated
I' if the Highway Department makes the change in the entrance which
has been requested.
A 60-ft. well was driU~d during September, being located near
one of the labor houses so as to furnish water to that house as
well as to the adjacent pasture field. The supply appears to be
adequate. Although the water, unfortunately, contains a consider-
able quantity of sulfur, it will no doubt be usable.
A stock pond was built on the Pike Farm in October.
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The Robertson County Highway Department made further
changes and improvements in the public road passing through the
farm. They relocated a portion of the road and built a bridge over
Wartrac'2 Creek, which has greatly facilitated travel through the
farm.
LABOR
The labor problem at the Station was improved during the
year. There were some changes, but no increase in the number of
full-time employees.
WEATHER
In general, weather conditions were near normal, when com-
pared with the 12-year average for the area. The total precipita-
tion, however, was 6.72 inches below the average annual rainfall
for the State. The most outstanding point about the weather as
compared with the two previous years was the greater precipitation
during July, August, and September. The increased rainfall and
more even distribution roduced a much better growing season for
all crops, especially corn.
TOBACCO-DARK FIRE-CURED, OR TYPE 22
Breeding for Resistance to Tobacco Mosaic.-A total of 30
mosaic-resistant hybrid tobaccos were field-tested. They were
grown in duplicate plots of 1/50 acre each, and each plot was sepa-
rated from the adjacent plot by a single row of Madole, the suscep-
tible check. These same lines "vere field-tested in 1945; but sinc.e
they were subnormal in stand, yield, and quality, it was decided to
grow the same tobacco in 1946. During the growing season all of
the mosaic-resistant plants, as well as the mosaic-susceptible checks.
were inoculated. None of the resistant plants developed the mot-
tling that is characteristic of the disease. Every plant in the check
plots became inf.ected after the inoculation.
Selections based on growth characteristics. yield, and quality
will be made from the lines used in 1945 and 1946. It is planned
to eliminate at least one-half the lines in the 1947 plantings.
Comparing Standard Varieties.-Four distinct varieties, with
two additional selections from two of the varieties, plus a mosaic-
resistant tobacco, were grown in a comparative test. The 7 tobaccos
were grown in triplicate plots of 1/50 acre each. Fertilization and
cultivation were uniform. The comparative values for these
tobaccos are not yet available. Differences in the acre values of
the same tobaccos were noted in the 1945 crop.
Effect of Mosaic on Yield and Quality.-A replicated test to
determine the effect of mosaic on yield and quality of dark fire-
cured tobacco, particularly as related to time of inoculation, was
made in 1946.. The value of this test was seriously impaired by the
appearance of black root rot in the majority of the plots. The test
will be repeated in 1947.
Cultural Me.thods.-Replicated tests to study the effects of
cultivation, spacing, and topping on dark fire-cured tobacco were
· ---_ .. ----- -----_.- - ----
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started in 1946. In these tests, 6 methods of cultivation, 4 spacings
of the plants in the row, and 3 heights of topping were used. Yield
and value data are not yet available.
Fertilization Test.-A tobacco fertilization and rotation study
was initiated in 1946. This test included the following fertilizers:
6-12-0,3-12-0, 0-12-0, 6-12-6, 3-12-6, 0-12-6, 6-12-12, 3-12-12, and
0-12-12. In addition, 0-12-0, 6-12-0, and 0-12-12 were applied on
plots to which manure had been added at the rate of 10 tons per
acre. All fertilizers were appli·ed at 600 pounds per acre. YieJd
and value data are not yet available.
Following the removal of the tobacco from these plots, the
range was limed at approximately 2 tons per acre and the land
prepared for seeding in wheat. It is planned to seed red clover on
the area early in 1947.
TOBACCO-BURLEY, OR TYPE 31
Variety Resistance to Black Root Rot.-A total of 20 varieties
or lines were included in this test. The 15 lines used in 1945 were
used again in 1946 and 5 others were added. Kentucky 16, Ken-
tucky 19, Kentucky 41A, Barnett, Judy's Pride, and a mosaic-resist-
ant line of burley (BR703) were included in the test. The other
14 lines were all from the Tobacco Experiment Station at Gre{~ne-
ville.
At time of establishing the test the prevalence and distribution
of the black root rot fungus on the Station was not known. In
general the growing season was unfavorable for the development
of black root rot, particularly in the area where this test was estab-
lished, and little evidence of the disease was observed in the field.
After stripping, sorting, and weighing, the tobacco from each
plot was graded by one of the Federal graders from the Springfield
market. The average acre value was determined for each line or
variety. Ther·e were some marked differences in the comparative
acre values of the various lines. Judy's Pride, with an average
stand of 96 percent, averaged $375.00 per acre, while Gr. 14, with
an average stand of 97 percent, averaged $600.00 per acre. In
this test, Barnett, a root rot-susceptible variety, and 6 of the root
rot-resistant lines gave higher acre values than either Ky. 16 or
Ky.41A.
Topping Test.-Replicated plots for checking method or time
of topping burley were established. Because of insufficient soil
moisture, however, it was necessary to cut the burley earlier than
had been anticipated, and not all conditions of topping were
achieved. No worth-while data are expected.
Method of Housing.-A preliminary test was made to compare
two methods of housing burley. All of the tobacco was spiked. In
one lot the sticks of tobacco were left standing in the field over-
night, and in the other lot the tobacco was put in piles of 10 to 12
sticks each and left overnight.
The test indicates a slight advantage in favor of leaving the
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individual sticks standing up overnight, but no definite conclusion
can safely be drawn from this preliminary test.
CORN VARIETY AND SPACING TEST
Variety Comparison at Uniform Spacing.-Cooperating with
the U. S. Department of Agriculture in a corn variety test, this
Station put in a replicated test in which 36 different corns were
used. Of the 36 corns, 20 were being tested for the first time. The
corn was all planted at uniform spacing-24 inches apart in rows
42 inches apart. Fertilization was at the rate of 600 pounds of
3-9-6 per acre. The yields ranged from 72.0 to 111.6 bushels per
acre. These figures represent the averages for the 6 replications,
or plots, of each variety. There are some rather promising corns
in this group, but further testing will be necessary before any
specific recommendations will be advisable.
Variety Comparison at Different Spacings.-In this test, 5
hybrid and 2 open-pollinated corns were compared in replicated
plots at the following rates: 5000,7000, and 9000 plants per acre.
All rows were spaced 3% feet apart and the number of plants per
acre was obtained by spacing the hills 16% inches, 21 inches, and
29 inches apart in .the row. Fertilization was at 600 pounds of
3-9-6 per acre. The yields varied between 80 and 110 bushels per
acre. With but one exception, an increase in the number of plants
per acre gave an increase in the number of bushels of corn per
acre. The increase in yield was not always significant.
SWEETPOTATO
Fertilizer Analyses Tests.-Fertilizer tests, in which 12 dif-
ferent analyses were us·ed was established on Dickson silt loam
soil early in May. Unit No.1 Porto Rico potatoes, produced at the
Station, were used in all plots. All treatments, including an un-
fertilized plot, were made in triplicate on 1/50-acr·e plots. The fer-
tilizers all contained 12 percent P20". The Nand K20 content of
the fertilizers varied from 0 to 12 percent. The growing season was
considerably more favorable for sweetpotatoes in 1946 than in 1945.
The maximum yield of No.1 potatoes in 1945 was below 75 bushels
per acre, while in 1946 it was above 180 bushels. The data indicate
that all plots receiving fertilizer, except those receiving phosphate
alone, gave increased yields of No. 1 potatoes. The response to
fertilizers in 1946 followed the general trend of 1945; that is, an
increase in potash gave an increased yield of No.1 potatoes. The
data indicate that for 1946 conditions, a fertilizer with an N P K
ratio of about 1-4-3 gave the greatest yield of No.1 potatoes.
STRAWBF:RRY
Resistance to Leaf Spot and Root Rot.-Blakemore, Tennessee
Beauty, Tennessee Shipper, Tennessee Supreme, and 4 seedling
lines supplied by the Department of Plant Pathology were used
in this test, established in 1945. Neither root rot nor leaf spot
was of much importance this year. One of the seedlings developed
a yellowish-green mottling in early season, but grew out of that
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condition by the end of the fruiting season. It is thought that the
condition may have been due to a shortage of some nutrient, pos-
sibly nitrogen. For some unknown reason Tennessee Beauty gave
a poor yield compared with any other line or variety used in this
test.
I
)
I
I
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TOMATO
A replicated test was made in which 5 lines or varieties of
tomatoes were compared for resistance to leaf spot or blight. These
lines were grown both as staked and unstaked tomatoes. Leaf
spotting was not serious until late in the growing season, and there
was little if any difference in the amount of blight on the different
lines.
On the staked tomatoes there was a difference of only Y2 ton
of No.1 fruits per acre between the highest and lowest yields. In
the unstaked plots the difference was approximately 1 ton per acre.
The staked tomatoes gave a slightly higher yield of No.1 fruits
than the unstaked. In total pounds per acre, the unstaked tomatoes
gave about 15 percent higher yield than the staked. Blossom-end
rot was prevalent during most of the season. There was no appar-
ent difference in the amount of blossom-end rot on the different
varieties.
SMALL GRAINS
Variety-Yield Test.-A small-grains variety-yield test, includ-
ing 7 barleys, 9 oats, and 5 wheats, was seeded on Dickson silt
loam soil in the fall of 1945. The barley varieties were all so
severely damaged by Hessian fly in the fall of 1945 that they were
not harvested for yield data. All wheat and oat yields were rela-
tively low. The average yields in wheat ranged from 18.5 bushels
to 20.7 bushels per acre. The oat yields ranged from 37.2 to 63.2
bushels per acre, with two of the 090 x Victoria crosses giving
greater yields than either Forkedeer or Fulwin.
Top-Dressing,-Nitrogen was applied as a top-dressing on Ful-
grain strain 6 oat and on Thorne wheat in March. The nitrogen
applications ranged from 50 to 250 ppa (pounds per acre) of am-
monium nitrate and from 100 to 500 ppa of nitrate of soda. The
treatments were made on 1/50-acre plots. Because of limited space
only a single series was established on the oats, while the treat-
ments on wheat were made in triplicate. In the case of the wheat
the nitrogen applications were made on two different dates, March
1 and March 15. On oats the increase in yield ranged from about
42 percent for the lightest treatment to more than 125 percent
for the heaviest treatment with ammonium nitrate, and from 65
percent for the lightest treatment to 180 percent for the heavi·est
treatment with nitrate of soda. On wheat the increase in yield
ranged from 42 percent for the lightest treatment to more than
75 percent for the heaviest treatment with ammonium nitrate. In
the nitrate of soda series the increase in yield was approximately
50 percent for the 100-ppa and 66 percent for the 500-ppa ap-
--~--- ------------ ---------
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plications. Both the 200- and 300-ppa applications gave greater
average yields than the 500-ppa application of nitrate of soda.
There was no noticeable difference in the yields from the March 1
and March 15 tr·eatments. The yields were slightly greater on the
ammonium nitrate plots than on the comparable nitrate of soda
plots.
Crossville
PLATEAU EXPERIMENT STATION
John A. Odom, Superintendent
The Plateau Station is still in the stage of early development.
Of the 675 acres, slightly more than 200 are op-en land. A con-
siderable portion of this had been overgrown with brush and wild
grass during the years of idleness before it was acquired for the
Experiment Station. Thirty-five acr·es were cleared this year by
shrubbing and the use of heavy bush and bog harrow. The land
was then limed, fertilized, and seeded to hay or pasture mixtures.
The railroad right-of-way was fenced for approximately two
miles, and other fencing was started. The main entrance road was
rebuilt and surfaced for all-weather use. Construction of two new
dwellings for Station labor was begun, and additions were made
to the main service shop and machine shed. A small temporary
office was built.
The 1946 season was very favorable for new seedings. Winter
weather had thinned and destroyed some of the 1945 pasture seed-
ings in the front fields. These were reseeded successfully in the
spring. Standard trial work was continued with corn and small
grains. Variety trials were started with strawberries, snap beans,
tobacco, red clover, and alfalfa.
The Station continued its coop·eration with the U. S. D. A.
Southeastern Potato Breeding Program by furnishing facilities for
growing 13,000 seedlings, developed from greenhouse crossings at
Baton Rouge. Selections from seedlings of pr·evious years were
grown in disease-resistance and yield tests, and in increase plots.
Spray and dusting trials on potatoes were set up and conducted in
cooperation with the Departments of Entomology and Plant Path-
ology.
Work with sheep and cattle at this Station, including the Gar
Wood Farm, is covered in the Animal Husbandry report.
CHANGES IN STAFF
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Appointments'
R. H. Hanchey, Assistant Horticulturist (Jackson), January 1.
J. T. Miles, Dairy Herdsman, February l.
Kathleen McCook, Assistant General Chemist, March 1.
M. C. Hervey, Associate Animal Husbandman, May 16.
J. A. Ewing, Superintendent (formerly Assistant), Middle Tenn. Exp.
8ta., July l.
Troy H. Jones, Assistant Horticulturist, July 1.
Homer Patrick, Nutritionist, July 1.
Webster Pendergrass, Assistant Agronomist, July 1.
Addie R. Wise, Assistant General Chemist, July 1.
T. R. Gilmore, Associate Horticulturist (Crossville), August l.
Bernadine Meyer, Associate Home Economist, September 1.
Echo Price, Assistant Home Economist, September 16.
Jane Whittle, Assistant Agricultural Librarian, October 15.
E. L. Felix, Associate Plant Pathologist, October 16.
C. J. Craven, Associate Physicist, November 1.
Dennis Sikes, Veterinarian, November 1.
J. Hugh Felts, Superintendent, Tobacco Experiment Station, Nov. 16.
Resignations
Mildred Foster, Assistant General Chemist, February 28.
Loyce L. Dunn, Assistant Home Economist, May 31.
Mary K. Good, Assistant Geneml Chemist, June 30.
T. L. Senn, Assistant Plant Pathologist, August 31.
.Chas. C. Mantle, Assistant Agricultural Economist, September 15.
J. B. Washko, Associate Agronomist. October lr,.
Fred N. Masters, Assistant Agricultural Economist, November 30.
Joan K. Odell, Assistant Horticulturist, December 15.
J. L. Vandiver, Assistant Agronomist (Greeneville), December 15.
R. H. Hanchey, Assistant Horticulturist, December 3l.
Retirements
C. A. Mooers, Director, June 30. (Appointed Director Emeritus.)
L. R. Neel, Superintendent, Middle Tenn. Exp. Sta., June 30.
Returned from Military Service
Benjamin D. Raskopf, Associate Agricultural Economist, February 10.
J. O. Andes, Associate Plant Pathologist, July 1.
T. L. Senn, Assistant Plant Pathologist. July 1.
Date
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BULLETINS
Authors
199 Oat Variety Studies in Tennessee
200 Effects of Lime, Fertilizer, and
Preceding Legumes on the Yields
of Corn and Tobacco
201 Subsistence on the Small Farm
With Special Reference to the
Cumberland Plateau
202 Insects Injurious to Sweetpotato
Tubers in Tennessee
N. I. Hancock
O. H. Long
C. A. Mooers
O. H. Long
J. J. Bird
E. L. Bohanan
Jane K. Hale
S. Marcovitch
CIRCULARS
94 Alfalfa Strains for Middle Ten-
nessee
95 The Orient Pear
J. B. Washko
J. A. Ewing
Brooks D. Drain
MONOGRAPHS
(Mimeographed)
193 Natural Neighborhoods and Com- Glenn S. Gallion
munities of W'ayne County, Ten-
nessee
194 Costs, Materials, and Practices
in Growing Irish Potatoes on
Cumberland Plateau
195 Some Price Factors Affecting
Farm Adjustment in Cotton
Counties of Tennessee
196 Costs, Returns, and Practices in
Growing Snap Beans on Cum-
berland Plateau, 1944
197 Wheat Crop Insurance in Ten-
nessee and United States
198 Cotton Crop Insurance in Ten-
nessee and United States
199 Wholesale Marketing of Irish Po-
tatoes in Knoxville, Tennessee
200 Farming Systems and Practices,
Red Soil Area, Eastern Highland
Rim, Tennessee, 1944
201 Retailing- and Consumption of
Irish Potatoes in Knoxville
F. N. Masters
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202 Tobacco Crop Insurance in Ten-
nessee
203 Volume, Transportation and Use
by Local Farmers, Knoxville
Livestock Market
204 Income and Expenses in Grow-
ing and Marketing Irish Pota-
toes, Cumberland Plateau, 1943-
1944
205 Development and Present Im-
portance of Nashville Livestock
Market
206 Facilities and Agencies at Nash-
ville Livestock Market
207 Livestock Regulations and Taxes
in Knoxville and Tennessee
208 Economic Aspects of Cotton Pro-
duction, Henry and Madison
Counties, Tennessee, 1942
209 Costs and Returns in Growing
Corn, Henry and Madison Coun-
ties, Tennessee, 1942
210 Transportation and Market News
Service at Nashville Livestock
Market
211 Farm Machinery in Jonesboro
Area, Wa~hington County, Ten-
nessee, 1943
212 Prices Paid for Cattle Including
Vealers at Nashville Livestock
Market
213 Effect of Ginning Equipment on
Cotton Quality
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Corn Cob Fur Jour. of Heredity, 3
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Jour. Amer. Soc. 9
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Multiple Convergence as a
Means of Augmenting the Vigor
and Yield of Inbred Lines of
Corn
The Longevity of Cottonseed as
Affected by Climate and Seed
Treatments
Bacterial Blight Resistance in a
Strain of Stoneville Cotton
Environmental Modification of
Fiber Properties as a Source of
Error in Cotton Experiments
Authors
F. D. Richey
D. M. Simpson
D. M. Simpson
Richard Weindling
D. M. Simpson
K. L. Hertel
CHEMISTRY
-' '" Variance in the Carbonatation of W. H. MacIntire
Certain "Glassy'" and Crystal- S. H. Winterberg
line Calcium Silicate Materials H. W. Dunham
in Soils L. B. Clements
The Property of Certain Calci- W. H. MacIntire
um Silicates to Impart Super- W. M. Shaw
saturation of CaC03 to Carbon-
atated Water Extractions
Pot Method for Soil Cultures W. H. MacIntire
S. H. Winterberg
Certain "Glassy" and Crystallin~ W. H. MacIntire
Calcium Silicate Materials: Their S. H. Winterberg
Distinctive Behavior and Liming L. B. Clements
Effectiveness, as Registered by
Plant Response and Soil pH
ENGINEERING
A Mule Testing Dynamometer M. A. Sharp
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Phosphate D. E. Williams
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Elise Morrell
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M. L. Dodds
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